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(ABSTR/\(ÜT)

Bermuda, settled in l6l2, was the second successful linglish colony founded in the New
World. The islands appeared to provide investors in längland with an excellent opportunity to

make a profit, but the colony failed to gencrate the anticipatcd prolits because the investors failed

to allow sufiicient incentive for the colonists to produce high quality cash crops. little research

has been conducted on the early history of Bermuda, and the little that has been done has focused

on political events within the colony and colonizing company. This work uses letters, petitions,

contemporary accounts, and other colonial and company documents to examinc the interaction

between the colonists in Bermuda and the investors in lingland and to determine the impact of this

interaction on the failure of the colony.
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INTRODUCTION

About 750 miles east of the Virginia coast lie the approximately 200 small islands that
comprise Bermuda. Today the tourist trade dominates Bermuda’s economy, and mention of the
islands calls to mind images of clear blue water, white sand beachcs, and elegant resort hotels. Most
Americans, however, remain ignorant of Bennuda's past. Members of the Virginia Company of
London established a colony in Bermuda in 1612, five years after the first colonists landed at
Jamestown. Though many of the same people initiated both ventures and people of similar
backgrounds settled both colonies, Bermuda developed much differently than her sister colony on
the mainland. Bermuda’s population equalled or exceeded Virginia’s from 1614 until at least 1625.
Moreover, Bermuda yielded greater dividends to investors in lingland than did Virginia, though

neither colony made a net profit. Bermuda seemed the more promising of the two colonies as late

as 1622, and remained a company colony for more than sixty years after King .1ames I dissolved the

Virginia Company. After 1625, however, Bermuda’s single-crop economy suffered from growing
competition from other colonies, most notably Virginia and Barbados. ()ver the next fifteen years

Bermuda became an economic backwater, and after 1640 it contributed little to Great Britain’s
overseas commerce.

This paper seeks to examine the role of profit-seeking in the formation and economic
deterioration of the colony in Bermuda between 1612 and 1630. The potential for profits offered
by Bemiuda provided the primary motive for colonizing the islands and the sole motive for many
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Figure 1. Bermuda in the North Atlantic
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of the investors to venture money in the colony. The investors’ search for profits dominated every
major decision made at every stage in the development of the eolonizing company from the
founding of the colony in 1612 through the formal establishment of the Somers Islands Company

I

in 1615.

lronically, the same search for profits that impelled the colonization of Bermuda hastened the
economic decline of the colony. The hopes that the investors held for rceeiving dividends from their
investment led them to impose strict regulations limiting opportunity for the colonists, and thereby
thwarting their own efforts to tum a profit.

l·1istorians examining the question of Bcrmuda's economic decline have viewed that decline
as an inevitable result of the islands’ small size. 'lhe lack of large amounts of land, they have
argued, limited population growth and agricultural expansion. When soil dcpletion began to limit
the tobacco crop, colonists could not move to fresh land, as they did in the mainland colonies.

This argument helps to explain the economic decline of Bermuda, but fails to provide a complete
explanation because no evidence exists to suggest that overcrowding became a serious problem in
Bermuda before the 1660s. Only then did several observcrs note that the islands were

overpopulated.‘ Furthermore, Berrnuda’s tobacco production does not appear to have declined

until at least 1629, when Captain John Smith noted that some tracts of land in the islands had
become less fertile than they had originally been because thc colonists had planted tobacco on the

land every year, without ever allowing it to lay fallow.3 Bermudians produced considerable

quantities of tobacco through the 1620s, shipping more tobacco to England than Virginia did in

every year before 1621, and accounting for about one-third of the British colonial tobacco imported

into England as late as 1627-8.3

1 Charles M. Andrews, The Colonial Period of American Ilistory, I (New Ilaven: Yale University Press,
1934), 237. Considerable emigration from t.he colony occurred after 1628, but this resulted from t.he lack
of opportunity for free laborers and the company’s shipment of youths to the islands to serve as indentured
servants.

3 Smith probably rcferred to the land near St. George’s where colonists had planted tobacco since 1614.
See Captain John Smith, Complete Works of Captain John Smith (/580-/63/) in Three Volumes, Philip
L. Barbour, ed. (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1986), Ill: 219; and Major-General
Sir John Henry Lefroy, ed., Memorials of the Discovery and Early Settlement of the Bermudas or Somers
Islands, /5/5-/685, 1 ('Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1981), 493; first published in 1877-79), 493.

3 Tobacco importation figures show that Virginians shipped 369,334 pounds of tobacco to England in
1627-8, while Bermudians shipped 183,537 pounds during the same year. 'Importations of Tobacco,
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Although Bermudians exported large amounts of tobacco between 1616 and 1628, the

principle problem faced by investors in the Somers Islands ('ompany in the first thirty years of

settlement in Bermuda was not simply to obtain large amounts of tobacco; the company needed

to obtain high quality tobacco from the colony that could compete with superior Spanish grades

and, in the late 1620s and 1630s, with tobacco from St. Kitts and Barbados. llenry C. Wilkinson

has suggested that Bermuda did not produce a profit because of the glut of tobacco on the market
1

in England. Jack P. Greene refutes this, stating that the Barbadians made a fortune on tobacco

from 1627 to 1637, indicating that Bermudian tobacco sold for low prices because of its poor

quality, not because of a glutted market! Lewis Cecil Gray provides additional information to

support Greene’s assertion. According to Gray, Bermudians consistcntly shipped large quantities

of tobacco to England, but much of the tobacco spoiled en route because of the colonists’

negligence in raising, harvesting, and packing the product} Complaints from the investors about

the poor quality of Bermuda tobacco resulted in legislation by the Bermuda assembly regulating the

production of tobacco in order to improve the quality of tbe commodity. Later complaints from

the company about the 'base and stincking and good for nothing" tobacco that they received from

Bermuda, however, demonstrate that this legislation provided insuffieient incentive for the colonists

to take greater care in producing the crop.° Thus the principle reason for Bermuda's economic

September 29, 1614, to September 29, 162l,' in American Historical Review 27 (April 1922): 526-7;
Neville Williams, 'England’s Tobacco Trade in the Reign of Charles l," Virginia Magazine of History and
Biography 65 (October 1957): 419-49; J.B. Killebrew, 'Report on the Culture and Curing of Tobacco in
the United States,' in Report on the Productions of Agriculture as Returned at the Tenth Census (June
I, 1880) (Washington: Government Printing Ollice, 1883, 224. Population estimates for both Virginia
and Bermuda at this time vary, so no valid comparison can be made between tobacco production per
hand in Virginia and Bermuda. Charles M. Andrews gives the population of Bermuda in 1628 as 2,000
and that of Virginia in the same year as 7,500, though he fails to cite his sources. Andrews, Colonial
Period, I, 237. Evarts B. Greene and Virginia D. Ilarrington give the 1628 population of Virginia as
roughly 3,000. Evarts B. Greene and Virginia D. Ilarrington, American Population Before the Federal
Censu.s of 1790 (New York: Columbia University Press, 1932), 136. Thus Bermudians either produced
considerably more tobacco per colonist than Virginians at this lime. or signilicantly less.

‘ Henry C. Wilkinson, Adventurers of Bermuda: A History of the Island from Its Discovery until the
Dissolution of the Somers Islands Company in 1684, 2d ed. (London: Oxford, 1958), 218; and Jack P.
Greene, Pursuit of Happiness: The Social Development of Early Modern British Colonies and the
Formation of American Culture (Chapel Hill: Univer.sity of North Carolina Press, 1988), 43.

5 Lewis Cecil Gray, History of Agriculture in the Southern United States to 1860, I (\Vashington: Carnegie
Institution of Washington, 1933), 22.

‘ For an example of colonial legislation regarding the quality of Bermuda tobacco. see 'Acts of the First
Assembly, 1620,' in Lefroy, Memorials, 1, 168; and for later complaints from the company about 'base
and stincking' tobacco, see 'Portion of the Reply of the Company to Capt. lly. \Voodhouse,' September
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failure was the lack of incentivc for the colonists to take care in producing their tobacco, and not
problems of overpopulation and poor soil fertility. These latter Rietors certainly limited Bermuda’s
potential as a tobacco-producing colony, but company policy hastened the process of decline that
would have occurred naturally. From all indications. Bermuda should have prospered in its early
years. That it did not was the result of the investors' greed, lack of foresight, and indifference to
the needs of their colonists. i

1625, in Lefroy, Memorials, 1, 357-8; and ’The Company to (Üaptn 1Iy Woodhouse,' March 21, 1626, in
Lefroy, Mcmorials, 1, 376.
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llCHAPTER ONE -- TO ALL MEN THEIR

EXPECTATIONS”

In the winter of l6l0~ll the news of a blood-stirring adventure reached England. The crew

and passengers of the ship Sea Venture, presumed lost cn route to the New World, had survived

their shipwreck, built two small vessels, and made their way to Virginia. The story of their

adventure, and of the utopian island of Bermuda on which they were stranded, fired the

imaginations of the English people. Prior to this time Bermuda had been known only to sailors,
who feared it because of the dangerous reefs and variable winds in the area. By 1611, the general

public had heard fabulous stories of the remote islands, and English sailors no longer considered

Bermuda a place to be shunned. The description of Bermuda in Shakespeare’s Tempest, based on

the news of the Sea Venture, best illustrates the popular coneeption of the islands in 1611. Two

of the play’s characters, stranded in Bermuda, declare that ’”I'he air breathes upon us here most

sweetly,' and that 'Here is everything advantageous to lil‘e."‘ 'l‘hus with the publication of reports

by Sea Venture’s passengers, Bermuda became known in England as an island paradise, and seemed

an ideal location to plant a colony in the new world.

I William Shakespeare, The Tempest (New York: New American library, 1964), 63.

CHAPTER ONE — "TO ALL MEN THEIR EXPECTATIONS” 6



While popular enthusiasm over the reports of the shipwreck inspired artists like Shakespeare,

businessmen found the news equally interesting. The English colony in Virginia had proven itself

a financial burden, devouring large amountsl of capital and yielding negligible returns. Reports from
Bermuda, however, suggested that commodities such as tobacco, sugar cane, and silk could be

produced in the islands. Members of the Virgnia Company seized upon the news from Bermuda

as a means of profiting from their earlier investment in the colonization of America. The original

settlement of Bermuda and the later expansion of the company colonizing the islands were both

motivated by the investors’ desire to obtain profits--profits that the Virginia Company had failed

to yield between 1606 and l6l 1.

The Financial Troubles of the Virginia Company

In 1606, the English territory of Virginia consisted of all lands in North Arncrica between

thirty-four and forty-five degrees north latitude, or roughly from Cape Fear to Nova Scotia.

Because two groups of investors sought to colonize this region, King .lames I divided Virginia into

two parts, each to be the exclusive territory of one company. The Virginia Company of London

received the rights to the southem part, which included the Chesapeake area. The northem portion

became the territory of the Virginia Company of Plymouth.

The founders of both Virginia colonies organized themselves into joint-stock companies in

order to manage more effectively the financial burdens of colonization. The investors, often called

adventurers or merchant adventurers, put the money they invested into a common fund for the

development of the colony. Any investor in this joint stock became a member of the company.

The company obtained additional funds by issuing another joint-stock and selling shares to

members of the company or other people interested in investing in the venture. Any prolits derived

from the colony would be divided among the investors in proportion to the size of their

investments. This form of organization, cornrnon in merchant trading companies, had several
advantages over colonization by individuals. Because the joint-stock company drew funds from a

large number of investors, it did not rely on the fortuncs of a single man, as had Sir Walter Raleigh’s

CHAPTER ONE — "TO ALL MEN TIIEIR EXPECTATlONS” 7
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colony at Roanoke (1584-87). Thus the company could raisc suhstantially larger sums of money

for its venture because an unlimited number of adventurers could invest in the company.

Moreover, the joint-stock arrangement reduced the financial liability of individual investors.

Investors could risk small amounts of money and share in any profits the company netted.

In 1607, both Virginia companies launched colonizing expeditions, establishing settlements

at Jamestown and Sagadahoc, but by the next year the investors in the two expeditions had little

to show for their investments. The Virginia Company of Plymouth established a colony at the

mouth of the Sagadahoc River, on the coast of Maine, but ahandoned the settlement less than a

year after its establishment. The Virginia Company of london founded a colony at .lamestown the

same year.7 Jamestown survived its first year, but by 1608 news from the settlement sounded grim.

Captain John Smith wrote the company in 1608 complaining of a lack of provisions and stating that

0ne—half of the colonists were sick} The company soon realized that the co1ony’s future depended

on an increased investment in men and supplies. By 1609 the investors had resolved to expand the

project and revitalize the company by requesting and receiving a new charter from King James.

This second charter incorporated a larger group of investors, including fifty-six London companies

and 659 individual subscribers, and thus increased greatly the company's financial support. The

charter also altered the govemment of the company, enabling it to control colonial affairs more

effectivelyß Thus with increased funds and more efficient organization the company planned the

largest expedition it had yet launched for the relief and expansion of its colony at Jamestown.

Company plans called for a group of 600 colonists under Sir Thomas Gates to sail for Virginia

in May 1609, followed by an additional 1,000 colonists under lord De la Wart in August of that

year} Gates left according to schedule, with eight ships and 600 colonists. The fate of his

7 Hereafler I will simply refer to the Virginia Company of London as the Virginia Company, and will use
the full name Virginia Company of Plymouth to designatc that short-lived entity.

7 Captain John Smith, The Generall Historie of Virginia, New England and the Summer Isles, 1 (Glasgow:
James MacLehose and Sons, 1907; repr., Ann Arbor: University Microfilms, 1972), 149.

‘ For a discussion of the merits of the second charter and for a copy ofthc pertinent portions of the charter's
text see Alexander Brown, ed., The Genesis of the United States, I (Boston: Iloughton Mifllin, 1890),
206-237.

5 'Instructions given to Capt. Thomas Holcrof1,' May 29, 1609, in Brown, Genesis, I, 317.

CHAPTER ONE — "TO ALL MEN THEIR EXI’ECTATIONS" 8
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expedition, however, shattered the hopes of its backcrs. ln November 1609, investors learned that

a severe storm had scattered the fleet on the outward voyage. Two ships had definitely sunk, and

the admiral’s ship, Sea Venture, was missing and presumed sunk with Gates and 150 colonists
aboard. Only five ships, carrying roughly 300 colonists, had reached Virginia, and to make matters

worse, two of them foundered on the voyage back to England. Total losses from Gates’s expedition

amounted to five ships with 300 men and their supplies, more than half the expedition.‘

The impact of this disaster can be seen in the fortunes of the company immediately following

1609. Many investors, after seeing their investment of 1609 lost, refused to pay their promised

shares in 1610 and 1611. As late as 1613, twenty investors were delinquent in paying their 1610-11

subscriptions. The Grocers’ Company, which subscribed to the Virginia Company in 1609, had

difficulty collecting money promised by several of its members? ln addition, Lord De la Warr’s

expedition, scheduled to leave in August 1609, was delayed until April 1610, and eonsisted of only

150 colonists instead of the 1,000 originally projected, most likely because of financial problems and

difficulty recruiting colonists.

The future of the Jamestown colony appeared even more dismal when De la Warr’s report

on the condition of the colony reached England in September 16l(). Of the 490-500 colonists left

at Jamestown in the fall of 1609, only about sixty had survived until the following spring. During
this famous ’starving time" the colonists had been reduced to eating whatever they could find, some

reportedly tuming to cannibalism. They had made their condition worse by tearing down for

f1rewood many of the buildings in which they lived. lndians had made matters still worse, 'as fast

killing without as the famine and pestilence within/’*

The only good news from Virginia concemed Sir 'lhomas Gates and the 150 colonists from

the Sea Venture. The ship had foundered off the coast of Bermuda, not in open seas, and the crew

6 'Letter of Gabriel Archer," August 31, 1609, in Brown, Genesis, 1, 328-332. Captain John Smith reported
that the colony contained about 490-500 persons on his departurc in October 1609. Smith, Historie, 1,
204. Late in 1608 he had described the population at 'morc than two hundred,' so roughly three hundred
arrived in Virginia in the spring of 1609. lbid., 149.

“' "Brooke to E11esmere," April 28, 1613, in Brown, Genesis, ll, 628, and 'Minutes From the Grocers’
Records,' March 4, 1610, in Brown, Genesis, 1, 388.

6 Smith, Historie, 1, 204-5; "Council in Virginia to the Virginia (Üompany/' July 7, 1610, in Brown,
Genesis, 1, 404-6.

CHAPTER ONE — "TO ALL MEN THEIR EXI’ECTATIONS" 9
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and passengers had made their way to shore with no loss of life. When the colonists explored the
islands they found an uninhabited paradise. Wild pigs and birds abounded and were easily caught

U by the castaways. The waters surrounding the islands teemcd with fish, and the woods contained

an abundance of edible plants. The survivors of Sea Venture spcnt almost a year on the island,

with little loss of life, and by the spring of l6l0 had constructed two small ships in which they made

their way to Virginia. They arrived to find the colony all but destroyed. Gates proceeded to load

the survivors and supplies left at Jamestown into his two ships and was preparing to leave for
England when Lord De la Wan arrived.

De la Wart remained in Virginia with his ISO colonists. the ISO colonists from the Sea

Venture, and the sixty or so survivors from Jamestown while Gates returned to England with the

devastating news from Jamestown and the happier news of the fate of Sea Venture'.: passengers and

crew. A contemporary observer dcclared that 'When the adventurers saw the expectance of such

a preparation come to nothing, how great a coldnesse it wrought in the hearts of all may easilie be

deemed."° ln the face of this bitter disappointment, the company could only ask for more money

to try to save the colony. The council of the Virginia Company stated in February 1610 that

£30,000, "to be paid in two years, for three supplies [of colonists and equipment], will be a sufficient

sum to settle there [in Virginia], a very able and strong foundation."“‘ Some investors, however,

discouraged by the circumstances in Virginia, began to consider the possibility of colonizing

Bermuda.

The Promise of Bermuda

Few men had landed at Bermuda prior to the wrcck of Sea Venture. Rapidly shifting winds

and reefs surrounding the islands made the waters there hazardous for ships, and no safe harbor for
ocean-going vessels had yet been discovered. The few Spanish and Portuguese explorers who had

9 'The New Life of Virginea,' 1622, in Peter Force, ed., Tracts and Other Papers, Relating Principally to
the Origin, Settlement, and Progress of the Colonies in North America, l (Washington: Peter Force,
1836-46; repr., New York: Peter Smith, 1947).

I° 'Circular Letter of the Virginia Council," February 20, 1610, in Brown, Genesis, 1, 463.

CIIAPTER ONE — "TO ALL MEN TIIEIR EXPECTATI()NS" 10
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I
landcd there had been frightened by strange noises, and named Bermuda "I,a Isla del I)iablo"-—The
Isle of the Devil. Spanish ships avoided the islands, stopping only if they were desperately short
of water or provisions. More often Spanish vessels simply used Bermuda as a reference point on
the voyage from the Caribbean to Spain.

Although English sailors knew of the islands from Spanish reports, the first detailed
descriptions of the islands reached England with Sir Thomas Gates in the fall of l6l0. Two of Sea

Venturels passengers, William Strachey and Silvanus Jourdan, described the islands in written
accounts of their shipwreck. .Iourdan’s account provided a glowing picture of Bermuda as an

earthly paradise. He listed in detail the 'many kind of fishes,” the "great abundance of Hogges/’ the

"fowle in great number,” and the 'great store of Tortoises," and described the ease with which these

animals could be caught. He went on to describe the many edible plants, and mentioned ”cedar

trees (the fairest I thinke in the world)," and 'very good tobacco."" To make the picture even more
pleasant he added that Bermuda "affords no venimous creature or so much as a rat or mouse, or

any other thing unwholesome/’ Also, the islands provided "great store of I’earle,' 'some good

quantitie of Amber greece,' and "great plentie whales . . . [that] come usually and ordinarilie to the

shore.' Overall, Jourdan stated, Bermuda was "°m truth the richest, healthfullest, and [most]

pleasing land."3

Strachey's narrative echoed Jourdan’s glowing terms, and mentioned only one fiaw in the

islands. In describing the castaways’ attempts to plant English crops (such as musk melons, peas,

onions, radishes, and lettuce), Strachey stated that the plants "all which in ten daies did appear

above ground . . . came to no proof, nor tl1rived." Ile attributed this to either the many birds or

”the condition or vice of the soyle.' He concluded that the soil was "uncapable . . . of any of our
commodities or fruits," but that it was likely that ”the commodities of the other Westeme Ilands
would prosper there, as [grape]Vines, Lemmons, Oranges, and Sugar Canes."3

II This is the only mention of native tobacco growing in Bermuda.
I3 'Amber greece,' or ambergris, is an aromatic substance sccrctcd from the intestincs of whales that is used

in making perfumes. Silvanus Jourdan, Discovery of the Barmodas, in Terry Tucker, ed., Bermuda -
Unintended Destination (Bermuda: Island Press, Ltd., l978), 29-34; and in Lefroy, Memorials, I, I4-2l.

I3 Strachey, True Reportory, in Tucker, Unintended Destination, 35-60; and in Lefroy, Memorials,
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By the sumrncr of 1611, some adventurers in the Virginia (‘ompany had begun discussing the
possibility of settling Bermuda. Bermuda offered investors an excellent location for a colony in the

New World. The ring of reefs encircling Bermuda, which had effectively discouraged earlier

settlement and had earned Bermuda the name "lsle of thc l)evils.” provided a natural defense

against Spanish aggression, in sharp eontrast to thc vulncrability of .lamestown. Furthermore, if
the Jamestown settlement should fail, which seemed likely in 1612, Bermuda could still prosper,

protecting the investors from a total loss.

The investors also seem to have considered the possibility of establishing a colony in Bermuda

to serve as a supply base for Virginia. As Virginia had not yet managed to become self-supporting,

some economical means had to be found to help the colonists survive. By 1612 Bermuda had

apparently been used at least once as a source for food for the beleaguercd colonists at Jamestown.

In August 1611, Don Alonso de Velasco, Spanish ambassador to lingland, reported to the King

of Spain the rumor that "they [the English] now propose to erect a fort on the island of Vermuda,

which, tho' it is two hundred leagues from Virginia, still has bccn able to succour them very

elTectua1ly."1‘ An English settlement in Bermuda would facilitate the development of the islands

as a source of provisions for the mainland colony.

Reports from Bermuda suggested that a settlement there could indeed prosper. The large

numbers of fish and fowl and the healthy climate seemed to relieve the problems of starvation and

disease that plagued the Jamestown settlement. The ease with which the shipwrecked passengers

of Sea Venture had survived provided strong testimony of the is1ands’ bounty. Also, the absence

of a native population removed the danger of Indian attacks. Therefore a colony in Bermuda would

cost far less to maintain than the Virginia colony because it would not require the annual

replenishment of manpower and supplies needed in Virginia. liurthermore, initial reports described

pearls, ambergris, tobacco, and whales that colonists could obtain easily in Bermuda, while

Strachey’s account suggested valuable commodities like sugar that colonists could produce in the

islands. Thus the investors could derive imrnediate prolits from a colony in Bermuda.

1* 'Velasco to Philip Il1,’ August 22, 1611, in Brown, Genesis, I, 495.

CHAPTER ONE — ”TO ALL MEN THEIR EXPECTA'I'IONS" 12
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The colonization of Bermuda involved considerahle risk, though. The islands, unlike the
mainland, occupied a strategic position on the sea route followed by Spanish ships retuming to

Spain from the Caribbean. Any English settlement of the islands might provoke a Spanish attack

on both Bermuda and Jamestown. On the other hand, the islands’ natural defenses could provide

a secure haven from which English vessels could attack Spanish ships in the event of hostilities with

Spain. Thus if Bermuda’s defenses were made strong enough, the English presence in the islands

might actually deter war with Spain. The potential benefits of settling Bermuda, therefore, far

outweighed the fears of Spanish hostility.

Because the islands did not fall within the boundarics of Virginia as defined in the company

charter of 1609, in 1612 the investors of the Virginia Company sought and received a new company

charter from King James in order to secure legal rights to Bermuda. The preamble of this third

charter states that the investors had "been humble suitors unto us |the King], that we would be

pleased to grant unto them an enlargement of our said former letters patents, as well for a more

ample extent of their limitts and territories into the scas . . . as also for some other matters and

articles, concerning the better government of the said Company and Colony." The charter extended

the boundarics of the company’s territories 'to include all the islands lying within three hundred

leagues of the continent" and between thirty and forty·one degrees north latitude.*5 Any such

islands could be colonized by the Virginia Company provided they "be not actually possessed or

irihabited by any other Christian Prince or estate,' nor belong to another English colonizing

company.*‘ Thus the Virginia Company received a legal right to Bermuda, at least in the eyes of

the English crown, and interested members could proceed with their plans to settle the islands.

Those plans were already well advanced when thc King granted the Virginia Company’s third

charter on March 12, 1612. The colonization of Bermuda required additional funds, which could

not be taken from the treasury for the Virginia colony because the company needed these funds for

the maintenance of the Jamestown settlement. Interested investors therefore had to set up a special

*5 This clause contains the principle difference between the second and third charters, and its purpose was
to secure the right to settle Bermuda for the Virginia Company. See Wesley Frank Craven, 'An
Introduction to the Ilistory of Bermuda,’ William and Mary Quarterly, 2d series, 17 (April 1937): 187-9.

*5 Ibid.; and 'The Third Charter,' March 12, 1612, in Brown, Genesis, II, 541.
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joint—stock for the settlement of Bermuda. Subseribers to this joint·stoek would comprise an

"under company" of investors who would be linancially responsible for the development of the

Bermuda colony and would receive most of the prolits made from their settlement. The greater
{

Virginia Company, however, would still retain owncrship of the islands and rights to specific

commodities, as well as some vague supervisory authority over the under company’s affairs.‘7 In l
February 1612 John Chamberlaine, brother of two future investors in the Virginia and Bermuda

companies, reported to a friend that "there [was] a lottery in hand for the furthering of the Virginia

viage, and an vnder companie erecting for the trade of the Bermudas, weh have changed theyre

name . . . [to the] Sommer Islands/’19

Six and a half weeks after the king granted the Virginia (Iompany’s third charter, the ship

Plough left England carrying fifty or sixty eolonists and their governor, Richard Moore, bound for

Bermuda. Little evidence survives conceming the launching of this expedition. Moore’s

commission as govemor describes the organizers of the expedition as "the vndertakers for the

Plantacon of Somer Islands," suggesting that an under company had indeed been formed.19 The

letters Patent of the Somers Islands Company, issued by King .Iames in November 1615, show that

the under company consisted of eleven investors. The investors gave Govemor Moore a "Seale

Ring wth Sr Thomas Smythes Armes engraven," which indicates that Smith, director of the Virginia

Company, may also have been involved in the under company, probably in an informal sense as

head of the parent eompany.’° These individuals, lured by the promising news from Bermuda,

risked additional money in the colonization of America, in spite of the dismal record of earlier

attempts on the mainland.

17 Craven, 'Introductionf WMQ 17 (April 1937): 193-S.
19 'John Chamberlaine to the Right Hon. Sir Dudley Carlton, Kt..’ February 12, 1612, in Lefroy,

Memorials, I, 57.
19 'Govemor Moore’s Commissionf April 27, 1612, in Lefroy, Mcmorials, I, 58.
911 lbid., 62. It seems unlikely that Smith would be a member of the under company in April 1612, leave itbyllglovember 1612, and then become a founding member of the Somers Islands Company in December
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Paradise Sold

Investors in the under company formed to estahlish Bermuda undoubtedly had high hopes

for their colony based on initial reports from the islands. The favorable news from the colonists

in Bermuda in the fall of 1612 certainly gave them no reasons for discouragemcnt. Dcspite the

islands’ potential, however, on November 25, 1612, the parent company sold all rights to any

commodities discovered or produced in the islands. This curious action by the Virginia Company

resulted from apparent subterfuge and intrigue by the members of the under company who desired

to keep the prolits from Bermuda to themselves.

Plough left Bermuda by the end of July 1612, and arrived back in England somctime in early

September with news of the co1onists’ safe arrival and with some ambergris and pearls for the

investors. One of Govemor Moore’s colonists sent a glowing description of the islands, describing

the abundant lish and fowl, the giant turtles, whales in the surrounding waters, and the islands’

fruits. 'For the ground," he declared, ”I hold it the richest ground to beare forth fruit (whatsoever

one shall lay into it) that is in the world/'*‘ Three men left on the islands by Thomas Gates when

he sailed to Virginia in 1610 were still there in 1612 and "neuer were sicke all the time of their being

there/’” These three men had found both ambergris and pearls; produced "a great deale of

Tobacco”; and planted com, wheat, beans, and melons. The author of the letter, fearing that the

adventurers in England would think he had exaggerated his report "to draw more company hither,'

concluded with a strong admonition to the company.

But this 1 say to them that haue aduentured in Virginia, especially to such as thinke they shall lose
by that worthy action: let them do the like to vs, and I make no douht hut wee shall in short time giue
them satisfaction. For our Inchanted Ilands, which is kept as some say, with spirits, will wrong no
friend or foe, but yeeld all men their expectations/'*3

Along with this marvelous report, the Plough brought from Bermuda news of the discovery

of between 160 and 190 pounds of ambergris, including a single piece weighing 80 pounds, the

21 'News from the Bermudas, l612,' in Lefroy, Mcmorials, 1, 65; and 'An Addition Sent llome by the Last
Ship from Our Colonie in the Barmudas,' 1612, in Force, 7'mms, lll.

22 lbid., 71. These men were Edward Chard, Edward Waters, and Christopher Carter.
23 lbid., 66-72.
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largest piece yet discovered in l6l2. The three men left on the Islands by Thomas Gates had
discovered the ambergris and had conspired with the captain of the Plough, Robert Davis, and a
member of Govemor Moore’s eouncil, Edwin Kendall, to smnggle itiback to England where they

would divide the profits amongst themselves. ()ne of the diseovercrs of the ambergris, Christopher
Carter, informed Moore of the eonspiracy, however, and Moore imprisoned the leader of the plot
and eonfiscated as much of the ambergris as he could find. Kendall retumed to England with

Captain Davis on the Plough. Some ambergris, ’1raveinge lhlne into Kendall's fingringe wer (either

by the ignorance or connivance of the Govemor) by him stolcn over into England.'2‘ The investors
leamed about the ambergris from Kendall, Captain Davis, or (Iovernor Moore, and the next ship

sent from England carried specific orders to Moore to send the company all of the ambergris that

had been discovered in the islands.2‘

Although the investors learned of the ambergris at this time, they kept the fact secret. One

interested observer of the affairs of joint·stock companies, llenry, Earl of Northampton, reported

in a letter to King James the latest news to reach England in September l6l2. Ile wrote that the

last expedition of the Muscovy Company "saw 700 whales, and brought home seventeen."26 In the

same letter he discussed the safe arrival of the first colonists in Bermuda and described the abundant

"swine . . . fowle and fishe” they had found, but mentioned nothing of the discovery of the largest

piece of ambergris yet encountered.2" Thus the investors must have kept the news of the ambergris

among themselves, and sought to obtain a monopoly over it.

The large amount of ambergris in Bermuda provided a huge potential for company profit,

and the members of the under company carefully guarded the news, so that few non-members

leamed of it. On November 25, 1612, the eleven investors obtained their monopoly when the

2* These small pieces of ambergris amounted to about £600. Nathaniel Butler, Ilrlszorye of the Bermudaes
or Summer Islands (London: Ilakluyt Society, 1882), 22; Wilkinson, Adventurers, 59; 'Digby to
CarIeton,' May 22, 1613, in Brown, Genesis, II, 635.

26 Smith, Historie, I, 351.
26 ghe Muscovy Company was a joint·stock company that traded with Russia via the Barents and White

eas.
27 Northampton was a member of the French Company, the Irish Company, the Newfoundland Company,

and the Northwest Passage Company at this time. 'Northampt.on to James I,' probably September I4,
1612, in Brown, Genesis, Il, 589.
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Virginia Company "granted bargained sould enfeoffed and confirmed” to eleven investors all of the
islands and all 'fishings mynes and minerals . . ., pearls, precious stones, quarries, and all and
singuler other comodities, Jurisdiccons, royalties priuilcges franchises and prhcminences
whatsoeuer" belonging to the Virginia Company for the sum of 1I2,t)00.”‘ 'lhus the Virginia
Company relinquished all its rights to the wealth of Bermuda, including ambergris valued at roughly
£10,000. This extraordinary sale seems ludicrous considering the poor state of Virginia, the
promising news from Bermuda, and the existence there of a windfall worth a small fortune.”

Further evidence of a plot comes from the fact that each of the eleven purchasers of the
islands had to spend an extremely large sum of money to finance Bcrmuda’s initial settlement in
the spring of 1612 and to pay for the rights to the islands in November of the same year. The
estimated cost of transporting a colonist to America in the sevcntcenth century was £S for each
person and £l5 for his or her personal equipment and supplies. Many of the first fifty or sixty
colonists paid their own passage, but the company probably paid much of the cost of suplying them

with equipment.’° Considering the additional costs of equipping the ship, advertising for and

finding settlers, and providing the eighty-one varieties of seeds, fishing equipment, and other tools

28 'Letters Patent of James l,' in Lefroy, Memorials, 1, 85; Susan M. Kingsbury, Records of the Virginia
Company of London, 11 (Washington, D.C., 1906), 48. This figure is generally accepted as correct, but it
may be in error. The purchase price is given as £1,000 in "lhe Case of the Bermuda,' Bodleian Library
Manuscripts, Clarendon, 102, f. 1., cited in William Robert Scott, 7716 Constitution and Finance of English,
Scottish and Irish Joint-Stock Companies to 1720, 11 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1912;
repr., Gloucesterz Peter Smith, 1968), 252. Tl1is discrepancy is apparently due to illegibility or clerical
error.

*9 The Virginia Company’s sale of all rights to Bermuda presents one of the most puuling problems in the
history of the company, but facts concerning it are searce. One theory describes the sale as an etfort by
the under company to gain greater independence from the Virginia Company. According to this view, the
investors in Bermuda sought to separate themselves from the tinancially troubled parent company by
purchasing all rights to the islands. The under company then constituted a separate corporate body that
was free to make its own decisions and to receive all protits dcrived from the Bermuda colony. More
important, separation would make the under company fiscally independent from the Virginia Company,
so it would not suffer if the latter should go bankrupt. A second explanation argues that the under
company had no legal claim to the islands because the king had granted them to the Virginia Company.
Settlement of the islands by the under company, therefore, was of uncertain legality, and the purchase of
the rights in 1612 constituted an effort by the under company to secure retroactive legitimacy for its
activities in Bermuda. The third interpretation describes the sale as the legal formation of the under
company which had hitherto existed only in an informal sense. 'lhe best arguments for these three views
can be found in Craven 'lntroduction,' WMQ 17 (April 1937): 194-5; Scott, Joint—Stock Companies, 11,
260; and Wilkinson, Adventurers, 66-7.

30 Governor Moore’s commission mentions nothing about indenturcd servants or terms of service, so it
seems that all of the colonists paid for their passage in some form. Most of these colonists were poor
farmers, so the company probably paid a portion of their expenses to encourage people to undertake the
risky venture.
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for the use of the colony, it seems likely that the first expedition cost the eleven investors nearly

{1,000. Add to this sum the purchase price for the rights to the islands, which required that the

purchasers deliver the {2,000 to the Virginia Company "befom the Sealing and Delivery of the said

Indenture," and these eleven investors' combined contributions amount to some {3,000, paid out

over roughly a year? This amounts to nearly {273 apiece, an astronomieal sum to invest in even

a very prornising venture?
I

To appreciate fully the magnitude of this sum, we must consider that the average annual

income of an Englishman in 1688 was about {12.18 per head. Average annual expenses amounted

to {11.15.4 per head, leaving very little income for investment. Prominent merchants in 1688

eamed the greatest surplus income of all classes of Englishmen, with {104 per year remaining after

subtracting average annual expenses.33 With these ligures in mind, it seems likely that few

Englishmen would or could afford to invest {300, at least three years’ surplus income, in a single

year. Investors in the Virginia Company rarely invested as rnueh as {273 over a ten-year period,

let alone in a single year. From 1609 to 1620 only four individuals invested more than {200 in

Virginia? An investment of {273 is therefore a huge amount and eonstitutes a ridiculous risk

unless the investors knew that they would receive a large and immediate retum on their investment,

such as that from nearly 200 pounds of ambergxis?

Additional evidence of a plot can be revealed by determining the Virginia Company’s motives

for selling its rights to the islands. In 1612 the Virginia Company was in serious financial trouble.

Its struggling colony desperately needed more men and supplies if it were to survive. The sale of

rights to the wealth of Bermuda for {2,000 to be paid immediately, therefore, makes perfect sense,

31 'Letters Patent of James 1, l615,' in Lefroy, Memorials, I, 84-5.
33 A plan formulated for a West India Company in April 1625 countcd on getting {400 from over Iifly

noblemen to be paid over a two—year period. {200 per year proved to be too large an sum for the potential
investors, though. John C. Appleby, 'An Association for the West Indics? English Plans for a West India
Company, 1621-29,' Journal of Imperial and Commonwealth llrivtory 15 (May 1987), 221.

33 A11 income ligures are taken from Peter Laslett, The World We llave Lost, 2d ed. (New York: Charles
Scribner’s Sons, 1971), 36-7.

3* These four are Lord de la Warr with {500, William, Earl of Pcmbroke, with {400, Robert, Earl of
Salisbury with about {333, and Sir Edwin Sandys with {212.

33 The eleven purchasers included eight businessmen, one lawyer, and two members of the gcntry, so bad
bUSII'l€SS SCHSB SCCHIS 3 p00I‘ CXPIHHZLIOH.
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but only if the Company was unaware of the potential for £ltl,()0() in profit from ambergris that

could arrive in England in the next several months. The timing of the sale is therefore significant.

Careful examination of the order of events preceding the sale provides pcrsuasive evidence of

a plot by members of the Virginia Company to use underhzmded methods to obtain Bermuda.

The sale of the islands was dated November 25, 1612, indicating that the decision to sell was

probably made after the October Quarter Court. This means that the decision to sell the rights to

the islands must have been made at an ordinary court in early November. lf the decision was

indeed made at an ordinary court, where lesser matters were decided, then the members of the under

company resorted to a eonspiracy to obtain the rights to the profits from the islands. A closer look

at the eleven purchasers of Bermuda reveals that five of the eleven were members of the Virginia

Council, a group of prominent investors chosen by the king to provide leadership for the company.

The ordinary courts, held weekly or as needed to conduct routine business, required five members

of the Virginia Council and fifteen members at large to do business. Thus the eleven purchasers

could have constituted a majority at such a meeting, and would have been able to control voting

on the sale of the islands.“

Therefore, these eleven adventurers, as "The Undertakcrs for the Plantacon of Somer 1slands,”

launched the first colonizing expedition in the spring of 1612 and learned of the ambergris when the

Plough returned that September. Then, knowing that the islands’ assets included £l0,000 in

ambergris alone, the eleven offered to buy the rights of the Virginia Company to its portion of the

under company’s profits, and the Virginia Company, unaware of the ambergris, agreed to sell its

rights for £2,000 in cash. Thus the eleven purchasers, a small group who were aware of the

ambergris, were able to arrange to purchase the islands for a bargain price while expecting to realize

a huge profit when the ambergris arrived from Bermuda. They could thus pay off the purchase

price and still have a large sum left for the further development of the eolony.

36 On August 29, 1629, the colonists of Massachusetts Bay managed to separate the government of the
eolony from the control of the Massachusetts Bay Company at a meeting consisüng of twenty-nine of the
125 members in the company. See Andrews, Colonial Period, l, 39l ·2. A similar minority of the Virginia
Company may therefore have decided an equally important matter, such as the sale of all rights to
Bermuda.
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Delays in Profits and the Expansion of the Company

The extremely large investment by the eleven purchasers of the islands required that they

obtain the ambergris as quickly as possible. Govemor Moore, however, withheld much of the

ambergris in order to provide incentive for the investors to continue supplying the colony. The

ambergris reached England little by little, fmstrating the investors who had already spent large sums

of money to send colonists and supplies to the colony. liurthcrmore, the investors probably

borrowed at least some of the capital they invested in the purchase of the rights to the islands, and

pressure from money-lenders may have added to their urgent demands for all of the ambergris.

The investors expected the entire quantity of ambergris to arrive with each ship returning from

Bermuda, and planned their outlays for colonists and supplies accordingly. 'lhe amounts of

ambergris arriving from Bermuda in 1613, however, proved too small to finance the debts incurred

by the investors in that year. Thus the investors had to develop other means of financial support

by opening a joint·stock subscription for the colonization of Bermuda.

While arranging for the purchase of the Virginia Company’s rights to Bermuda, the investors

had also been busy recmiting colonists to send to the islands. Despite the legal separation of the

two companies, all eleven investors in Bermuda remained active in the Virginia Company, and close

cooperation continued between the two companies. Two ships, apparently financed jointly by the

Bermuda and Virginia Companies and carrying colonists and supplies for both settlements, left

England in late January 1613 and arrived in Bermuda sometime in March. The ships carried a

warning from the adventurers about a possible Spanish attack and an explicit command for Moore

to send all the ambergris to England. Moore, fearing that the investors cared more about the

ambergris than about the condition of the colony, tumed over twenty or thirty pounds for the

company, and retained the rest as incentive for the company to send more supply ships in the

future. The ship carrying the ambergris, the Elizabeth, sailed for Virginia, while the other retumed

to England with news of the prosperity of the colony.37 'llre investors, angered that no ambergris

37 No one has explained why Moore sent the ambergris on the Elizabeth rather than on the ship bound for
England. Moore might have considered the ambergris safer on the Elizabeth than on the other ship if it
were a sturdier vessel or if her captain were more reliablc.
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arrived on the first ship to retum from the colony, sent another express order for all of the ambergris

in the next shipload of eolonists they sent to Bermuda. This ship, the Martha, lcft England in April
I

or May 1613, before the return of the Elizabeth and thc first of the ambergris.

The first major shipment of ambergris from Bennuda rcached England on the Elizabeth

around July 20. This twenty to thirty pound shipmcnt had a market value of between £l,000 and
I

£l,800.°* The Martha returned to England in late September with the second shipment of sixty-four

pounds, or roughly half of what had remained in Bermuda, valued at £2,880 to £3,600. The

Elizabeth, returning to Bermuda in early October with 40 eolonists, arrived in England with the

remaining ambergris sometime in the winter of 1613-4. The amount in this last shipment is

unknown, but the total amount is reported as 160 to 190 pounds, which makes the last shipment

sixty to ninety pounds, worth between £3,000 and £5,400.“° This phenomenal windfall thus netted

the company between £6,880 and £10,800. No other commodity sent to England from Bermuda

yielded a signifieant profit.‘°

The investors certainly benefitted financially from the sale of the ambergris, but the profits

derived from the sale arrived too late to help finance the ships and eolonists sent to Bermuda in

1613. The expense of arranging the expeditions of 1613, therefore, must have been a considerable

burden to the eleven purchasers of Bermuda. Sir Thomas Smith reported in 1614 that the company

had spent £20,000 on the colonization of Bermuda. Transportation costs for 440 eolonists and

supplies sent in 1614 account for an estimated £10,000, leaving 1110,000 for the 1612-3

expenditures." These 1612-3 expenditures include the cost of supplies and transportation expenses

for the original settlers and for 130 more settlers sent in three ships in 1613. The investors could

perhaps have borrowed money on the expectation of profit from the ambergris, but only a small

amount had arrived as yet and transatlantie shipments were risky at best, which would have made

38 The market value of ambergris at this time was between sixty and scventy·five shillings per ounce, with
larger pieces possessing a higher value t.han small pieces. The ambergris from Bermuda included some
very large pieces that would have sold for the top market price. For an excellent discussion of the value
and quantity of the Bermuda ambergris, see Scott, Joint-Stock (‘nmpar1ies, ll, 260-1.

39 Kingsbury, Records, ll, 48; Butler, Hzlrtorye, 21; Force, Traets, 111.
‘° These eommoditles included some pearls and different varicties of wood.

" Scott, Joinz·Stock Companies, 262; 'Howe's Chronicles,' 1614, in Brown, Genesis, ll, 755-6.
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it difficult for the investors to obtain a loan on the expcctation of such a shipment. The eleven

purchasers, therefore, opened a subseription to a joint·stoek to finance their venture. No firm

evidence exists of a 1613 subseription for the supplying of Bermuda, but considerable evidence

suggests that some additional members joined the company between November 1612 and

November 1614.

The Letters Patent of the Somers Islands Company, issued to the investors by James I on

February 22, 1615, list seventeen names and refer to "divse other persons" who turned the islands

over to the king in 1614.** Thus between November 1612 and November 1614 more than six

additional investors joined the eleven original purchasers in the Bermuda venture. The precise date

of the expansion of the Somers Islands Company cannot be determined. The dedication of a tract

published in the summer or fall of 1613, however, describes Sir Thomas Smith as "Govemour of

Muscovia, East India, No11h·west Passage and Sommer llands (Öompanies.”*3 Smith, therefore,

joined the company in 1613, sometime before the publication of this tract, and became govemor

shortly after he joined. There is no evidence that Smith had been actively involved in colonizing

Bermuda before this time, although as govemor of the Virginia Company he had been titular head

of the venture before the sale of November 1612. Therefore, the eleven purchasers expanded the

membership of their company in the summer or fall of 1613 by collecting subscriptions to finance

the expeditions sent that year.

Other evidence supports this hypothesis. A list of shares and transfers of the lands of Robert

Rich, Earl of Warwick indicates that Rich received shares in a first and a second subseription. One

of these subscriptions is most likely the subseription of 1615 that eorrcsponded with the issuance

*2 'Letters Patent,' in Lefroy, Memorials, I, 85. The six additional men listed in the Letters Patent are all
members of the Virginia Council and very inlluenüal members of the Virginia Company. They include
Sir Thomas Smith and Sir Edwin Sandys, the current and future heads of the Virginia Company.

*3 'A Plaine Description of the Barmvdas,' 1613, in Force, 7'racts, lll. 'Ihe publication date of the tract is
given as 1613. Alexander Brown suggests that the dedication was probably written in April, 1613, before
the Martha left England. Brown, Genesis, ll, 621. l can find no evidence for this in the text. 'A Copic
of the Articles which Master R. More . . . propounded to [the colonists],' dated August 2, 1612,is included
in the text, however. Since this document postdates the departure of the Plough from Bermuda, the text
of Moore’s articles must have been sent on the next ship to England at the earliest. This ship arrived in
England shortly before the Martha left for Bermuda, probably sometime in April 1613. The dedication
to the tract would have been written at the time of publication. probably the summer or fall of 1613.
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of the Letters Patent. No subscription could have occurred after 1615.** Therefore, the first
subscription must have occurred before 1615, and Robert Rich was among the subscribers. The
first court book of the company began with a meeting on December 3, 1613, and continued until
January 24, 1621.*5 The letters Patent of the company state that the company met quarterly,

"upon the last Wednesday of llillary, Easter, Trinity and Micliaelmas 'l“ermes," so the company

must have issued its first joint-stock between September 29 (Michaelmas) and December 3, 1613.

Furthermore, the dates covered by the court book indicate a continuity in the organization and

administration of the company before and after the formal establishment of the Somers Islands

Company in 1615. Therefore, many of the investors who signed the Letters Patent in 1615 had

belonged to the company since 1613, prior to its official incorporation.

The final act in the establishment of the Somers Islands Company occurred in 1615 when the

investors received a separate charter for the establishment of their company from King .Iarnes. This
action clearly indicates that the investors in Bermuda desired to secure complete independence from

the Virginia Company, which seemed likely to fail. News from Virginia in 1613 and 1614 continued

to be quite grim. In May 1613 one observer had written that the Bermuda colony "prospereth

better then that of Virginia, and giveth greater incouragement to prosecute yt.”*° In March 1614

the Spanish ambassador reported that 'a resolution has been passed to abandon that colony

[Virginia], and carry the people to Bermuda."*7 In May 1614 Sir Thomas Gates reported that the

'plantation [in Virginia] will fall to the ground yf yt be not presently supplied/’*" In response to

negative reports such as this, the investors in the Somers Islands Company decided to resign their

rights to the islands to the crown on November 23, 1614, in order to separate the two colonies

legally. The rapid issuance of the Letters Patent suggests that the investors had already approached

** The Letters Patent fixed the number of' shares in the company at 400, with each share corrcsponding to
twenty·five acres of private land. The company therefore divided all available land among the investors
of 1615, and additional land could be obtained only by purchasing another investor’s shares.

*5 'Receipt for the Somers Islands Court Books,' Ferrar Papers, Magdalene College, Cambridge, cited in
Scott, Join1—Stock Companies, II, 262. The court books, unfortunatcly, no longer exist.

*5 ’Digby to Carleton,' May 22, 1613, in Brown, Genesis, II, 634~5.
*7 'Gondomar to Philip III," March 17, 1614, in Brown, Genesis, Il, 680.
*8 "Chamberlain to Carleton,' May 12, 1614, in Brown, Genesis. I1, 69I .
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the king conceming their own royal charter, possibly in December |6l3 when the company began
to expand and reorganize. The king thus granted Bermuda to the investors directly, so that their
claims could not be threatened by the possible failure of the Virginia Company.

i

Conclusions

The search for profits provided the greatest incentive for investors in the colonization of
Bermuda at each stage in the development of the Somers Islands Company. The original investors
embraced the colonization of Bermuda as a means to save their investment in the Virginia
Company. When Govemor Moore delayed their shipments of ambergris, thereby delaying their
profits, these original investors sought to expand their company to ease their financial burden. New
investors willingly ventured their money in the newly expanded company because of the potential
for profits presented by the new colony in Bermuda.
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CHAPTER TWO -- "NO COMMONWEALTH,

BUT A PRIVATE INHERITANCE”

From 1612 to 1622, the profit-seeking of the investors in the colonization of Bermuda

seriously limited opportunity for the colonists. The settlement established by the under company

in 1612 provided colonists with personal allotments of land, and the colonists retained what they

produced on this land in exchange for labor for the public good. Ten years later, Bermuda had

become the private property of the members of the Somers Islands Company, with all land owned

either by individual investors or the company as a whole. (Üolonists received only half-profits from

what they produced, which amounted to subsistence after the payment of taxes. This

transformation in the structure of Bermuda society helps to explain why the colony failed to

prosper, in spite of its apparent great potential.

After the initial colonization, the investors in Bermuda developed several plans for the colony,

each in response to the failure of the colony to produce a rapid profit. The most important

decisions the company faced with the expansion of the company in December 1613 involved land

ownership and profit·sharing between investors and colonists. By 1622 the company had

introduced two other methods for raising revenue for the company: taxation and restriction of

trade. These changes in the original plan of settlement resulted from the greed of the investors, and

produced conditions in the colony that left the colonists little opportunity for personal gain.
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Plans for the First Settlement

Before the Plough left England in April 1612, the investors formulated detailed plans for the
organization of the Bermuda settlement and outlined these plans in their instructions to Govemor

Moore. The investors for the colonization of Bermuda originally planned a commercial enterprise
to exploit the islands’ natural wealth and to develop an agricultural settlement that would produce
cash crops. Evidence from Govemor Richard Moore's commission indicates that they based their
expectations on reports from Bermuda, perhaps those of William Strachey and Silvanus Jourdan.

The adventurers in England anticipated profits from ambergris, pearls, and whale oil, among other
items, obviously because of some familiarity with the islands’ bounty. It is also apparent from
Moore's commission that the investors expected the colony to produce commodities that could not
be produced in England, such as sugar, grapes, and silk.‘

With these goals in mind, the investors devised a plan for the structure of their colony that

would produce the protits they desired and provide land and profits for the colonists. The plan

outlined in Moore's instructions provided each eolonist or lhmily with a small parcel of land for
their personal use and reserved the rest as a plantation owned by the members of the under

company collectively and worked by all of the colonists. The investors set wage limitations for both

skilled and unskilled labor, and outlined a sharecropping arrangement for the division of

commodities discovered or produced by the colonists. The most important decision the investors

faeed involved the division of land. Moore's instructions stated that he should allot one rood of

ground (a quarter acre) to each "house' for a ”garden and backside/’ and two roods of ground (a

half acre) to each married couple. Colonists could keep for themselves any crops they raised on this

land.2

The prolits that the investors anticipated would be derived from discovered commodities and

from the sharecropping arrangement they had devised for the company lands. The investors

expected their greatest profits to come from valuable commodities produced on the company lands

I 'Governor Moore's Commission,' 1612, in Lefroy, Memorials, I, 60.
2 Ibid.
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or discovered in the islands or in the surrounding waters. Therefore, they ordered Governor Moore

to send them a share of these commodities, and indieated how much, if any, of each commodity

the colonists could retain. The company reserved all discovered icommodities, such as pearls,

ambergris, tobacco, silk, and whale oil, as "royalties to the vndenakers of the l’lantacon" and offered

incentives or rewards to the discoverers of these commoditics.’ They fixed the reward for

discovering ambergris at thirteen shillings and four pence for every ouncc discovered, roughly

one—fifth of the market price! The investors empowered Moore to decide on appropriate rewards

for the discovery of other commodities. Any colonists who concealed any of these commodities

would forfeit the discoverer’s reward and suffer an appropriate punishment determined by the

govemor! The investors would place the prolits from these commodities in the joint-stock fund

for the further development of the colony or divide them amongst themselves, presumably in

proportion to their individual investments.

Although the investors allowed the colonists little share in the high-profit commodities, they

allowed the colonists a greater share of cash crops such as grapes or sugar cane, demanding only

half of all "comodities that are to be raised therebye the Industrie of yor Companie . . . besides those

formerlie reserued [as royalties] or whatsoever ells ariseth naturallie out of the Soyle,” because these

items required more labor from the colonists than other eommodities.6 'lhe remaining half was to

be divided among those colonists producing the commodity. The investors, desiring the colony to

become se1f·suf’licient, did not include staple food crops among the commodities to be shipped to

England because of the low price these items would net in lingland. 'lhe investors directed Moore

to be certain to plant sufficient ”Come, and other puisions lprovisionsl for the reliefe of [his]

3 Ibid. The tobacco to which they referred was probably the native tobacco mentioned in Silvanus
Jourdan’s description of the islands. Silk is probably mentioned because of reports of the native
mulberries growing in Bermuda. See Silvanus Jourdan, l)iscow·ry nf the Bermodas, in Tucker, Unintended
Destination, 33.

6 gäibergris sold for sixty to seventy-five shillings per ouncc at this time. Scott, Joint·Stock Companies, Il,

6 This punishment would probably be public lashing, the most common punishment in Bermuda for theft.
Violators may also have had their hands burned, or even have been sentcnced to hanging. Most hangings
during the first ten years of settlement were not executed, though. The olTcndcrs usually received a pardon
on the scaffold. See Lefroy, Memorials, I, 123-32, 158.

6 'Moore’s Commission! in Lefroy, Memorials, I, 60.
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companie, to free [the company] from the Care and Charge of continuall supplies from

[Englandl." The company therefore directed that all staple food crops produced in Bennuda should

remain in the islands for the benefit of the colonists.

All basic foodstuffs, as well as other commodities, produced hy the colonists were to be placed

in a common storehouse for ”safe Custodye."*‘ The governor would keep track of each colonist’s

share and distribute the provisions to each colonist as needed. Because some colonists would not

be involved in producing foodstuffs, the investors directed Moore to pay them wages. Colonists

employed in non-agricultural labor for the benefit of the colony, such as the construction of forts,

boats, bridges, or other public buildings would receive wages according to a scale set by the

company. Skilled laborers, clesignated "workmen,' were to receive no more than twenty pence per

day, while unskilled "1aborers" were to receive twelve pence per day. Moore was to keep track of

wages owed to workmen and laborers and to distribute provisions to them from the common store

at "reasonable rat[e]s” until the company sent coins with which to pay the workers.

Moore’s instructions do not indicate whether the investors intended this arrangement to be

permanent. Regardless, evidence indicates that the company’s plan for the Bermuda colony had

changed significantly by 1614. Govemor Moore had become obsessed with the defenses of the

colony and had failed to implement fully the instructions given to him by the company, so the

colonists had not produced any agricutural commodities for shipment to England and still depended

on shipments of food from the investors. Because of this and Moore’s reluctance to part with all

of the ambergris discovered in the islands, the investors had to seek additional funds by the summer

of 1613. Therefore, the under company issued a joint-stock and laid plans for an expanded

company.

Between June 1613 and February 1614, the company had developed a new plan for the

organization of its colony. In June 1613 the under company had sent a Mr. Bartlet ”to survey the

Island, and the estate of the colony."9 Banlet returned to England later in 1613, and the company

7 lbid., 59.
*7 Ibid.
9 Smith, Historie, I, 351.
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again dispatched him to Bermuda, this time with a different mission. Bartlet left England in

January or February 1614 with orders "expressly to divide the Country into Tribes, and the Tribes

into shares/"° With the expansion of the company in December 1613, the investors had at least

partially abandoned the initial plan for the collective ownership of land in Bermuda and had begun

to develop a new plan that involved private holdings for investors as well as company lands, both

to provide an incentive for new investors in the company and to establish a new method for deriving

profits from the colony." Only members of the company could own land, however. Private land

ownership would not extend to colonists who were not investors.

The Restrietive Plans of the Expanded Company

The expanded company established a new plan for the organization of the colony, assigning

all land in the islands either to the company or to individual investors. The colonists would no

longer receive their own lots of land, but would simply work for the company or an investor. The

Letters Patent of the Somers Islands Company, drawn up in February 1615, and Govemor Daniel

Tucker's commission and instructions, issued by the company in February 1616, provide a fairly

complete description of this new plan for the colony, The new plan provided more detailed

regulations concerning the employment of company land and labor, and the chief difference in the

plan involved the division of the islands into company lands and lands owned by individual

investors.

I° lbid., 352. Moore would not allow Bartlet to complete the survey, however, because the investors had sent
no instructions concerning 'any part for himselfe [Moore] . . . as he was promised in England.' This
statement has led Wesley Frank Craven to believe that the investors made some plans for the division of
the islands into private shares before Moore's departure from England. Craven, '1ntroduction," WMQ
17 (July 1937): 323. It seems more likely that Moore refcrred to the parcels of land alloted to the colonists
in his original instructions. Moore died in Guiana in 1617, and in 1618 his widow received eight shares
of land from the company to compensate the former governor for his service. Moore's widow sold these
shares to Sir Nathaniel Rich and Robert Rich Earl of Warwick. Allen Mardis, Jr., 'Richard Moore,
Carpenter,' Virginia Magazine of Iizlrtory and Biography, 92 (October 1984), 416-22; 'Shares and Tranfers
of Riches and Joseph Mann,' ca 1622, in Vernon lves, 'The Rich Papers: Letters from Bermuda,
I6l5-I646 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1984), 246·7.

ll Wilkinson suggests that the Virginia company issued a seven year joint—stock for the colonization of
Bermuda in 1612 that was similar to the joint-stock it issued for Virginia in 1609. According to Wilkinson,
this joint·stock expired in 1618, at which time the company divided the lands in the islands among the
investors. The surviving documents, however, do not support these theories. Wilkinson, Advenlurers, 78.
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According to the letters Patent, the company would reserve less than one—four1h of the
islands for the company as a whole. Crops produced on this "general" land would bc used for the
"defraying of generall and publique charges' such as the salaries of the govemor and other public
oflicials, the wages for public laborers and workmen, and the cost of shot, powder, fishing nets, and
other supplies the eolonists needed. Any profits made from "the general" would be divided amongst
the investors in proportion to the number of shares they owned. (Iolonists, recruited by the
company and sent to Bermuda at the company’s expense, would farm these company lands and
be supported by the produce they grew. Their term of service would be seven years, after which
time they would be free to offer their services to a private land owner or to retum to England,
provided they first obtained the govemor’s permission.

Tueker’s commission provides detailed instructions from the company conceming the
employment of the company labor. The company dirccted that its servants should clear and fence
the general Iands and plant "come pease roots and such like things to serve for food, that we [the
company] be never driven to supplie from home any meale pease or any like thinges."2 In addition,
the company required its servants to perform other tasks, directing Tucker to employ ”soe manie
of them [the company’s servants] as may be thought fitt” in whale fishing, pearl diving, searching
for ambergris, the clearing and fencing of ground, and in "sueh other buisines of that nature."I3

The investors also provided Tucker with direetions for paying company ofiicials, laborers, and

servants. Each company servant would receive supplies commensurate with his labors. Any
servant who preferred wage labor would be paid in "base coyne" provided by the company. The
servants could then purchase supplies from the general store at prices fixed by the govemor. The

govemor, his council, the company clerk, and eaptains and gunners at the forts would also receive

a ”just share" of the food produced on the company lands.

In addition to necessary supplies and provisions, all employees of the company would receive
specific rewards for the discovery or production of profitahle commodities. The govemor would

receive one-twentieth of the profits made from pearls, whale fishing, tobacco, 'and other fruits of

I3 'Captaine Danille Tueker’s Commission,' February I5, l6l5/6. in |,el'roy, Memorials, I, Ill.
I3 Ibid., 110.
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the ground" that were "raiscd and reaped by the labor and paines of the said generall

imployment.”" The govemor would also receive three shillings Rvur pence for each ounce of
I
ambergris discovered by any company servant, and sixtecn shillings eight pence for each ounce of

ambergiis he discovered personally. The remaindcr of thc prolits from the sale of any of these

commodities would be divided evenly between the company and its servants in Bermuda. The

servantsfshare would then be used to pay for equipment sent from England for "the vse of the

generall imployment to the raysinge & furtherance of the said pfitts and not otherwise/’*‘ In other

words, the company's servants received only their necessitics for their labor.

The new plan of the company completely disregarded any arrangements made with the 190

colonists who had voyaged to Bermuda in 1612-13. These colonists had the options of working for

the company, renting land from an investor, or retuming to England. Because the last option

required the govemor’s permission, most of these early colonists remained in Bermuda and became

tenant farmers on the private shares.*‘

Both the Letters Patent and Tucker's instructions outlined the rules goveming the division

and ownership of private lands. Aceording to the Letters Patent, at least three—fourths of the land

in Bermuda would be divided into shares which the company would distribute to the investors in

proportion to the sizes of their investments. The company divided the private lands on paper in

England sometime prior to February 1616, although the survey and actual division of land in

Bermuda did not occur until 1616- 17, the same year the investors in the Virginia Company received

their shares of land in Virginia.

The company instructed Tucker to divide the tribes, which had been laid out in an earlier

survey, into individual shares ”as . . . expressed in the mapps and in the noats of dividents wch we

have herewith deliuered vnto you."*7 The division created eight "l'ribes"; each Tribe consisted of

1* lbid., 112.
*5 lbid.
*6 In 1616, the company dcclared that all colonists living on the company lands would be the company's

indentured servants until 1621, even if' the colonists had arrived in Bermuda as free colonists or with
different terms of service.

*7 Bartlet apparently parüally surveyed the tribes in 1614. lhid., l08.
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fifty individual shares of twenty—1ive acres each (see Figure 2). Each investor received a number of

shares proportional to the size of his investment in the company. lnitially, the investors drew lots
I to determine ownership of the shares, although the company then allowed members to trade shares

to consolidate their ho1dings.'* The Letters Patent prohibited any member from owning more than

ten shares unless the company decided otherwise, and no investor could own more than lifteen

shares under any circumstances.

Tucker’s instructions directed him to expedite the survey and division of the private lands.

The company also ordered him to place those colonists sent by private individuals on their masters’

lands. Govemor Moore had kept all of the colonists on the company lands in spite of orders from

the company directing him to place them on private shares, apparently because he wanted to keep

the colonists concentrated near the capital so he could easily employ them in constructing forts an

defending the islands from an attack by the Spanish.'° According to the company, the individual

investors 'hath long since paid for there [the colonists] fraight and passage.'*° No record survives

of any signilicant number of colonists arriving in 1615, so most of these "private' colonists, who

numbered about 200 by company estimates, probably were sent by individual investors prior to

1615. .
The company instructed Tucker to organize all colonists sent by a particular investor into

"fami1ies' and to assign the families to the

investor's share or shares. Although some of these ”families" may have been actual families, many

appear to have been groups of male servants.*' Each investor could send a personal representative

from England or name a ’factor’ or overseer from among the colonists sent to manage his or her

lands in Bermuda. If an investor did not name a factor, Tucker and his council would select the

'chiefest man" among the investor's colonists to be the head of the "family' and act as the resident

1* Although no direct evidence exists to support this, random lots could not have accounted for the number
of eonsolidated holdings in the islands.

19 Smith, Historie, 365.

20 'Tucker's Commission,' Lefroy, 1, 108.
*1 Until 1619 there were few women and children in the colony. 'Ihose who rcsided in the islands probably

arrived with their families in 1612-3, and rented private lands aller the reorganization of the company in
1613-5, or became servants of the company in 1616.
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factor. The "chief man" and the other colonists in his '£·1mily" would be 'held as bound [to a
specific investor] in an assumpsit of Covenant thereby . . . for the tearme of flive years" according
to the contract each signed prior to his or her departure from lingland. Additional colonists sent
by an individual investor would be assigned to "fami1ies" as Tucker saw fit.

The company did not dictate the duties required of a eolonist on private lands, but allowed
individual investors to make private contracts with the colonists. '1'he landowner’s representative
in Bermuda, whether a factor sent from England or chosen by the govemor, would see that the
servants fulfilled the terms of their contracts. Investors had various arrangements with colonists
living on their lands. A letter written in May 1617 by Robert Rich, a resident factor, to his brother
Nathaniel, a shareholder in the company, illustrates some of these arrangements.22 This letter shows
that some of the private colonists came to Bermuda with their families as free men and women.
These colonists, who were probably among the first 190, became tenant fanners, renting shares
from the land owners in England. The Riches gave one tenant a seven-year lease for twenty·five
acres of land for an annual rent of twelve pounds ten shillings.

Robert Rich hired other colonists to work the Rich lands. 'l’he exact status of these colonists
is uncertain, but it seems likely that they served other landowners as indentured servants.22 One
man would receive three pounds, six shillings and eight pence per year to produce sufiicient grain,
tobacco, and potatoes to ”satisfie the [Rich] store|house|."2" lle would then purchase his own
provisions from Robert Rich. Two other colonists were hired by Rich to tend his vineyard and
garden. These men would receive 440 pounds of grain and twenty pounds of tobacco per year for
their service. Another eolonist received a leather jacket in exchange for his services as a house

22 Robert Rich was also the factor for his cousin, Sir Robert Rich (later the Earl of Warwick), and seems
to have performed services for the Earl of Southampton and other land owners as well. 'Robert Rich to
Nathaniel Rieh,' May 25 [197], 1617, in Ives, Rich Papers, 15-32.

22 There were few free colonists in Bermuda at this time who would serve as paid laborers. This labor
shortage was rectified by overseers who often made money by hiring out scrvants to other overseers
without the knowledge or consent of the investor they served. An act of the first colonial Assembly in 1620
prohibited this 'unjust sale and lettinge out to hire of apprentices and other servants." See "Acts of the
First Assembly, l620" in Lefroy, Memorials, I, 165.

2* The first potatoes arrived with other supplies on a ship from England in the summer or fall of 1613. The
colonists devoured them during the winter of 1613-14 without saving any for planting. ln the spring,
however, they found that several potato plants had sproutcd in a garbage heap. Over the next several
years, the colonists planted potatoes, and they soon became an important staple. Butler, Historye, 30;
Smith, Historie, 1, 352.
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servant. This same man would receive 400 pounds of grain and twcnty pounds of tobaeco for
laboring six hours each day in the Riches' storiehouse and in eonstructing buildings?5

Other colonists on the Rich lands are not specifically mentioned in Robert Rich’s letter to
T

his brother. Robert Rich mentions only that 'your [Nathaniel ’s| people . . . have planted great
share of come, Tobacco and potatoes and tigg trees.”2“ These colonists, presumably indentured
servants, would have received supplies in exchange for their labor. The crops they produced would
be sent to England, used to supply the other colonists working the Rich lands, or sold to neighbors
in Bermuda.

The revised plans for the colony difiered signiiicantly from the original plan. Under the
original plan, the company as a whole assumed responsibility for the development of the colony.
With the new design, the company placed the burden of colonizing over three—fourths of the islands
in the hands of individual investors. The investors could spend as much or as little money as they
wished to develop their lands, but they could obtain protits only by sending colonists to clear and
work their holdings and sending the supplies the colonists needed to survive and to produce cash
crops. Therefore, the new plan ensured that the investors would make more money from the
colony if they invested more money in their personal holdings. This served the dual purpose of
limiting company expenses and encouraging investors to participate aetively in colonizing the
islands.

New Problems, New Solutions

The plans of settlement formulated by the company between 1612 and 1616 assumed that the
islands’ fertility and natural wealth would provide prolits for the company. The investors, therefore,
initially worked on solving the problems of exploiting the economic potential of Bermuda and
dividing the profits among themselves. The profits they had anticipated did not materialize,
however, because the expenses of colonization exceeded the profits made from the produce of the

26 lbid.
26 'Robert Rich to Nathaniel Rich,' May 25 |19?|, 1617, in lvcs. Rich Papers, 21.
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company lands. By 1618 the company again had to revise its plans for the colony to avoid losing
money. These nevisions assigned most of the company lands to specific uses and imposed
burdensome taxes on the colonists that further redueed their half—profits. By this action, the
company eliminated any hopes the colonists might have had for rcceiving personal lands from the
company and substantially lessened their rewards for their labors.

Three major problems in the company’s plans for the colony became apparent in 1618 and
I

1619. The first involved the custom of rewarding the governor and other individuals who
performed services for the company with land in Bemiuda. ln 1613 the company rewarded
Christopher Carter for informing Govemor Moore of the 1612 plot to steal ambergris by granting
him Cooper’s Island (77 acres), and Govemor Moore had received cight shares of private land in
the original land division}? With the division of land in Bermuda among the shareholders, the
company had too little land to continue giving significant amounts as rewards. Yet another
problem concemed the cost of supporting the ministers and public officials. Complaints about the
poor quality of some shares of private land constituted a third problem. Therefore, the investors
instituted several significant changes in their plans for the organization of the colony.

The investors solved each of these problems by designating parcels of company land for
private use. The company decided to reward the governor and support all major public officials
by assigning each of the officers a specific amount of company land and a specific number of
company servants. Thus colonial officers and ministers became, in effect, private land owners
during their terms of office. The company continued to act as landlord for its remaining land,
establishing sharecropping arrangements with its servants and renting land to the colony’s govemor.

The first mention of this change in company policy appears in the company’s decision
conceming the "overplus," the seven shares of land (175 acres) remaining after the division of the
islands into eight tribes of 400 acres each. Govemor Tucker laid claim to this parcel of land after

the division was made and established an estate on the property. Ile justified his actions by citing

the grant of land to Govemor Moore. The company, however, decided that Tucker would receive

Z? See Chapter One for a discussion of the ambergris plot. The company had offered Carter St. David’s
Island (527 acres), but he had requested Cooper’s Island because hc hclieved that the Spanish had buried
treasure on t.he island. Carter lived alone on Cooper’s Island until his death in 1639. Wilkinson,
Adverzrurers, 59 n. 1; Butler, Hrlrtorye, 25.
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only three of the seven shares in the overplus. The remaining four shares were used to establish

glebe land to support the colony’s ministers.2*

The investors also addressed another problem in the proclamation by which they divided the

overplus: compensating the owners of allegedly infertile land. The Investors gave the owners of

shares of land in Bedford Tribe 200 acres of company land on St. l)avid’s Island to cornpensate

them for the bairenness of their property (see Figure 3).2" liunhermorc, the company reserved

another 200 acres, probably either on St. Georges or St. l)avid’s islands, for "any other that should

have just cause to eomplaine of the barreness of his share.”3" Thus 400 acres of the company lands,

roughly two—ninths of the total of about 1,800 acres of useful land owned by the company, were

set aside for private use.

Although the exact dates of other land assignments cannot be detennined, most were made

prior to 16229* The Orders and Constitutions of the Somers Islands Company, ratified in 1622,

formalized the changes instituted by the company after 161992 This set of company rules and

regulations included specific allotments of land and laborers for colonial ministers and ofiicials in

lieu of salaries or other rewards. While in office, each minister or official would act as the owner

of the land assigned to him, and would receive half of the produce of the land for personal

consumption or sale for profit. The servants working the land would receive the other half of the

crops produced.

The Orders and Constitutions assigned the largest portion of company lands to the govemor.

Tucker’s suecessor as govemor, Nathaniel Butler, had received thc use of 400 acres of public land

2* Two shares actually became glebe land. The other two were given to Sandys Tribe. The owners of the
land in Sandys Tribe then paid for the purchase of two shares in Pembroke Tribe which were used as glebe;arid‘.3.;Copie of the Lords Arbitrament concerning Capt. Tucker," July 24, 1619, in Lefroy, Memorials,

23 Ibid.; and 'Orders of Court, May and June 1618,' in Ivcs, Rich Papcrs, lll. Bedford Tribe was later
named Hamilton Tribe.

3** Ibid.
3* The Virginia Company granted 45,000 acres of land in Virginia to the Somers Islands Company in 1619,

but this land was never developed. No records survive to indicate what plans, if any, the Somers Islands
Company had for this property.

32 Craven, "lntroduetion,' WMQ 18 (January 1938): 14.
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during his term as govemor from 1619 to 1622.** The Orders and Constitutions formalized this

practice, assigning twelve shares of land, or 300 aeres, on St. George’s Island. The company

assigned four more shares, or 100 aeres, adjacent to the govemor’s land for the use of the sheriff.

The govemor’s secretary would get two shares or fifty aeres adjaecnt to the sheriffs shares. The
Orders and Constitutions also provided for the support of four ministers and the commanders of

the major forts in Bermuda. Each minister wouldireceive two shares, or fifty aeres of land, for his

support.3* The company distributed this glebe land throughout the islands, apportioning to the

ministers two shares on the overplus between Southampton and Sandys Tribes, two shares in

Pembroke Tribe, two shares on the company lands near Tueker's Town, and two shares on St.

George’s Island near St. George’s Town. The four commanders of the major forts would also

receive two shares apiece "in places most convenient for the officers aforesaid."**

The company also directed that the land assigned to a minister or public official would be

”fumished with two tenants to every share" at the company’s expense}° Thus the govemor would

have twenty-four company servants working his land while the sheriff would receive eight servants.

The secretary, ministers, and commanders of the forts would each have four servants working their

lands. The servants themselves would retain half of their produce, while the remainder of the crops

they produced would belong to the oflicials for whom they worked.
Thus the Orders and Constitutions oflicially assigned 750 aeres of the company’s 1,850 aeres

for the support of individual officia1s.*’ The additional 200 aeres given to the shareholders of

Bedford Tribe and the two hundred aeres reserved for satisfying future complaints about infertile

33 Butler, Historye, 123-4.
3* 'Orders and Constitutions,' February 6, 1621/2, in Lefroy, Memorials, I, 212-3. Although this article

provided for four ministers in the colony, there were no more than two until alter 1622. See Wilkinson,
Adventurers, or Jean Isabel Kennedy, Isle of Devils: Bermuda under the Somers Islands Company,
l609-I685 (London: Collins, 1971) for general descriptions of the islands’ ministers.

33 'Orders and Constitutions,' in Lefroy, Memorials, I, 202.
36 lbid.
37 The 1662-3 land survey shows that the commander of the forts on Pennistone’s Island at that time received

the use of Smit.h’s Island which amounted to sixty·one aeres. If earlier commanders of the forts on
Pennistone’s Island also received this land, the total amount of company lands reserved for public oflieials
may have been higher. 'Norwood’s Book of Survey of 1662-3,' in Lefroy, Memorials, II, 647. Anrzälpiional one hundred aeres assigned to the ministers were located in the ovcrplus and in Pembroke
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land bmught the total of company lands reserved for specific uses to l,l50 acres, nearly two—thirds

of the total. The company concentrated the land assignments of government officials around the

capitol at St. George’s or on nearby islands. Fort commandcrs received land near their commands,

while the glebe land was distributed throughout the colony.

Prior to 1622, the company and colonial assembly had allocated some of the remaining

company lands for specific uses. The remaining company lands consisted of roughly 270 acres on

the main island, near Tucker's Town; 200 to 225 acres on St. (icorge’s island; five small islands of

between fourteen and sixty-one acres each; and a large number of tiny rocky islets. In 1619, the

company had issued a lease to Thomas Atwell for Longbird Island, which amounted to about

forty—six acres.“ The colonial assembly further reduced the small amount of land remaining by

designating common hunting areas, or "bird islands.” The two smallest of the five small islands,

Cony and Nonesuch, containing 14.75 and 15.5 acres respectively, remained uninhabited as late as

in 1662, so it seems likely that they had been declared bird islands by either the govemor or the

company by 1622.3** Thus, by 1622, the company either had granted or rented all of its lands to

individuals, except for the smallest islands which the company reserved as common land, or bird

islands, almost eliminating direct company involvement in the management of the colony.‘°

By 1622, the colonists in Bermuda had little hope of ever obtaining land of their own in the

colony. The company had allocated nearly all of the company lands for the support of public

officials or for other specific purposes, demonstrating that they had no intention of granting or

selling any of the company lands to the colonists. With this reallocation of the company lands, the

colonists could only hope to obtain land in Bermuda by purchasing shares from the investors in

England. The company made this nearly impossible by charging high prices for the supplies sent

from England and by instituting a system of taxation that left the colonists on the brink of poverty.

38 'Miles Kendall to Robert Rich," January 17, 1619/20, in lvcs, Rich Papers, 122-3. Some time between
1623 and 1625 the company rented Longbird Island to Governor Ilenry Woodhouse. ’Captain
Woodhouse to the Company,' [without date, but probably June 1625], in Lefroy, Memorials, I, 345. No
information has survived to indicate if or when the company rented other parcels of land.

39 Most of the small islands in the 'general,' as well as the many small islands off the coasts of the tribes,
had been declared bird islands as early as 1617. ’Governor Daniel Tucker to Nathaniel Rich," May 22,
1617, in lves, Rich Papers, 37.

**9 'Norwood’s Book of Survey,' in Lefroy, Memorials, II, 647, 650.
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The Company Store

One of the chief concems of the investors in both the under company and the Somers Islands
Company involved supplying the colonists with necessities. The investors expected the colonists
to become self·sufIicient in food production, but the company still had to atrange for the shipment
of clothing, tools,·cookware, and other finished goods to the colony. From 1612 to 1618, the
company sent supplies on each vessel sailing to Bermuda and on an annual supply or ”magazine'
ship, collecting the colonists’ share of the crops they produced to pay for cost of the supplies.
Unfortunately for the investors, what the colonists produced did not yield profits sufficient to meet
the cost of supplies.

In 1618, the Somers Islands Company decided to tum over the responsibility of supplying
their colony to a smaller group of investors who would constitute a subsidiary company. This
action placed the financial burden of shipping necessities to the colonists in the hands of a small
number of investors, probably merchants, who would keep any profits from the sale of merchandise
to the colonists." This arrangement met with no complaints from the colonists, who had continued
to trade with pirates and foreign vessels in addition to the company’s supply ship. In 1620,
however, the Somers Islands Company passed a resolution forbidding Bermudians to trade with
any vessels other than company vessels. The investors explained to the colonists that the law would
prevent pirates and foreigners from learning about the tricky approaches through the narrow
passages into Bermuda’s harbors and about the islands’ defenscs. Although some of the investors
may have believed that this law would protect the colonists, the law was probably proposed to give
the investors in the subsidiary company a monopoly over all trade with Bermuda!7

The monopoly of the subsidiary company forced the colonists to accept the abuses by the
captains and sailors of the magazine ships, abuses apparently approved by members of the
subsidiary company. The captain of the first vessel to arrive in Bermuda under the monopoly

*‘ The Virginia Company made the same decision at about the same time. The subsidiary companies ofboththe Virginia and Somers Islands companies probably included many of the same people, though theirexact membership remains unknown. The ships sent by the subsidiary-company oflen sailed to Bermudafirst, and then travelled to Virginia, saving money 1'or both subsidiary companies.
*7 Butler, Hzlstoryc, 213; Wilkinson, Advemurers, 155.
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charged exorbitant prices, causing Govemor Nathaniel Butler to eomplain bitterly to the company
about 'the cutt throate prizes [prices] of the Magazin shyp."*‘ Further problems with the magazine

3
ships developed in ensuing years. In 1622, sailors on a magazine ship refused to accept tobacco in
payment for liquor they were selling, but demanded 'extreme rates" in cash. This prompted
Bennuda’s govemor and council to pass a law prohibiting any "strangers" from selling merchandise
for 'readye money, but only for Tobacco as the countrye doth allowe."**

In spite of such complaints and legislation by Bermudians, the company took no action to

correct the abuses. The Bermuda Council complained to the company in 1629 that the sailors in
the magazine ships "(uppon whose honesty & just dealing wee may not rely) . . . presume (take

Iiberties] [sic], & taking advantage of our necessities, will sell theire commodities at theire owne
excessive rates, & constraine us to acknowledge it a great cuitesy if they part with their wares to

any of us though uppon unconscionable [unreasonablel tem1es."*‘ Thus the company, by

surrendering its responsibility to supply the colonists with necessities, established an oppressive

system that devoured the meager profits the colonists made.

Taxation

As the investors became more frustrated by the lack of profits from the islands, they began
to encourage the govemor and assembly to levy labor and tobacco from the colonists to lessen the

company’s expenses. The assignment of public lands to pay public ofticials hclped ease the

financial drain on the investors, but the company still had to ship shot, powder, fishing and farming

equipment, ar1d other necessary supplies for the protection of the colony and the development of

the remaining company lands. In addition, the govemor took a considerable number of the
company’s colonists away from agricultural work to construct and repair forts, boats, public

buildings, and bridges. This reallocation of labor led to a dccline in agricultural production on the

*3 'Governor Nathaniel Butler to Sir Nathaniel Rich,' October 23, 1620, in Ivcs, Rich Papers, 191.

** 'A Proclamation by Capt. J. Harrison,' January 1, 1623, in l,e1'roy, Memorials, I, 280. For additional
complaints, see Lefroy, Memorials, I, 155, 160, 274, 276; and Ivcs, Rich Papers, 236, 238-9.

*3 'Bermuda Council to the Bermuda Company,' ca March 1628/29, in Ivcs, Rich Papers, 306.
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company lands and therefore reduced company prolits. In I620, to compensate for the diminishing
company profits and labor, the company authorized the govemor to collect levies from the private

tobacco crop, and to draft private labor for public use with the approval of a colonial assembly,
established in that year.

The levies on the private tobacco crop provided the govemor and company with the simplest
means of making the private landowners and their colonists help pay the colony’s expenses. The

govemor financed public works, reimbursed the company for supplies and equipment, and paid the

salaries of minor public servants in the colony with the funds raised through this form of taxation.

The assembly levied the first tax on private lands in Bermuda in August 1620 to raise funds for the

construction of three bridges in the islands. The act directed that the cost of constructing these

bridges be divided equally between the investors and colonists.*^ Although the document fails to

mention the method of payment, the colonists probably paid with a portion of their tobacco crop.

The govemor and the assembly rarely raised levies from the private lands for specific

purposes, however. The assembly usually called for a general levy to cover all of the colony’s

expenses for a given year. The first assembly passed an act ”for the leavie of one thousand pounds

of Tobacco towards the payment of publicke works" for the year 1620.*7 This large levy funded the

repair of the forts, one of which had caught fire; the reconstruction of the 'mount,” a lookout tower

that had blown over in a hurricane; and the construction of new gun carriages to replace those that

had rotted away. The assembly resolved to collect one thousand pounds of tobacco from that

produced in the eight tribes "accordinge to the quantity and somme of Tobaccoe generally made

up and not accordinge to the number of shares, the Charge thereof to be equally diuided and

distributed betweene the undertaker and the planter/’*"

After 1622 the govemor and assembly continued to levy large amounts of tobacco from the

private lands to fund colonial expenses. ln 1624 the company levied another one thousand pounds

of tobacco from the tribes for "armes and municons,” and 1,200 pounds of tobacco to reward the

*6 'Acts of the First Assembly, 1620,' in Lefroy, Memorials, I, 169.
*7 Ibid., 176-7.
*8 Ibid., 177.
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former govemor of the company, Sir Thomas Smith."’ No record of other special levies for the

payment of company expenses has survived. Most likely the governor reimbursed the company

from the tobacco collected in the general levies. The general levies of 1629 and 1630 placed even

greater burdens on the inhabitants of the private lands. The 1629 levy dernanded 5,677 pounds of

tobacco from the tribes. In 1630 the assembly levied 7,536 pounds of tobacco from the tribes, an

increase of nearly a third from the previous ycar.‘°

Taxation also provided a supplementary income for the islands’ ministers, and salaries for the

lookouts and the ferry keeper. The Orders and Constitutions of 1622 specify that every minister
receive supplies worth £100 'out of the fruits of the earth, and (fattel, growing . . . within their . .

. Parishes, a certaine portion by way of charge upon every Share or Fanne."" In addition, one

hundredth of the tobacco produced in Bermuda would bc collected from the colonists to fund the

construction of churches and houses for the ministers. By 1625, the levy for the support of the

ministers had been changed to 540 pounds of tobacco. Although this reduced the value of the

ministers' salary to £63, based on the set price of two shillings four pence for Bermuda tobacco, the

minsters also received one-half of everything their colonists produced on their glebe land, which

would have been cleared and productive by 1625. ln 1627, the assembly increased this allowance

to 700 pounds of tobacco, worth just over £81, for three of the four ministers. The other minister

received 100 marks equivalent to £67, from the company each year, and the assembly therefore

raised 533 pounds of tobacco to reimburse the company for this expenseßz

The assembly also set salaries for the lookouts and the ferry keeper as well as other minor

public oflicials. The keeper of "the mount" and the keeper of the beacon in Southampton Tribe

each received an annual salary of 100 pounds of tobacco. The kecpers of the beacons in Pembroke

*9 'Captain Woodhouse to the Company} in Lefroy, Memnrials, 1, 343-4.
$9 Although population estimates for this period do not exist, it is certain that the population of Bermuda

did not increase by 32.7 percent between 1629 and 1630. "Ihe 32.7 percent increase in the tobacco levy
_ therefore indicates a substantial increase in the burden placed on the colonists.

$1 'Orders and Constitutions} in Lefroy, Memorials, 1, 212-3.
$7 'Portion of the reply of the Company to Capt. Hy. Woodhouse, Sept. l625,' in Lefroy, Memorials, 1, 361;

'Acts of Assembly March 1626/7 [abbreviated],' in Lefroy, Mcmorials, 1, 415. A mark was a Scottish
coin wort.h thirteen shillings, four pence.
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and Sandys Tribes each received an annual salary of 500 pounds of tobacco. The assembly granted
the ferry keeper, who had previously received one pound of tobacco for each passcnger he
transported, a salary of 300 pounds per year. All of these salaries would be paid "from the Levyes

of the . . . tribes/55
I

The govemor and assembly resorted to labor levies in addition to financial levies, and after
l6l9 usually employed such private labor for major construction projects. Private laborers had

been employed for public works prior to 1619, but the company had not expressly authorized such

actions. Govemor Tucker had drafted laborers from the tribes to work on the forts, to build roads,

and to construct a house for his personal use. Tueker’s actions. however, drew many bitter

complaints from the colonists. Some questioned Tueker’s right to impress colonists from the

private lands. Robert Rich argued that Tucker should "repayrc the forts wthout the Tribes,"

because he had never heard 'that the people vpon the tribes were to doc any service about the forts,

but that the generality should do it.'5*

Nonetheless, with the establishment of the general assembly in 1620, the company provided

for levies of labor from among the private colonists. One of the acts of the first assembly of August

1620 drafied private labor for the construction of roads, This act made the residents of each tribe

responsible for the construction and maintenance of a road passing through their tribe within a year

of the passage of the act. If a particular tribe contained too few inhabitants to complete the work

in one year, then the residents could 'call in unto them a competent assistance from there next

neighbours whoe [were] . . . to helpe and Rlieve them/’55

Later govemors continued the practice of drafting private labor for the construction and

maintenance of the forts as well. The assembly of Captain Ilcnry Woodhouse, govemor from 1623

to 1626, required "That euerie Owner, halver lsharecropperl, Tradesman, and semant recieuing
wages in the country shalbe lyable to giue 2 dayes worke at the kings castle at his owne

55 The amounts of the salaries of other minor public oflicials can bc found in the accounts of the general
levies of 1629 and of 1630. Ibid., 413-4, 417-9; 'The p.ticulars of the gennerall Levie l629,' in Lefroy,
Mcmorials, 1, 488-90.

5* 'Seven articles of aecusation prcferred by the Govemor against. Mr. Pollard and Mr. Rich," probably
October 1617, in Lefroy, Memorials, I, 128.

55 'Acts of the First Assembly, 1620,' in Lefroy, Mcmorials, I, l7I.
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charghes/’“ Seven months later, the assembly modified this policy to provide for the construction

of a new fort on Peniston’s Island. Colonists would report to St. Georges forty men at a time to

work for ten-day periods. The assembly resolvcd to pay each laborer "two pound of 'Tobacco

p.diem and his victuals" or, if he provided his own rations, two and a half pounds?

Later levies of private labor appear to have followed this pattern. I.ists of the co1ony's

expenses and sources of revenuc in 1629 and 1630 show that the company reimbursed the private

colonists for public labor. In 1629 the company paid a man twenty pounds of tobacco for buming

a "Kiln of Lime.” Two other men received fifty pounds of tobacco for sawing boards and joists

and working at the King’s Castle. The workers repairing Somerset Bridge received 117 pounds of

tobacco, while one individual received three pounds of tobacco for three days of unspecified

1abor.“ In general, laborers appear to have received between one and two pounds of tobacco for

a day’s labor.

The implementation of taxation and labor levies in Bennuda eliminated most of the

remaining distinctions between the private and company lands. By 1625, investors and colonial

oflicials owned all land in the islands with the exception of two tracts of company land amounting

to just over 200 acres each. All colonists, whether settled on private lands or company lands,

worked for half profits. All colonists producing tobacco had to contribute to the general levies.

Furthermore, the assembly required all colonists to contribute their labor for the good of the

colony.

Conclusions

As the Somers Islands Company evolved, so did the investors’ plans for the development of

the colony. By 1615 the original plan of settlement had been scrapped in favor of one providing

for both company and private ownership of land. The company’s colonists and land, reasoned the

$6 'Resolution of the Bermuda Counci1,' April 25, 1626, in |.efroy, Mcmorials, I, 386.
$7 'Resolutions of the Bermuda Counci|,' November 20, 1626, in Lefroy, Memorials, I, 394.

$8 'The p.ticu1ars of the gennerall Levie l629,' in Lefroy, Mrzmorinls, l, 488.
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investors, would provide suflicient profits to pay for the cost of shipping supplies for the defense
and support of the colony. The expanded company established provisions for private land
ownership in the fall of l6l3 in order to distribute the burden of eolonizing the islands among more
investors and to provide greater profits for the members of the eompany. The investors began to
distinguish between company lands and private lands in I6! 5. establishing different laws to govem
each. The company’s lands and colonists, however, failed to produce enough profit to pay for the
expenses of the colony. By I622 the company had modified this second plan, assigning most of the
company lands to private use in an attempt to make the colony pay for itself. The company also
eliminated many of the previous distinctions between company lands and private lands, demanding
that all colonists sent by individual investors, as well as those sent by the company, work to pay
the expenses of the colony. Therefore, the investors’ desire for profits led them to create conditions
in the colony that were oppressive to the colonists, leaving them with little opportunity for personal
gain.

Although most investors in colonizing expeditions ventured money with the intention of
producing a profit, most colonies also provided incentive for the colonists in the form of plentiful
land or religious refuge. By contrast, the investors in the colonization of Bermuda retained
ownership of all land in the islands, preventing colonists from owning any land unless they could
raise enough money to buy an investor’s shares in the company. 'I‘axes and the high prices charged
by the company for goods from England made it nearly impossible for colonists to buy land. The
members of the Somers Islands Company viewed their colony as "noe comon—wealth but a private
Inheritance inclosed to the use of the Purchasers |investors|.”‘°

$9 'Portion of the Reply of the Company to Capt. lly. Woodhousef September l625, in Lefroy,
Memorials, I, 357.
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CHAPTER THREE -- "THE lVlERCHANTS’

SLAVES WE WILL NOT BE"

Relations between the Somers Islands Company and the colonists in Bermuda were never
good, but after 1622 relations between the two groups were particularly bad. Colonial grievances
and company obstinance produced hostility between the company and colony that prevented the
colony from prospering. For the first decade of settlcment, the colony lacked sullicient labor to
clear land and plant crops. Moreover, the colonists lacked the experience necessary to produce the
cash crops, such as tobacco, sugar, and grapes, that the company desired. By 1622. records show
that the colonists had cleared up to eighty peroent of the land in the islands, and the colony’s

population had reached 1,500 men, women, and chi1dren.‘ Therefore, by 1622 the colony had

overcome the earlier obstacles that had prevented it from producing a profit. The changing
expectations of both company and colonists after 1622 led to disgust, disinterest, and apathy on the
part of the company and disillusionment, anger, and hopelessness on the part of the colonists, all
of which prevented the colony from prospering.

The complaints of the colonists provide the key to explaining the Bermuda’s economic failure

in the first twenty·five years of settlement. These complaints demonstrated the colonists’ belief that

1 'Shares Occupied when Governor John Bernard Arrived." 1622. in Ives, Rich Papers, 241-4.
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the investors’ greed was the only factor preventing Bermuda from prospcring. Company policy

offered minimal rewards to hard-working colonists. (Iolonists could obtain land in Bermuda only

by buying shares owned by investors in England. Colonists could seldom afford to purchase lands

in the islands because the company demanded a large share of their tobacco crop. Because tobacco

provided the only source of prolits for the colonists, aside from the occasional discovery of

ambergris or pearls, the company’s restrictions on tobacco production and exportation, especially

the regulations setting the price of the commodity and requiring that all tobacco be shipped to

England for division into shares, ensured that even the free colonists remained bound to lands

owned by investors in England. Company policy also ensured that the colonists used their meager

profits to pay rent and purchase clothing, cookware, farming equipment, and other necessities from

the company store.

Colonial Grievanecs, 1620-22

Between 1612 and 1614 the colonists in Bermuda experienced harsh living conditions, but

legislation passed by the company between 1614 and 1620 made matters even worse. During the

first two years of settlement, the colonists labored to establish a colony, building houses and

fortifications, clearing land, and planting food crops. Under the plan of settlement developed by

the under company in 1612, each colonist or family received his own parcel of land? During this

period, the colonists' complaints focused on the hard labor they had to perform.3

The changes in the original plan of settlement instituted by the Somers lslands Company

between 1614 and 1620 made conditions worse for the colonists. 'lhe introduction of private land

for the investors and the subsequent reallocation of company lands destroyed the colonists' hopes

of obtaining their own property in the islands. In 1616, many of the colonists living on company

lands lost their freedom when the company declared that all colonists living on company lands

2 The under company made no land allowance for single women who went to Bermuda, but widows could
inherit and manage the lands of their deceased husbands. Sec "l,ettcr from l.ord Southampton} 1623,
in Lefroy, Mcmorials, 1, 295-6.

3 See Smith, General! Historie, 350; and Butler, Hzlrtorye, 24.
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would serve the company as indcntured servants until 1621, regardless of their original terms of

service to the company or under company. This act nullified earlier contracts, lcngthening the

terms of service of the colonists who had arrived in Bermuda on the Ploug/2 in 1612 from the

customary seven years to nine years and binding free colonists to labor as indcntured servants

without their consent. Essential manufactured goods from England, such as cooking implements,

farming and fishing tools, ammunition, and clothing were always scarce in the colony. The

establishment of the magazine in 1618, and the subsequent prohibition of trade with all

non·company vessels, forced the colonists to pay what they felt were exorbitant prices for these

necessities. Finally, taxation and the company’s insistcnee that all tobacco be shipped to England

for division into the colonists’ and the investors’ shares robbed the colonists of the fruits of their

labor.

Captain Daniel Tucker, govemor of the colony from 1616 to 1619, prohibited complaints

against both himself and the company, charging any colonists who eornplained with treason, and

punishing them with beatings, imprisonment, or death.‘ '1'ucker’s suceessor as govemor, Nathaniel

Butler, proved more sympathetic to the colonists’ plight. Butler believed that the failure of the

colony to produce profits for the investors resulted from the investors’ greed and the company’s

mismanagement of the colony. 'Certainely the place deserves all good respect," Butler stated.

”Neither is ther any feare of it [fai1ing] unlesse unreasonable over aime at private gaine interrupt the

most hope·full and ripest plantation that . . . war [were] ever found to produce/'S Butler

championed the colonists’ cause by writing the company a letter presenting the colonists’ problems.

\Vhen the company ignored Butler’s letter, the govemor appealed to his friend, Sir Nathaniel Rich,

for help. Butler’s chief complaint focused on the investors’ obsession with profits and their

disregard for the colonists’ welfare.

The letter in which Butler presented the colonists complaints to the company has not

survived, but Butler wrote to Rich that the company had proved unresponsive. In their reply to

‘ Tucker had t.he audacity to imprison Robert Rich, brother of Sir Nathaniel Rich and cousin of the Earl
of Warwick, for alleged sedition against the govemor. For this instance and others, see 'Generall Assizes,
l6l7—18,’ in Lefroy, Memorials, 1, 127-32.

5 'Govcrnor Nathaniel Butler to Sir Nathaniel Rich,' January 12, 16211/21, in lves, Rich Papers, 231.
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the earlier letter, the investors ignored the colonists' complaints and ordered Butler to plant
sugarcane and grapevines.6 Butler angrily declared in his letter to Rich that "to make good that
vaine and senceless proposition [of planting sugarcane and grapevincsl that [he was] forced to
neglect the most usefull and charitable work ever yet thought of [in Bermuda].' "lt scems,'
continued Butler, that the lives of thes poore people [the colonists] are so little valued among you
[the investors] that you have not so much as one word of commande or commende for me that
way [to help the colonists]." Clearly Butler felt that the company’s policies regarding the colony
not only hurt the colonists but stifled productivity. ln concluding his letter, Butler vehemently
stated:

l protest to God, l am conlident in this Opinion that thes Ilands had bin and would be in far better
condition then they are or like to be, if the most of the Orders of (Tourt made by you [the company]
in England, for thes three yeares past, wer by the same hand rcverst and that you would make none
for three years to come."

ln the same letter to Rich, Butler described a colony on the verge of revolt against the
company. The colonists, Butler wrote, "crye out as loud as they dare of the impositions you [the
company] laye upon their Tobacco in England . . . and stick not to saye in private that it wer fitt
to petition the Kinge against you [the company] for your oppressions/’“ Butler blamed the
company for the colonists' agitation, stating that the company ’huddle[d[ discontents over fast upon
us,’ and itemized the colonists' four major grievances: the company’s prohibition of trade with all
ships but the magazine ship; the company’s demand that the colonists send all their tobacco to
England for division into the colonists' and investors’ shares; the company’s failure to send
adequate quantities of supplies for the colonists; and the company’s transportation of convicts to
the colony.9

Two letters of John Dutton, the Rich family’s factor in Bermuda, provided additional
evidence of the c0lor1ists’ grievances. On the same vessel that canied Butler’s letter to England,
Dutton sent letters to both Sir Nathaniel and the Earl of Warwick. ln his letters, Dutton echoed

6 No copy of the company’s reply to Butler has survived. Butler refers to both his own letter and the
company’s reply in his letter to Rich.

" ’Governor Nathaniel Butler to Sir Nathaniel Rich,' October 23, l620, in lves, Rirh Papers, l93·7.
8 lbid., 190.
9 Ibid.
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the complaints made by the govemor. 'Your people here,” Dutton wrote to Warwick, 'cannot
subsist without supplyes from you, for the Magazine cates them up.”'“

T
The factor was more candid with Sir Nathaniel, complaining about excessive rents and

describing the difficulties involved in producing tobaceo in Bermuda. I)utton had discussed the
issue of fair rents with 'an honest man,' one of thc Rich's teuants in Bermuda. Dutton stated thatT
£20 would be a fair rent for a share of land, but that most investors rented shares of land for £25—30i
per share." The tenant disagreed with Dutton, replying that {20 was too much because "the
uncertaintye of our yet knowne Comoditye {tobaceo], . . . and the haszard wee ronne in the
makeinge [of it]" made it difficult to raise even £20 for rent. The ’11onest man" described in detail
the difficuties of producing tobaceo in Bermuda:

Perhapes wee may plant {tobaceo] 4 or 5 tymes & nett gett them stand [erect], being eatcn up withwormes. When they dee stand, want of raine may starve it in, er hourne [burn] it ofll] the ground.Or else when it is neere ripe the wynd tourne it up by the rootes, hesides all daunger of leeseinge itwhen it is in the [curing] hewse.

The poor tenant concluded by saying that "if I were but sure . . . of 20 pounds per annum to buy
cloathes for my wife, selfe & children, my Lord should have our labors truly done him whilst I were
able to subsist here."‘*

No letters have survived from either the Riches or the company to indicate how the invcstors
responded to these letters, if, indeed, they responded at all. Subsequent correspondence, though,
demonstrated that the company took no action to solve the problems described in the letters. By
1621, the colonists had found their own voice. The previous year the company had ordered the
formation of a local govemment in Bermuda that would make dccisiens regarding matters of local
concem, such as the construction and maintenance of forts and roads, the protection of crops from
damage by livestock, and other routine problems. The body consisted of the govemor, his council,
and two representatives from each tribe selected by the free residents of each tribe. This assembly
gave the colonists a forum in which to air their grievances.

l° 'John Dutton to the Earl of Warwick,' October 17, 1620, in Ives, Rich Papers, 204.
1* Later in the letter Dutton offered Rich £60 annual rent for four shares for a period of four years. Theseshares had not yet been fully cleared, and Dutton stated that he would Iriple their worth in four years, butcould net afford to pay a higher rent.
1* 'John Dutton to Sir Nathaniel Rich,' October 17, 1620, in Ives, Rich Papers, 206-7.
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ln 1621-2, the colonists drafted two lists of gtievanccs to send to the company.‘° These lists,
probably drawn up in meetings of the assembly, itemized the colonists complaints. Although the
lists dilfered in several articles, the chief complaints concemed the insuflieient number of ministers
in the colony; the high prices of the magazine ship; the inadequale amounts of guns, powder, and
shot provided by the company; and the company’s regulation of tobacco production and
exportation.1‘

These complaints appear justilied. In 1622, the colony had only one minister to serve 1,500
colonists, and prior to that l1ad never had more than two at once. The company had set the price
on tobacco, the colonists' only currency, at two shillings sixpence per pound but the captain of the
magazine ship charged whatever prices he chose for goods from längland. Salt sold for six shillings
per bushel, oil for eight shillings per gallon, and vinegar and aquavita at three pounds of tobacco
per gallon, all with no allowance for leakage.'5 The company had sent lifty-three cannon to defend
the colony from pirates and Spaniards, but in 1622 the colony only had one gunner and enough
powder and shot to "maintaine all our Ordynance in three houres tight.”*6 This neglect seemed
inexplicable to the colonists; the company had demanded 2,000-3,000 pounds of tobacco from
1619-22 to pay for the defense of the colony. Finally, the hated ”non-divident,” the act requiring
the colonists to send all tobacco to England, removed from the islands the only currency the
colonists had. lf the colonists obeyed this order, they had no means to purchase goods from the
magazine ship or from each other.17

Other articles in the two lists concemed further abuses by the company. The 1621 list
complained about: shortages of necessities produced by the insufficient quantities of supplies sent
on the magazine ship; the impost the colonists had to pay for tobacco in addition to levies of

*3 A third list has survived, but it is almost identical in form and content to the second list and, therefore,
appears to be a preliminary version of the second list of gricvanecs. Sec 'Complaints Against the
Company,' 1622, in Lefroy, Memorials, 1, 275-6.

1* 'The People’s Grievances,' 1622 [misdated--should bc 1621], in I.efroy, Memorials, 1, 232-3; and
'Grievances of the People in Bermuda,' ca October 1622, in lves, Rich Papers, 237-9.

15 No rates are given for clothing. The document only states that ”eloatltes also, and all other things, [were]
being answerably prized [priced]/' 'Grievances of the People,' in lves, Rich Papers, 238-9.

*6 lbid.
*7 lbid.
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tobacco for taxation; the insufficient number of tradesmen in the eolony; and the threatening

attitude of many of the investors. The last of these problems provided the greatest cause for

complaint. One investor allegedly stated that "he would sec his men [colonists] hang and starue

before hee would supplie thcm [with necessities[.' Another supposedly declared that "hee would

see them hang and rot before he would supplie them." liinally, a third investor allegedly claimed

"If they [the colonists] grow rich they will not care for vs [the investorsl: wee must look to that.”*8

The second list of grievances contained two problems not discusscd in the earlier list. These
involved violations of the colonists’ rights as Englishmen. One violation involved harsh

punishments suffered by colonists for minor offenses. ()ne colonist was hanged for stealing a piece

of cheese valued at two shillings sixpence. Another colonist became ”a slave to the colony" as a

punishment for allegedly speaking 'certaine Mutinous wordes” against the govemor. In a third case,

an investor claimed that one of his colonists owed him money, and the colonist was forced to pay

the sum ”without so much as being first admitted to speake for him self/"° Finally, a company law

required that orphaned children be responsible for the full payment of their parents’ debt. This law

made the children ”meere Drudges to their landlordes" in "litle better Condition than Slaves.” These

children suffered considerable abuse from resident factors who neglected them, giving them no

'cloathinge to cover their nakedness . . . [and no] foode to fill their I3ellies."2°

The two lists of grievances, written roughly a year apart, contained virtually the same content.

. The colonists presented each list to the company in a different manner, though. The colonists sent

the first list to England with their oldest and most trusted minister, Reverend Lewis IIughes.2*

Hughes apparently presented this list of grievances to the company in person. 'Ihe colonists

composed this first list secure in the knowledge that the company would act on it rather than risk

losing the colony. Therefore, the colonists concludcd their first list of grievances with a statement

suggesting the possibility of revolt in the colony:

*8 "People’s Grievances,' in Lefroy, Memorials, I, 232-3.
*9 'Grievances of the People} in Ives, Rich Papers, 237-9.
2** lbid.
2* 'The Governors Grievance,' 1622, in Lefroy, Memorials, I, 230.
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These aforesaid greevances doc cause the people to sighe and somc of them to say, \Vce arc the Kings
subiects and freemen wee will serue the king and obey and hmmr him. 'lhe marchants slaucs wee
will not bee. lt will neuer bee well with vs vntill wcc he giucn up unto the king.?}

Despite the colonists' warning, the company disdained to respond to the colonists' first set
1

of grievances, so the colonists sent a second list with Nathaniel Butler when he retumed to England

in October 1622 at the conclusion of his term of office. Aceompanying this second list were two

letters: an introductory letter from the govemor’s council, which declared the council’s support of

the colonists' position, and a second letter from the council proposing that King James appoint a

goveming council to replace the company’s Quarter Coutts as the colony’s supreme goveming

body.}* At this time the colonists believed that the nobles and gentlcmcn in the company would

help them in their cause. Therefore, the council addressed the second list of grievances to ”the

Noble lordes of the company' and condemned ”the disrespecte and impositions of the Generallitie

of the Company/’}‘

After 1622, the colonists began to realize that no one in the company, whether noble or

merchant, would help them. The company’s reply to the second list of grievances urged the

Govemor and his council to plant sugarcane and grapevines, and "with much more comfort and

alacritie to goe on wth the greate Charge committed to you . . . with that pfect love and union

amongst yrselves."?‘ The complete unresponsiveness of the investors shattered any illusions the

colonists entertained about the paternalism of the gentry in the company. From this time on the

colonists became painfully aware of the investors’ unrealistic aspirations for Bermuda.

}} 'The People’s Grievances,' in Lefroy, Memorials, l, 233.
?? This proposal would have retained the investors simply as private Iandowners. 'lhe governing council

presumably would manage the company lands and allocate company funds for the development of these
lands.

}‘ 'Petition from the Council in Bermuda," ca October 1622, in Ives, Rich Papers, 235. The more hostile
preliminary version was addressed to the company as a whole, but exempted 'the right honorble my lord
the Govemor of the Companie' and 'the earles, lords, [and] gentlcmen' from all blame. This version
condemned the 'adventurers [investors] of inferior ranke as by their multiplicitie of voyces doe beare down
all good propositions, and motions and thereby carrie the greatest sway at the prsent in manageing ye
affaires of these islands.' ’Complaints Against the Company} 1622, in Lefroy, Memorials, l, 275-6.

}$ 'Copy of the Generall Letter by the ’Gods—gifte," May 24, I623. in Lefroy, Memorials, 298.
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Loss of Interest

In England, the investors underwent a similar disillusionment. By 1622, the lack of significant

profits from Bermuda afier ten years of settlement had disgusted many of the investors who

continued to believe that the colonists could produce a profit hy growing sugarcane or grapevines.

The colonists’ grievances reached the investors at a time when they had already become discouraged
l

with the colony’s prospects. The harsh tone of the colonists’ eorrespondence, therefore, made the

investors stubbom in their refusal to change their earlier decisions.

News from Virginia at this time proved far more havorable than news from Bermuda. In

1619, the Virginia Company had granted 45,000 acres of land in Virginia to the Somers Islands

Company to compensate for an alleged misealculation in the area of Bermuda when it was sold in

November 1612. This grant allowed the Somers Islands Company 100 acres of land in Virginia for

each twenty-five acre share of private land in Bermuda, and granted the investors fifty additional

acres for each colonist they sent to work these private lands. In addition, the grant provided 5,000

acres of company land to the Somers Islands Company, giving thc company more than three times

as much company land in Virginia as it had in Bermuda.*“ This gave the investors in the Somers

Islands Company four times as much land in Virginia as they had in Bermuda.

The land grant contained certain conditions, however. 'lhe investors receiving land had to

subscribe to a joint-stock fund to pay for the initial settlement and the investors had to send at least

one man for every 100 acres by 1625.*7 The Somers Islands Company took no imrnediate action,

but in 1622 it authorized the formation of a committee to organize the development of these

lands.** Although the Somers Islands Company appeared ready to take action to settle the property

*6 Craven, 'Introductionf WMQ, 17 (April 1937): l80~l; Kingsbury, Records, 1, 420, 425, lll, 62, 602-3.
This action is less surprising than it seems, because many of thc leaders of the Virginia Company also held
positions in the Somers Islands Company, and most members of the Somers Islands Company also
enjoyed membership in the Virginia Company. Therefore, this action constitutes a grant of land from a
group of investors to itself. The discrepancy in the land estimate provided them with the excuse they
needed to do so.

27 Ibid.

*1* Craven states that the Bermuda investors showed no interest in this project. See Craven, "Introduction,'
WMQ, 17 (April 1937): 181. The investors’ lack ofinterest in Bermuda and increasing interest in Virginia
about this time suggests otherwise.
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in 1622, the great massacre in Virginia in that year dampened any enthusiasm the project had
generated.

With the attention of many of the investors in the Somers Islands Company turning to

Virginia, many of them began to lose interest in Bermuda, and several of the larger landholders

began to sell their shares of land in the islands, demonstrating that control of the Virginia and

Somers Islands Companies had become more important to them at this point than land in

Bermuda. The Somers Islands Company had experienced a stcady tumover of membership from

1615 to 1622 and a gradual decline in the number of investors between 1617 and 1622 as powerful

individuals expanded their holdings and disillusioned members sold their shares. Total membership

in the company rose from 117 in 1615 to 125 in 1617 before lalling off to 107 in 1622. By the end

of 1622, forty-four of the 108 investors joining the company in 1615 and only nine of eighteen

investors joining the company in 1617 still held their shares. Between 1622 and 1624, however, at

least forty-nine new investors joined the company (see Table I).

Table 1. New Investors and Sellouts, 1612-1622

DATES OF ENTRY INTO COMPANY

YEARS TOTAL 1612 1615 1617 1620 1622a 1622b

1612 11 11 -· -- -— -— --
1615 117 9 108 -· -- -- ·-
1617 125 10 97 18 -- -· --
1620 122 10 84 13 15 -- --
1622a 107 8 65 10 9 15 --
1622b 1 10 8 64 9 9 14 6
1624 156 ? ? ? ? ? ?

Note: Entries indicate the number of investors
remaining in each survey.

Sources: 'Letters Patent of James I, 1615,' in Lefroy, Memorialr,
I, 85, 99-100; "The Somers Islands Charter," June 29,
1615, in Brown, Genesis, 770-1; 'Norwood’s Book of
Survey of 1662-3," in Lefroy, Memorials, ll, 645-731;
"Bermuda Shareholders, 1620" in Ives, Rich Papers,
349-352; ”Mapp of the Sommer l1ands,' 1622, in endcovers
of Lefroy, Memorials, I, and Ives, Rich Papers;
Smith, Historie, I, 369-72; 'The division of the
Summer Isles into Tribes by Master Richard Norwood,
Surveyor," 1618 [misdated--should be 1622], in lefroy,
Memorials, 1, 141-3; and Sainsbury, Calendar of
State Papers, vol. 11, 439.
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Although the increasing number of investors in the company between 1622 and 1624 appears

to indicate rising interest in Bermuda, it actually indicates the opposite. The rapid increase in the

membership of the Somers Islands Company resulted from the disillusionment of company

members in the future of the colony in Bermuda and the dissatisfaction of many investors with the

management of the Virginia Company. Factional disputes over control of both the Somers Islands

Company and the Virginia Company led many of the large shareholders to give or sell shares to
friends, relatives, or political allies in order to gain more friendly votes at company meetings.

Therefore, the investors entering the company in 1623 purchased their shares for personal or

political reasons rather than for profit.”

As early as 1618, factions had begun forming among the members of both the Virginia and

Somers Islands Companies. In that year Sir Edwin Sandys (a member of both companies), with

the help of his friends and allies, had gained control of the Virginia Company from Sir Thomas

Smith, the original govemor of both companies, and had come close to taking over the leadership

of the Somers Islands Company as well. Sandys, feeling that Smith had not prosecuted the

settlement of either colony with suflicient vigor, began to institute a number of changes in the

organization of the Virginia colony. These changes included the establishment of a representative

assembly in the colony, and the drafting of a detailed set of Orders and Constitutions which

outlined the proper management and organization of the Virginia Company. The Sandys faction

gained control of the Somers Islands Company in 1621 when the company elected Sandys' allies,

the Earl of Southampton and John Ferrar, to be govemor and deputy of the company.

Southampton, Ferrar, Sandys, and their allies instituted changes in the Somers Islands Company

that were almost identical to the changes they had wrought in the Virginia Company three years

earlier.’°
Opposition to the Sandys faction united elements of both companies. Sandys' opponents

partieularly opposed an act granting salaries to company oflicers and a tobacco contract negotiated

with the crown to set the duty taxes on the entire amount of tobacco produced in both Virginia

*9 W. Noel Sainsbury, ed., Calendar of State Papers, Colonial Series, Vol. I l, America and West Indies,
I68l·85 (London: Her Majesty’s Stationery Oflice, 1963), 439.

3° Craven, 'Int.roduction,' WMQ, 18 (January 1938): I4.
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and Bermuda at £20,000 per annum.3* Factions developed behind the leadership of Sir Thomas

Smith, Sir Edwin Sandys, and the two Riches (Nathaniel and the liarl of Warwick). The

Rich/Warwick faction and the Smith faction united temporarily in l622·23 to remove the Sandys

faction from control. In l622, the first attempt by the Smith/Rich alliance to secure the necessary

votes met with failure. Sir Nathaniel Rich proposed that voting at company meetings should be

by shares rather than by head, since members of his faction held more shares than the members

of the Sandys faction. The company, however, voted down this proposal. In order to gain the

necessary votes to oust the Sandys faction, the opposition began to transfer shares to relatives and

allies in order to increase the membership of the company in their favor.3“ 'Ihus several investors

in the Somers Islands Company sold or traded shares to relatives or allies, either for cash or for

shares in the Virginia Company.

The shares sold or traded included shares in fenile parts of Bermuda that already had been

cleared and were already being worked by colonists. Although little information survives

conceming the forty·six investors entering the company between l622 and !624, some information

is available on sixteen of the additional investors who received shares from the Rich family and

Joseph Mann. The Rich family owned twenty-six shares in the eornpany in I622, twenty of which

were occupied by colonists. In 1623, the Earl of Warwick disposed of eight of his fourteen shares,

wl1ile Sir Nathaniel purchased four shares and sold or traded six. At least four of the fourteen shares

the two cousins relinquished were occupied shares located in Southampton Tribe, considered at the

time one of the most fertile areas in Bermuda. The Riches transferred the fourteen shares to twelve

investors not previously involved in the Somers Islands Company. Seven of the twelve were

associates of the Riches in the Virginia Company, including two kinsmen of the Riches, and Sir

3* Prior to this, the company had to pay duties on tobacco by the leaf, bale, or pound. This act allowed both
Virginia and Bermuda to produce as much tobacco as possible and only pay the set duty. This proved
more advantageous to Virginia colonists, who could produce more tobacco, which accounts for the
opposition to the contract in the Somers Islands Company. Wilkinson, Advemurers, 165-6.

32 At this point in 1622, the majority of investors in Bermuda also held shares in Virginia, and all of the
otlicers of the Somers Islands Company also enjoyed membership in thc Virginia Company. The two
companies remained so closely linked that each company held its meetings at the same location on the
same night, and the governor of one company simply relinquished his chair to the governor of the other
company to begin the next meeting. Wilkinson, Adverrmrers, I6!.
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Nathaniel's steward and secrctary. Each of these twelve individuals received only a single share
from the Riches, suggesting that they sold the shares in order to gain votes for their faction.33

Joseph Mann, a neighbor of Sir Nathaniel Rich in Iingland. also sold a large part of his
holdings in 1623. Mann held five shares in the company in 1622, all of which were occupied. Ile
transferred four of these to other investors in 1623. Mann transferred a share each to his son,
Thomas, and to three other men, two of whom were members of the Virginia Company.3" Thus
Joseph Mann and the Riches accounted for sixteen of the forty—six or more additional investors
joining the company before 1624. With the votes of these and other members, the opposition to
the Sandys faction successfully elected Sir Thomas Smith governor, possibly with the support of
King James, in 1623.3*

The dissolution of the Virginia Company by King .lames I in 1624 destroyed the last vestiges
of interest in Bermuda for many investors. The aggressive st ruggle for power in the two companies
had produced accusations of mismanagement from some members against the leadership of the
companies.3‘ In May 1623, King James I appointed a commission to determine if the companies
had "vioIated, infringed or broken" any of the articles contained in the companies’ charters.3’ On
May 24, 1624, the king dissolved the Virginia Company.

33 'Shares and Transfers of Riches and Joseph Mann,' ca 1622, in Ives, Rich Papers, 246-8. Ives states that
this document must be incomplete because it fails to mention thc twelve shares in Southampton Tribe
owned by Sir Nathaniel Rich. Ives fails to realize, however, that ten of the twelve shares listed under Sir
Nathaniel’s name had been purchased by him for his brother, Robert. 'lhese shares are listed in this
document under Robert's name. There is no evidence in any of the surviving literature to indicate that
Sir Nathaniel Rich owned ten shares in addition to the shares listed in this document, though Ives and
Craven seem to believe otherwise.

3‘ Ibid., 248.
33 Wilkinson, Adventurers, 183.
36 Alderman Robert Johnson, a powerful member ofboth companies, pctitioned the King early in April 1623

to appoint a commission of inquiry to investigate the management of the two companies. Andrews,
Colonial Period, I, 173.

37 Historical Manuscripts Commission, Eighth Report, Il, nos. 330-335, 340-363, cited in Andrews, Colonial. Period, I, 173.
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Company Relations with the Colony, 1625-28

Following the dissolution of the Virginia Company, the investors in the Somers Islands
Company had no choice but to try to get prolits from Bermuda. Relations between the company
and colonists remained strained after 1624. The colonists’ complaints and the lack of prolits had
produced considerable discouragement among the investors. ln a letter to the govemor in Bermuda
the company wrote: ”the wrongs done to us by our Tennants in those Islands hath soe discouraged
the most of vs that wee were ready to give over the I’lantacon."“" The investors believed that many
of the colonists wanted to become land owners and dcliberately sabotaged the company's attempts
to make protits in the hopes that the investors would become discouraged and leave Bermuda to
the colonists.” Because of their distmst of the colonists, the company refuscd to loosen its
restrictions on the colony. From 1625-8, the investors repeatedly ordcred the govemor to enforee
the laws passed by the company before 1622. emphasizing those laws regulating tobacco
production.

The company remained adamant in their refusal to act on the colonists’ grievances, but
continued to be upset about the lack of prolits from the colony. In 1625, the company complained
that the tobacco arriving from Bermuda was 'vcry base and stincking and good for nothing wch
we marvell you did not there cause to be bumed.” The company ordered Captain Ilenry

Woodhouse, govemor of the colony from 1623-6, to encourage the production of other
commodities, because the investors were convinced that "a Seotchysh man there |in Bermuda] did

teach our peoplle how to spoyle [tobacco|,' and that the colonists' ’best [tobacco] will prove bad

enough."°

The following year the company again addressed the problems of tobacco production in

Bermuda. The company decreed that the colonists should produce less tobacco and "trayne

38 'Portion of the Reply of the Company to Capt. Ily. Woodhousef September 1625, in Lefroy,
Memorials, I, 359

39 Ibid.
**9 Ibid., 358.
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themselves to some other imploymcnt weh in short tyme may bc of more proflitt and better
reputacon/"‘ Clearly the company still did not realize what Butlcr had told them in 1620, that the

I colonists had neither the skill nor the incentive to attempt thc production of sugarcane, grapevines,
or mulberries for silk, or that weather conditions in Bermuda did not suit the raising of these

commodities. The investors also ordered that any tobacco thc colonists produced should be

"special1 good" in order to compete with tobacco from the West Indies. Iiinally, the company
ordered the strict enforcement of their laws regulating the division of tobacco into the colonists’ and

investors’ shares. The colonists previously had retained a portion of their tobacco crops in order

to defray the cost of hiring labor to harvest their tobacco, thus dividing the expense of producing

the commodity between their landlords and themselves. In I626, the company demanded that the

colonists send all of the tobacco produced in Bermuda to Iingland, placing the entire cost of

tobacco production on the colonists.‘*

The colonists strongly protested the company’s strict enforcement of the tobacco laws. In

1625, Govemor Henry Woodhouse presented the colonists’ complaints to the company.

Woodhouse described the ”wonderful dejectedness” of the colonists over the company’s tobacco

regulations. Woodhouse stated that the colonists would bc willing to pay a higher duty on their

tobacco if they could have the right to sell it themselves to any merchant of any nationality. With

this freedom, the colonists could produce as much tobacco as they wished without the price of the

commodity dropping. Under the existing restrictions, if the colonists as a group produced over

80,000 pounds of tobacco, the market price in England would drop from two shillings four pence

per pound to one shilling nine pence for the better quality product, and the poorer quality tobacco,

usually worth one shilling nine pence per pound, would be worthIcss.‘3

Woodhouse saw that the company’s regulations on tobacco liurt both the quantity and

quality of the commodity produced in the islands, thereby undcrmining the company’s search for

prolits. Woodhouse declared that if the colonists "shouId not be free from molestacon [by the

" 'Letter from the Bermuda Company,' 1626, in Lefroy, Mr2mnrinl.v, I, 398.
**2 lbid.
‘3 gggrgtain Woodhouse to the Company' [without date, but probably June l625], in Lefroy, Memorials, I,
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company]. . . [the investors] will hereby be frustrateldl of theire expcctacon of reeeivinge sattisfaction
from theire tenants/’** The govemor declared that the colonists in Bermuda could make tobacco

as good as any produced in the West lndies, but that the low prices the colonists received for their

tobacco discouraged them from "spendinge theire tymcs to workc upon [it]" or 'to make choyce

tobacco as Els they would do for theire [own] creditts and reputacon of the Plantacon/"‘ By this
T

time, Woodhouse stated, the colonists were so discouraged that "one third pte [part] of the

Inhabitants of the Island would willinglie goe for Virginia to settlc themselues" where they would

have "the benelitt of their labour to themselues, though . . . they would aduenture theire liues to

better theire estate/’*‘

ln 1626, Woodhouse ordered the colonists in each tribc to compose a statement of their

opinions concerning the company’s tobacco regulations. The best response outlined the reasons

why the colonists could not obey the company’s "unconscionable provisos”:
Admit 400 shares supplied [with colonists], and each share limited, at 250 lbs. [4507] in tobacco, out
ofwhich the owner’s part deducted, the planter hath but 225 lbs. out of which levies and other charges
taken, there will remain only 200 lbs. for t.he planters subsistence, who may happily be one that has
a great charge, as wife, children, and servants, and as goods are here sold, will not yield 6, 8, or 10d
the pound, which allowance will hardly alford a competent sulliciency . . .].]*7

In addition, the colonists pointed out that the company’s rcgulation requiring the shipment of all

tobacco to England would eliminate the colonists’ supply of currency. The colonists wrote that ”as

touching the making it so especial good, we answer we have not encouragement thereunto, by the

reason of the unconscionable prices of goods here sold.""‘ The colonists concluded with a plea that

the company allow them to sell their tobacco themselves to whoever would pay the highest

price.*9

“ lbid., 351.
“ lbid., 348.
*6 lbid.
*7 At these rates and quantities of tobacco, a colonist would make £5—9 per year. This income would be

comparable to that of cottagers and paupers in England. Laslett, World We Have Lost, 36-7. With the
high prices of goods in Bermuda, this income placed colonists at or below the poverty level.

*8 'The Answer of the Inhabitants of the several tribes concerning the llonble Companys Letter,' March
1626, in Lefroy, Memorials, I, 383.

*9 lbid.
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All the pleas of the colonists went unanswercd by the company. In 1627, the colonists again
wrote the company in yet another attempt to make the stubbom investors see reason. The

colonists who had the most help, explained the colonists, produced the best tobacco, but if the
colonists had to pay the entire cost of hiring help themselves. they could not afford to produce
much before the weather turned bad and the bulk of the crop spoiled. "I‘here is as much difference
betweene a husbandman’s sowing of wheate to halues in lingland. and planting Tobacco at halues
in Somer Islands, as is betwixt black and white," the colonists wrote. They explained further that:

The husbandman hath his land ready for the plough, and his houses built; wee noe such thing. Ile
hath his beasts of labor to plough his land, wee none but our hands|.] |Il]is wheate beeing sowen his
labor and charge is little or none till harvest ours is daylie and hourely|.| [II|is crop being housed
his care and charge is ended, then is our care greatest and our danger most . . . that one houres
neglect or the least want of helpe may spoyle a whole yeares cropp.$"

Aller 1628, correspondence between the company and the colonists focused on routine
business rather than on the grievances of both groups. 'Ihe company had won its battle, and the
colonists had to accept that no actions would be taken to improve conditions in Bermuda. In order
to survive in the colony, though, the colonists continued to trade with pirates and foreign vessels
and violate the tobacco regulations in deliance of the company’s rules. The company continued
to battle hallheartedly against the colonists’ violations of company edicts but with little success.
When King Charles I dissolved Parliament in 1629, thc investors llaced more pressing matters much
closer to home. Many of the more prominent members of thc Somers Islands Company had served
in Parliament at one time and were politically active, and many of the investors, including the Earl
of Warwick, were staunch Puritans. The civil war brewing in England during the 1630s prevented
the investors from paying much attention to the little colony an ocean away that had promised so
much and produced so little. Concluäons .

With the colonists unable to meet the unreasonable expectations of the company, the success
of the colony proved impossible. The policies established by the Somers Islands Company for

$9 'Remonstrance of the Colony,' 1627, in Lefroy, Memorial.r, I, 433.
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Ln
Bermuda had a devastating impact on the development of the colony, and the failure of the colony
to produce profits led to frustration and apathy among the investors. Between 1612 and 1622, the
company made conditions for the colonists in Bermuda increasingly difficult. 'lhe company’s
policies caused considerable resentment among thc colonists.

Surviving information from 1623 suggests that company members willingly parted with land
in Bermuda, even land being worked by colonists they had sent, in order to change the leadership
of the company. No one can say for certain what factors motivated this behavior. Personal
animosity engendered by years of struggle in the Virginia (Company certainly played a part. But the
sale of many shares indicated the diminishing value of land in Bermuda. After 1623, few investors
sought to expand their holdings in the islands. Instead they sold or gave shares to friends and
relatives, probably to relieve the financial and managerial burdens of owning land in Bermuda. The
growing discouragement of company members after 1622 resulted from the failure of the colony to
produce a profit in spite of its apparent potential. Ironically, it was the company’s company’s
organization of the colony that stifled individual incentivc among the colonists and ensured that the

_ colony would not produce a profit.
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EPILOGUE

The restrictive policies established by the Somers Islands (Tompany from 1614 to 1622
drastically affected the development of the colony in Bermuda. The short—term results of the
company’s profit·seeking included the development of a strong distrust between the colonists in
Bermuda and the investors in England and the failure of the colony to produce high quality
tobacco. The company’s profit-seeking also contributed to several developments in the colony, the
full impact of which remains to be determined. These long—term results of company policy included
the emigration of large numbers of colonists from Bermuda in the late 1620s and l630s, the
agricultural transformation of Bermuda from a tobacco colony to a "garden" colony, the
development of a minor fishing industry in Bermuda in the late sevcnteenth century, and the
gradual disintegration of the Somers Islands Company and the corresponding increase in resident
landowners and self—rule in Bermuda. The full impact of the investors’ greed, mismanagement, and
indifference on the development of Bermuda cannot be determined until these developments in
Bermuda’s history have been more fully examined.

Company profit·seeking contributed to many developments in Bermuda after 1630, but only
widespread emigration from Bermuda can be traced directly to company policies. The lack of
reasonable employment opportunities for free colonists in Bermuda and the company’s continued
shipment of indentured servants to the colony produced the migration of large numbers of colonists
to England and other colonies. An unknown number of Bermudians migrated to Barbados in 1628.
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The following year, sixty·eight colonists and their children returned to lingland. In l630, fonner
Bermuda govemor Phillip Bell and a large group of colonists helped found a colony on Providence
Island, off the coast of Nicaragua. By 1638 the company had become conccrned about this
”inconsiderate dispersal” of the colonists, but could do nothing to stop it. That same year, 130
Bermudians migrated to St. Lucia, and in 1642, 200 Bermudians, including fomier Bermuda

govemor Thomas Chaddock, emigrated to Trinidad." This migration of experienced labor left the
difficult task of growing tobacco in the hands of inexperienced sen/ants, ensuring that tobacco

production would not prosper in Bermuda.

By 1639, Bermuda had become an economic backwater. The natural beauty of the islands

provided a setting ill-suited for unpleasant labor. A Spanish visitor, shipwrecked on the islands

1639, wrote that "It all seemed to our eyes like Iilysian fields....lovely orange trees, intertwined
vines and other fruit trees made a delightful setting." The Spaniard was less impressed with the

colonists than with the scenery. The inhabitants of this Iiden, he dcclared, were 'like a flock of
voracious vultures circling the sky in search of a cadaver and, linding one, pouncing upon it and

tearing it apart." ”Their rapacity knows no limit," he wrote, "and is indulged even at the cost of the

shipwrecked men.” The visitor went on to describe the working conditions for sewants:
Labor in the fields and in the farm houses is performed by boys, who are either orphans or have been
abandoned, and most of them, expecüng betterment„ have been brought to the Island in the ships that
call here. They serve for ten years at a very miserable wage, which is paid in tobacco at the end of
this term. They are clothcd on the same mean scale, and thus live poorly, and pracücally in a state
of slavery.

The free colonists lived poorly as well. The colony’s capital, St. Georges, consisted of ”only six

badly built timber houses.' Most of the colonists "1ive|d| in cabins made of wooden posts roofed

with palm [probably palmetto] branches."” This, then, was the colony the investors created, a

colony of squalor in the midst of natural splendor.

$1 Wilkinson, Adventurers, 222, 233-5; 'Petition to the Privy Council," 1620, and 'Petition of the Somers
Islands Company,' July 28, 1639, in Lefroy, Memorials, I, 480-1, 557.

$2 Joan de Rivera y Saabedra, ’Shipwrecked Spaniards in 1639: Their (irievances Against Bermudians,’
translated by Lawrence Dudley Gurrin, Bermuda Historical Quarterly 18 (Spring 1961): 13-28.
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° llAppendrx A. THE GRIPING, COVETOUS

MERCHANTS"

Merchants comprised the largest group of invcstors in both thc under company and in the
much larger Somers Islands Company, which is not surprising eonsidering the potential for prolits
offered by Bermuda. These merchants, ranging from wealthy and inlluential leaders of the East
India Company and other overseas trading ventures to prosperous london grocers and tailors,
shared a common characteristic: all made their living in trade.' These men brought business sense

and a corporate organization to the colonization of Bermuda, and dominated company oflices that
controlled the fmances of the company. Moreover, merchants as a group invested most of the
company’s funds, pursued the development of their private Iands most vigorously, and held a

majority of oflices in the company. Merchants constituted the single most active and influential

group of individuals in the company from 1612 to 1622, exercising a greater influence than the
non-merchants in the decisions made by the company because of their superior numbers, greater

I All information in this appendix concerning the occupations and social classes of Investors comes from
Theodore K. Rabb, Enterprise and Empire: Merchant and Gentry Investment in the Expansion of
England, 1575-1630 (Cambridge: llarvard University Press, 1967). Many sources were used to compile
the data in this appendix. These are: 'Letters Patent of James I,' |6l5, in Lefroy, Memorials, I, 85,
99-100; 'The Somers Islands Charter,' June 29, 1615, in Brown, Genesis, 11, 770-71; 'Norwood's Book
of Survey of 1662-3,’ in Lefroy, Memorials, 11, 645-731; 'Bcrmuda Sharcholders, l620,' in Ives, Rich
Papers, 349-52; 'Mapp of the Sommer 1Iands,' 1622, in cndcovcrs of Lefroy, Memorials, I, and lves, Rich
Papers; Smith, Historie, 369-72; and 'The Division of thc Summer Isles into Tribes by Master Richard
Norwood, Surveyor,' 1618 [misdated—-should be 1622|, in l,cfroy, Memorials, I, 141-43.
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financial involvemcnt, and positions of leadership. The signilieancc of this merchant dominance is
twofold. First, it demonstrates the willingness of English merchants to spcculate in risky vcntures
and provides testimony to the lure of prolits offered by Bermuda, even at a time when it had
become obvious to all that Virginia had been a bad investment. Second, the merchant dominance
of the Somers Islands Company explains why company policy eonsistently addressed the issue of
prolits above any other considerations.

A

Company Membership, 1612-1622

From 1612 to 1623, merchants enjoyed a majority of the membership of the Somers Islands
Company. Merehants predominated in the under company that launehcd the first colonizing
expedition for Bemiuda. Eight of the eleven original investors of 1612 made their living in trade?
The expansion of the company from eleven members to 1 I7 between December 1613 and February
1615 brought the total number of merchants in the company to eighty-one. Lists of shareholders
in the company from 1615, 1617, 1620, and 1622 show a gradual dccline in the number of
merchants involved in the company. By 1620 the number of merchant shareholders had dropped
to sixty-nine, and by 1622 it had fallen to sixty-two investors}

Despite their declining numbers, the merchants maintained their majority in the company.
The eight merchant investors of 1612 accounted for 72.7 percent of the company membership. In
1615 merchant membership amounted to 69.2 percent of the total. The percentage of merchant
investors in the company continued to diminish after 1615, falling to 62.4 percent in 1617 and falling
still further to 56.6 percent in 1620. By 1622 merchants compriscd between 56.1 percent and 56.4

3 This total includes one knighted merchant or 'merchant-knight.'
3 Two lists of shareholders survive from 1622. The first, found on Richard Norwood’s map of the islands,

lists sixty merchant investors. The second, found in Smith’s Ilismrie, 1, 369, has previously been misdated.
This listing appears in Smith’s discussion of events of 1618 and therefore has been considered to be a 1618
list. Smith, however, states that the list includes the names of the investors holding shares at the time of
the survey, completed 1617 or 1618, with 'the best information yet ascertained, ofany of their alterationsf
Considering the information contained in other lists of sharcholdcrs, Smith’s list cannot possibly be a listof 1618 shareholders, but must have been drawn up sometimc aller the other 1622 listing. Because Smith’s
list includes none of the 1623 purehasers of Nathaniel or Robert Rich’s lands, the list must note
shareholders of late 1622 or early 1623.
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percent of the company membership. Non—merchant investors aecounted for less than one-third
of the company’s membership throughout the period 1612-22. 'I'hc three non—merchant investors
of 1612, two knights and a 1awyer,‘amounted to 27.3 percent of the company membership. With
the expansion of the company, non-merchants comprised 26.5 percent of the investors. The
percentage of non-merchant membership peaked in 1620, when they made up 31.1 percent of the
company membership, before falling off to 28.2 percent by the end of 1622 (See Table 1).

The apparent decline in the proportion of merchants and the relatively consistent number of
non·merchants involved in the company between 1612 and 1622 may be misleading, however, due
to the increasing

Table 2. Company Membership, 1612-1622

TOTAL NON-
YEARS MEMBERS MERCHANTS MIYRCIIANTS UNKNOWN
1612 11 (100.0%) 8 (72.7%) 3 (27.3%) 0 ( 0.0%)
1615 117 (100.0%) 81 (69.2%) 31 (26.5%) 5 ( 4.3%)
1617 125 (100.0%) 78 (62.4%) 35 (28.()%) 12 ( 9.6%)
1620 122 (100.0%) 69 (56.6%) 38 (31.1%) 15 (12.3%)
1622a 107 (100.0%) 60 (56.1%) 32 (29.9%) 15 (14.0%)
1622b 110 (100.0%) 62 (56.4%) 31 (28.2%) 17 (15.4%)

number of investors in the company whose occupations remain unknown. Most of these

"unknowns" held only a few shares in the Somers Islands Company and did not invest in other
ventures; so little information concerning them can be found. Nor do these individuals appear on
lists of peers, knights, or landed gentlemen. Their occupations are therefore most likely merchants,

professionals, or yeomen farmers. The merchants comprised the largest of these three groups in

trading and colonizing companies, primarily because merchants had the necessary capital for
investment in overseas enterprise} Therefore, it is quite likely that most of these "unknowns" were

merchants. The number of these ”unknown' investors more than tripled from 1615 to 1622,

increasing from five members to seventeen. In 1615 they accounted for only 4.3 percent of the

membership; by 1622 they made up 15.5 percent. lf most of these investors made their livings in

‘ See Rabb, Enterprise, 233-410.
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trade, then very little change occurred in the proportional composition of the company, because the
percent increase of unknown investors approximates the percent decrease of merchant investors.
Merchants and investors of unknown occupations combined comprised between 68.9 percent and
73.5 percent of the company’s membership between l6l2 and 1622.

Therefore, the membership of the Somers Islands (Company remained relatively stable from
1612 to 1622. Merchants comprised a distinct, though possibly diminishing, majority throughout
this period. Because each company member received one vote at meetings of the Somers Islands
Company, this majority virtually guaranteed that the company considered matters that coneemed
the merchants, particularly the balance sheet. In general, legislation discussed by the company
needed the approval of about half of the merchants in order to pass. Although the merchants did
not comprise a homogeneous group and often divided into lhctions and quarrelled amongst
themselves, they all possessed the financial concems of businessmen. 'The merchant majority,
therefore, could, and did, ensure that the company always seek to make Bermuda tum a profit.

Financial Involvement

ln addition to comprising the majority of the company’s members, the merchants provided
the majority of the company’s money as evidenced by their ownership of most of the shares of
private land} From 1617 to 1622, merchants owned a number of shares of land approximately
proportional to their membership. ln 1617, merchants owned 239 shares, or 59.8 percent of the
private lands in Bermuda while accounting for 62.4 percent of the membership. By 1620,
merchants owned 57.3 percent of the land, and comprised 56.7 percent of the company
membership. The 1622 lists of landowners reveal that merchants owned between 55.9 percent and
56.1 percent of the private lands and accounted for between 56.4 percent and 56.9 percent of the
company membership (See Tables 1 and 2).

5 The number of shares of land owned by each investor provides information on the relative amounts of
money invested by merchants and non-merchants because the company distributed all private lands in
Bermuda to the shareholders in proportion to the amounts of their investments. The surviving lists of
landholders therefore indicate the approximate proportional investment of each company member.
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Table 3. Shares of Land Owned by Company Members, 1617-1622
TOTAL N()N~

. YEARS SHARES MERCHANTS M1€R(Ül1AN'l“S UNKNOWN
1617 400 (100.0%) 239 (59.8%) 142 (35.5%) 19 (4.8%)
1620 400 (100.0%) 229 (57.2%) 148 (37.0%) 23 (5.8%)
1622a 399"'(l00.0%) 227 (56.9%) 142 (35.6%) 30 (7.5%)
1622b 401 (100.0%) 224 (55.9%) 141 (35.2%) 36 (9.0%)

* This survey lists the owner of two shares
as "incognita."

Note: After 1620, the total number of shares includes
three shares of the overplus. Two shares in Pembroke
Tribe, however, became glebe land, bringing the total
number of shares of private land to 401.

During the same period, non·merchants owned a little over one third of the private lands in
Bermuda while comprising less than a third of the company's membership. Non-merchant
investors in 1617 owned 142 shares, or 35.5 percent of the private lands, while comprising 28.0
percent of the company membership. ln 1620 non~mercharrts owned 37.0 percent of the land and
made up 31.2 percent of the membership. By 1622. non·merchants owned between 35.2 percent
and 35.6 percent of the private lands and accounted for between 28.2 percent and 29.9 percent of
the company membership (See Tables 1 and 2). Non-merchant investors, therefore owned more
shares per capita than merchant investors, with merchant investors averaging 3.1 to 3.8 shares per
investor while non·merchants owned between 3.9 and 4.6 shares per investor. Considering that
many of the unknown investors could have been merchants, this disparity may actually have been
even greater. The mean number of shares per investor for merchants and investors of unknown
occupations combined amounts to between 2.9 and 3.4 shares from 1617 to 1622, slightly less than
the figures for merchants alone.

The difference in the mean number of shares held by merchants and non·merchants may
appear slight, but it represents a distinct difference in the amounts of land held by members of these
two groups. The difference arnounted to between 0.6 and 1.0 shares per investor, which means that
the average non·merchant owned between sixteen and thirty-two percent more land than the
average merchant. When we consider that the company limited each investor's holdings to ten
shares, or fifteen shares with the special approval of the company, this difference appears even more
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signilicant.6 Considering this information, it seems that some non-merchants may have had more
influence in the company than the less socially prominent merchants because of their larger

1
individual investments as well as their personal prestige.

Table 4. Mean and Median Numbers of Shares Per Investor, 1617-1622

NON- ALL
. YEARS MERCHANTS MERCIIANTS UNKNOWN MEMBERS

1617 3.1 (2.0) 4.1 (2.0) 1.6 (1.0) 3.2 (2.0)
1620 3.3 (2.0) 3.9 (2.0) 1.5 (1.0) 3.3 (2.0)
1622a 3.8 (2.0) 4.4 (2.0) 2.0 (2.0) 3.7 (2.0)
1622b 3.6 (2.0) 4.5 (2.0) 2.1 (2.0) 3.6 (2.0)

Note: The median number of shares is indicated
in parentheses.

Closer analysis, however, reveals that only the nobles involved in the company consistently

owned larger amounts of land than other classes of investors. '1'he nobles accounted for between
4.0 percent and 6.4 percent of the company membership between 1617 and 1622, but owned

between ll.5 percent and 14.0 percent of the private land in Bermuda. Average holdings for the
nobility range from 9.2 shares per person in 1617 to 6.7 shares per person in 1622.1 Knights and

gentlemen comprised the two most numerous groups of non·merchant investors. Knights made

up between 10.0 percent and 13.6 percent of the company and collectively owned between 9.2 and
17.0 percent of the private lands from 1617 to 1622.* 'l‘hus between 1617 and 1623 knights each

owned between 3.1 and 4.0 shares on the average. Gentlemen accounted for 10.4 percent to 13.1

percent of the company from 1617 to 1622 and possesscd 7.1 to 12.5 percent of the private lands

between 1617 and 1622. Gentlemen therefore averaged 2.2 to 3.8 shares apiece between 1617 and

1622. Therefore, although the nobility constituted a smaller group of investors than either knights

6 Only seven individuals received the permission of the company to own more than ten shares of land in
Bermuda. These investors were Robert Rich, Earl of Warwick; Sir Nathaniel Rich, who held two shares
in his own name and ten shares for bis brother, Robert, who resided in Bermuda; George Tucker and
former governor Captain Daniel Tucker, gentlemen; and Richard Chamberlaine, George Smith, and
Richard Edwards, merchants.

1 Between 1620 and 1622 the Earl of Devonshire gave live of his ten shares to his son, William, Lord
Cavendish, which accounts for the sharp drop in average holdings for nobles in 1622.

6 The proportional holdings of knights diminished rapidly between 1617 and 1620 largely because of the
ennoblement of Sir Robert Rich in 1619, who owned 12 shares in 1617 and 14 shares in 1622.
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or gentlemen, they collectively oxmcd a number of shares of land approximately equal to the

number of shares collectively owned by either the knights or the gcntlemcn (See Tables 4 and 5).

Table 5. N0n·Merchant Membership Breakdmm, 1612-1622

YEARS TOTAL NOBILITY KN1(}1 l'1’S GIENTLEMEN

1612 3 (27.3%) 0 (0.0%) 2 (18.2%) 1 ( 9.1%)
1615 31 (26.5%) 5 (4.3%) 12 (10.3%) 14 (12.0%)
1617 35 (28.0%) 5 (4.0%) 17 (13.6%) 13 (10.4%)
1620 38 (31.1%) 6 (4.9%) 16 (13.1%) 16 (13.1%)
1622a 32 (29.9%) 7 (6.5%) 12 (11.2%) 13 (12.2%)
1622b 31 (28.2%) 7 (6.4%) 11 (10.0%) 13 (11.8%)

Table 6. Non-Merchant Land llolding Breakdown, I612-l622

YEARS TOTAL NOBILITY K N1(}11'l'S GENTLEMEN

1617 142 (35.5%) 46 (11.5%) 68 (17.0%) 28 ( 7.1%)
1620 148 (37.0%) 54 (14.0%) 50 (12.0%) 44 (11.1%)
1622a 142 (35.6%) 54 (13.5%) 38 ( 9.5%) 50 (12.5%)
1622b 141 (35.2%) 54 (13.5%) 37 ( 9.2%) 50 (12.5%)

Table 7. Mean and Median Sizes of Nonanerchant Iloldings. 1612-1622

YEARS TOTAL NOBILITY KNlG1l'1“8 GIENTLEMEN

1617 4.1 (2.0) 9.2 (10.0) 4.0 (2.0) 2.2 (2.0)
1620 3.9 (2.0) 9.0 (10.0) 3.1 (2.0) 2.8 (1.5)
1622a 4.4 (2.0) 7.7 ( 6.0) 3.2 (1.5) 3.8 (2.0)
1622b 4.6 (2.0) 7.7 ( 6.0) 3.4 (2.0) 3.8 (2.0)

Note: Entries indicate the mean number of shares held.
Medians are noted in parentheses.

Although it would appear from this information that more socially prominent investors

ventured more money in the company, the median number of shares owned by all classes of

investors remained either 1.5 or 2.0 shares, indicating that most investors owned only one or two

shares (See Table 3 and 6). Furthermore, the pattem of more prominent members investing more

money fails to hold for the merchants in the company. For both merchant lcnights and ordinary

merchants the percentage of shares owned remained roughly proportional to the membership of

each group. Merchant knight shareholding ranged from 5.5 percent of the private lands in 1617 to

1.8 percent in 1622. The remaining merchants owned 56.0 percent of the private lands in 1617, and
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54.1 percent by 1622. Thus the average merchant knight did not own a signilicantly greater number

of shares of land than the average ordinary merchant. Merchant knights averagcd between 3.5 and

4.8 shares apiece from 1617 to 1622. The remaining merchants averaged between 3.0 and 3.8 shares

per person during this period and actually had larger average holdings than the merchant knights

in 1622. Therefore, the slightly larger proportional holdings of the non-merchants do not reflect

greater investment by the socially prominent in general, but rather greater investment by the nobles

involved in the company. This seems perfectly reasonable, considering that the nobility usually had

more money than most other classes of Englishmen to invest in eolonizing ventures, and that

colonizing companies encouraged nobles to invest in order to bring prestige to the company.

Although the nobles and other prominent non-merchants in the company may have exercised

considerable influence on the affairs of the company based on their personal prestige, there is no

evidence to indicate that they had more influence as a group than the merchants. Furthermore, the

company included nearly the same number of merchants owning large amounts of land as

non-merchants. ln 1617, eight merchants and eleven non-merchants owned over five shares of land.
From 1620 to 1622, between ten and thirteen merchants and nine non-merchants owned over five

shares of land. Therefore, any political advantages gained by non·merchants as a result of their

larger average holdings would have been offset by an approximately equal number of merchants

with comparable holdings.

Private Investment

ln addition to owning most of the private lands in Bermuda, merchants sent most of the

colonists to work the private lands. In 1623, merchants had 467 colonists working their lands, while

non-merchants had only 298 colonists in Bermuda and investors of unknown occupations had 67
colonists in the islands.° The greater number of colonists working merchant lands indicates that

merchants collectively spent more money than non-merchants in developing the private lands in

Bermuda because of the expense of maintaining their colonists in the islands. ln general, merchants

9 'Shares Occupied when Governor John Bernard Arrived," 1622, in lvcs, Rich Papers, 241-45.
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invested less money individually than the non-merchants in developing their private holdings, but
spent more money per share and eollectively sent more colonists to Bermuda than the
non-merchants. 'lhe Bermuda census of 1622 lists the number of white male colonists and the

I

number of white women and children settled on each investors privates lands. The census
information therefore illustrates the relative amounts of money each investor spent in developing
his or her private 1ands.‘°

The number of shares owned by an investor appears to have influenced an investor’s
willingness to settle his or her shares. Those who invested much money in land also spent
considerable amounts to send colonists to work their lands. ()f the ninety·nine known investors
at the time of the census, only two owners of three or more shares of land did not settle colonists
on their shares. On the other hand, most of the investors who purehased only a few shares sent few
or no colonists to the islands. Eight investors owning two shares of land did not send any colonists
to Bermuda, while twelve owners of only one share failed to settle their land. The company most
likely included between 107 and 122 investors at the time of the census because the company
included 122 investors in 1620 and 107 investors in 1622. Thus between eight and twenty·three
investors owned the twenty-four shares with unknown owners. ()ne of these unknown shareholders
probably owned five of the twenty-four shares because a parcel of five shares of land was owned
by a single investor in 1620 and by a different investor in 1622. This means that between seven and
twenty·two investors owned the remaining nineteen unsettlcd shares, so most would probably have
owned one or two shares. Therefore, it seems likely that most of the unsettlcd shares belonged to
owners of only one or two shares, and that very few owners of more than two shares failed to settle
their lands.

Information from the census reveals a slight difference in the numbers of colonists sent by
merchants versus the number sent by non-merchants. Merchants settling their shares with colonists

‘° lntemal evidence indicates that this document falls between the 1620 and 1622 lists of landowncrs.
Because the census fails to provide a complete listing of landowncrs at this time, the document cannot be
directly compared with the lists of landowncrs. The census lists the owners of 320 of the 401 shares of
land, and the owners of an additional fifly-seven shares can hc detcrmined. Landowners owning the same
shares in 1620 and 1622 most likely owned these shares at the time ofthe census. This reasoning accounts
for the owners of lilly-seven unoccupied shares not mentioned in the census. Twenty-four of the 401
shares changed ownership between 1620 and 1622 and are not included in the census, so no assumptions
can be made concerning the occupations of their owners.
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averaged over 10.4 colonists apiece, while non-merchants settling their shares averaged 12.6
colonists apiece." This amounts to 2.4 colonists per share on merchant lands and 2.3 colonists per
share on non·merchant lands. The unknown investors averaged 6.1 colonists apiece, which l

amounts to 2.9 colonists per share. Adjusting these figures to include unsettled shares with known
owners, we fmd that merchants, on the average, settled 8.1 colonists apiece, non-merchants 9.1
colonists apiece, and investors of unknown occupations 5.6 colonists apiece. Thus merchant 1

investors averaged 2.1 colonists per share while non-merchants and investors of unknown
occupations averaged 2.1 and 2.8 colonists per share respectively. Therefore, non-merchants sent
more colonists than did merchants, approximately in proportion to their slightly larger holdings.

lnformation from the 1622 census shows that knights and nobility invested a greater amount
of money in the colony than members of other social classes}? Without the Rich family holdings,
nobles settling their shares provided an average of 13.8 colonists apiece while those knights settling
their shares averaged 8.8 colonists apiece. lncluding Rich Rnnily holdings, the noblemen and
knights settling their shares provided an average of 16.5 colonists apiece. Gentlemen settling their
lands averaged 8.3 colonists apiece, merchant knights 13.0 colonists apiece, and merchants 10.3
colonists apiece. lncluding known landosmers who tirilcd to settle their shares, we find that

merchant knights averaged 13.0 colonists apiece, nobles and knights 12.1 colonists apiece,

merchants 7.9 colonists apiece, and gentlemen 5.9 colonists apiece.
Although the nobles, knights, and merchant knights consistently sent more colonists to

Bermuda than did other investors, they did not provide a proportionately larger number of colonists

to work their lands than other investors who settled their shares. Merchants and unknown investors
who sent colonists to Bermuda provided more colonists per share of land than any of the

non-merchants who settled their lands. Merchant knights averaged 3.7 colonists per share,
unknown investors settled 2.9 colonists per share, and merchants settled 2.3 colonists per share.

*1 The number of colonists settled by merchants is uncertain because of a questionable entry in the census.
This entry indicated the number of colonists on two shares of land (lilly acres). The owner of these two
shares settled six colonists on four other shares he owned, so the number of additional colonists probably
would not exceed six, resulting in a difference of 0.1 colonists per share at most.

12 The census combines the number of colonists on the lands of the nohleman, the Earl of Warwick, and
his cousin, Sir Nathaniel Rich, together into a single sum. '1'he totals for the nobility and the knights in
the company cannot be computed separately.
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The nobles, knights and gentlemen trailed all of these classes of investors, averaging only 2.2
colonists per share. Without the Rich family totals, the nobility averaged 1.6 colonists per share,
and the knights averaged 2.2 colonists per share. Although these ligures become less impressive
when known owners of unsettled shares are included in the totals, the general results remain the
same. Merchant knights, unknown investors, and merchants settled 3.7, 2.8, and 2.1 colonists per
share respeetively. Knights and nobility sent an average of 2.0 colonists to work each of their shares
in Bermuda, while gentlemen averaged only 1.9 colonists per share.

In addition, merchants who owned more than five shares of land in Bermuda settled more
colonists on their shares than non-merchants who owned more than tive shares of land. The census
figures reveal that the six non-merchants who owned between six and ten shares settled 86 colonists,
while ten merchants owning between six and ten shares settled more than 143 colonists. Thus both
the non-merchants and merchants in this group averaged 14.3 colonists apiece. Only six
individuals, three merchants and three non-merchants, owned more than ten shares of land in
Bermuda in 1622. The three non-merchants owning more than ten shares each settled ninety-one
colonists on their lands, while the same number of merchants owning more than ten shares settled
116 colonists. Thus the largest non—merchant landholders sent 30.3 colonists apiece, while the
largest merchant landholders averaged 38.7 colonists apiece. '1'herefore, while the company
included many merchants who invested little in the company, it included approximately the same
number of merchants and non-merchants who invested heavily in the company. Any benelit
derived by the non-merchants in the company from investing more in the colonization of the
islands would have been shared by an equal number of merchants.

Company Leadership

In addition to comprising the majority of company membership and investing the most
money in the development of the colony, merchants held the majority of elected oflices in the
Somers Islands Company and controlled those positions that directed the company’s iinances.
Merchants occupied the position of govemor from 1613-21 and 1624-28, and frlled the position of
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deputy from 1613-28.13 Although the wealthier and more prominent company members usually
filled these positions, the number of shares owned in the company had no bearing on the selection
of company office holders. Sir Thomas Smith, govemor of the company from 1613 to 1621, owned
between eight and ten shares while he remained governor. 11is successor, the Earl of Southampton,
owned only four shares during his govemorship from 1621 to 1622. Sir Edward Sackville, governor
of the company in 1623 (and later from 1631-1635 and from 1638- 1643 after he became the Earl
of Dorset) owned only one share in the company in 1622. Robert. .1olmson, the deputy of the
company from 1618 to 1621, held seven shares in the company, but .1olm Ferrar, the deputy from
1621 to 1623, owned only one or two shares. Therefore. large shareholdcrs received no preference
in company elections.

No complete list of other company officers prior to 1623 has survived. Signatures on records
from Somers Islands Court Committees, however, provide a cluc to the identities of some of the
office holders in the company.1* Only company officers, including the govemor, his deputy, the
treasurer and twenty-four elected assistants or advisors attended these meetings.16 Ten different
names appear on four documents dated May and June of 1618. 'lliese names include two knights,
two gentlemen, one merchant-knight, and five merchants. Thus four of the ten were

non-merchants, indieating that the non-merchants had a representation slightly disproportionate to
their membership. The only complete list of company ofliccrs to survive, dated 1623, designates
ten non-merchants, sixteen merchants, and one investor of unknown occupation for the
twenty·seven company positions.16 Thus 37.0 percent of the company oflicers in 1623 were

non-merchants, 59.2 percent were merchants, and 3.7 percent were of unknown occupation. The
membership of the company in 1622 included 27.3 percent non-merchants and 56.4 percent

13 Company records following 1628 are incomplete. Aller this time, however, it appears that merchantsoccupied fewer high positions in the company.
1* 'Orders of Court,' May and June 1618, in lves, Rich Papers, 109-13. Court Committees met between the

quarterly meetings of the entire company to do routine business.
16 Sir Thomas Smith held the office of treasurer as well as that of governor from 1613 to 1621.
16 'Ollicers of the Bermuda Company,' 1623, in Ives, Rich Papers, 276-77.
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merchants, so it seems that non-merchants held a few more oflircs than the size of their

membership would justify.

The 1623 list of office holders does not indieate that social elites had any significant advantage

in company elections. The nobility held ll.1 percent of the olliccs in 1623, the knights 14.8

percent, the gentlemen ll.1 percent, the merchants 59.2 percent. and the investors of unknown
I occupations 3.7 percent. In late 1622, the nobility compriscd 5.4 percent of the membership,

knights 9.1 percent, gentlemen 10.9 percent, merchant knights I.8 percent, merchants 54.5 percent,

and investors of unknown occupations 16.4 percent. Although nohles and knights enjoyed a larger

representation than their membership would justify, merchants also held a disproportionately large

number of company offices. Therefore, the social elites in the company received no preference over

merchants in company elections.

The 1623 list demonstrates a division of labor between merchants and non·merchants. The

govemor was a non-merchant, while the deputy and the trcasurer were merchants. Out of the

twenty·four assistants to the govemor of the company, the document designates six principle

assistants and five auditors." Not surprisingly, the principle assistants included two noblemen, two

knights, a gentleman, and a merchant. The five auditors, on the other hand, included one knight

and four merchants. Therefore, the surviving records indieate a division of responsibilities between

merchant and non-merchant members of the company. Non·merehants appear to have held the

positions of principle assistant while the company usually selected merchants to act as govemor,

deputy govemor, and auditors for the company’s accounts. 'lhe merchants were therefore in a

position to control the purse strings of the company and exercise considerable advisory influence

over company affairs.

l" The principal assistants acted as a special advisory committcc to the govemor of the company. The
auditors kept close records of the company’s accounts and assisted the trcasurer in managing the
company’s finances. Lefroy, Memorials, 190-3.
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Conclusion

The composition of the membership of the Somers lslands (‘ompany and the proportional A

amounts of capital invested by different social classes in the company indicatc that merchant

membership and merchant money dominated the enterprise. Although non·merchants invested

more money per capita in the company, both in purchasing shares and sending colonists to E

Bermuda, the combined total investment of the merchants Rar exceeded the combined total

investment of the non-merchants. The govcmorship of the company passed from the hands of the

merchant knight, Sir Thomas Smith, to non-merchants in the l620s, but merchants continued to

hold the majority of company offices. Also, merchants acted as auditors and controlled the linances

of the company, while non-merchants simply acted as advisors.

The dominance of merchants over every aspect of company affairs suggests that merchant

greed contributed to the protit—seeking that stifled the colony 's productivity. lt must be stated in

the merchants’ defense that no evidence exists to indicatc that the non-merchants opposed the

merchants' self-serving policies. instead, the gentry seemed willing to help the merchants seek

profits. For instance, Sir Edwin Sandys and a merchant, .lolm Ferrar, were two of the major

contributors to the drafting of the Orders and Constitutions of l622. Despite the apparent

willingness of the gentry to allow the merchants virtual free min over the company’s affairs, the

merchants who dominated the company deserve most of thc blame for the fate of the colony.
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Appendix B. LIST OF INVESTORS, 1612- 1630

This list of investors in the Somers Islands Company has been compiled from a variety of

sources. Information on the investors in the company in 1612 and 1615 comes from the company’s

letters patent, found in both Lefroy, Memorials, I, 85, 99-100; and Brown, Genesis, Il, 770-1. The

lists of investors in 1615 contained in these two works diffcr slightly, but Brown’s version appears

to be the more accurate of the two transcriptions. 'Ihe 1617 list is included in "Norwood’s Book

of Survey of 1662-3," in Lefroy, Memorials, II, 645-731. 'l'hc 1620 list in contained in Ives, Rich

Papers, 349-352, and the 16226 list is included on Richard Norwood’s survey map of the islands,

found in the back covers of both Lefroy, Memorials, 1, and lves, Rich Papers. The second 1622 list,

1622b, can be found in Captain John Smith’s Historic, 369-72. and Lefroy, Memorials, I, 141-43.

This last document, appcared in Smith’s discussion of the events of 1618 and has been considered

to be a 1618 list. Smith, however, states that the list includes the names of the investors holding

shares at the time of the survey, completed 1617 or 1618, with "the best information yet ascertained,

of any of their alterations.” Considering the information contained in other lists of shareholders,

Smith’s list cannot possibly be a list of 1618 shareholders, hut must have been drawn up sometime

after the other 1622 listing. Because Smith’s list includes none of the 1623 purchasers of Nathaniel

or Robert Rich’s lands, the list must note shareholders of late 1622 or early 1623.
A11 information in the list conceming occupations and social classes comes from Rabb’s

Enterprise and Empire, though I have modified this slightly. 1 have included the few professionals
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and military men among the investors with the gcntlcmen ((1EN'|') because these groups were too
small for their own classifications. Although these individuals were not "gcntlcmcn" per se in the
English social classification, this designation serves to distinguish these few members from the
merchants in the company. Other classifications come directly from Rabb. l have altered these to
indicate the classification of each investor at the date of the document in which their names appear.
The numbers following KT (knights) and MKT (merchant knights) indicate the dates in which the
investers were knighted. The lot numbers indicate the lots owned as marked on Norwood’s map
of 1622.

1612
DATE

DATE LAST NAME I’lRS'|' NAME .l0lNED CLASS

1612 Martin Richard, esq 1612 GENT
1612 Diggs Sir Dudley 1612 KT071612 Wade Sir Nilliam 1612 KT03
1612 Barkeley George 1612 MER '
1612 Chamberlaine Richard, esq 1612 MER1612 Hayden Jerome, esq 1612 MER1612 Johnson Alderman Robert 1612 MER1612 Offley Robert 1612 MER1612 Scot George 1612 MER1612 Nelstenholme John, esq 1612 MER
1612 Hickes Sir Baptist 1612 MKT05

1615

1615 Barnard John 1615 GENT?1615 Bromfield Arthur 1615 GENT?1615 Facet Edward 1615 GENT?_ 1615 Francis Giles 1615 GENT?1615 Havward Jehn 1615 GENT?1615 Hinten . Dr. Anthony 1615 GENT1615 Hyde Nicholas, esq 1615 GENT1615 Lukin Edward 1615 GENT?1615 Martin Richard, esq 1612 GENT1615 Therpe George, esq. 1615 GENT1615 Tomlins Richard, esq 1615 GENT1615 Walter John, esq 1615 GENT1615 Needall John 1615 GENT1615 Nreth John, esq 1615 GENT
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1615 Ager _ Anthony (Aucher) 1615 KT031615 Cranfield Sir Lionel 1615 KT151615 Diggs Sir Dudley 1612 KT07
1615 Grobham Sir Richard 1615 KT05
1615 Howard Sir John (Hayward) 1615 KT09
1615 Howgan Sir Thomas 1615 KT
1615 Hyde Sir Lawrence 1615 KT14
1615 Mansell Sir Robert 1615 KT96
1615 Rich Sir Robert 1615 KT031615 Sandvs Sir Edwin 1615 KT03 ·1615 Sandvs Sir Samuel 1615 KT051615 Winweod Sir Ralph 1615 KT07
1615 Bedford Lucy, Countess 1615 NOB
1615 Cavendish William, Lord 1615 NOB
1615 Paget William, Lord 1615 NOB
1615 Pembroke William, Earl of 1615 NOB
1615 Southampton Henry, Earl of 1615 NOB
1615 Abbot Morris (Maurice) 1615 MER
1615 Abdy Anthony (see Scot) 1615 MER
1615 Adderlie William 1615 MER
1615 Anthonie Charles 1615 MER
1615 Banks John 1615 MER
1615 Barkaley George 1612 MER
1615 Baron Christopher 1615 MER
1615 Benson Nicholas 1615 MER
1615 Bishop Edward 1615 MER
1615 Britten John 1615 MER
1615 Canning William 1615 MER
1615 Cartwright Abraham 1615 MER
1615 Caswell Richard 1615 MER
1615 Chamberlaine Abraham 1615 MER
1615 Chamberlaine George 1615 MER
1615 Chamberlaine Richard, esq 1612 MER
1615 Church Thomas 1615 MER
1615 Cletheroe Christopher 1615 MER
1615 Cotton Allen 1615 MER
1615 Covell Thomas 1615 MER
1615 Dawes Abraham 1615 MER
1615 Delaun Gideon 1615 MER
1615 Delbridge John 1615 MER
1615 Dike John 1615 MER
1615 Ditchfield Edw 1615 MER
1615 Edwards Richard . 1615 MER
1615 Etheridge George 1615 MER
1615 Exton Nicholas 1615 MER
1615 Felgate William 1615 MER
1615 Ferne John? (Herne) 1615 MER
1615 Ferrar Nicholas 1615 MER
1615 Fletcher John 1615 MER
1615 Garaway William, esq 1615 MER
1615 Gearing John 1615 MER
1615 Gore Robert 1615 MER
1615 Greenwell William 1615 MER
1615 Hamer Ralph 1615 MER
1615 Harwood Leonard 1615 MER
1615 Hayden Jerome, esq 1612 MER
1615 Hedges John 1615 MER
1615 Holman George 1615 MER
1615 Jacobsen Philip 1615 MER
1615 Johnson Alderman Robert 1612 MER
1615 Johnson Thomas 1615 MER
1615 Kin9 Ralph 1615 MER
1615 Lever Themas 1615 MER
1615 Maplesden Richard 1615 MER
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1615 Moorer Richard 1615 MER1615 Nichols William 1615 MER,1615 Nornicot Thomas 1615 MER1615 Offley Robert 1612 MER1615 Osborne John 1615 MER1615 Palmer William 1615 MER1615 Paulson Richard 1615 MER1615 Payne William, esq 1615 MER1615 Quicks heirs William 1615 MER1615 Robbins George 1615 MER —
1615 Roberts Ellis 1615 MER1615 Rogers Richard 1615 MER1615 Scot ' Edmund 1615 MER1615 Scot George 1612 MER1615 Shepheard Matthew 1615 MER1615 Smith Cleophas 1615 MER1615 Smith George 1615 MER1615 Smith Robert 1615 MER1615 Speckart Abraham 1615 MER1615 Swinhow George 1615 MER1615 Timberlake Henry 1615 MER1615 Wale Thomas 1615 MER1615 Webb Richard 1615 MER1615 Webster William 1615 MER1615 Welby William 1615 MER1615 Weld John 1615 MER1615 Wells Thomas (Webb) 1615 MER1615 West John 1615 MER1615 Wheatley Thomas 1615 MER1615 Wolstenholme John, esq 1612 MER
1615 Merrick John 1615 MKT141615 Smith Sir Richard 1615 MKT031615 Smith Sir Thomas 1615 MKT961615 Watts Sir John 1615 MKT03
1615 Jadwin Thomas 1615 UNK1615 Kerell John 1615 UNK1615 Phipps Robert (Philips) 1615 UNK?1615 Smith Warren 1615 UNK1615 Spruson Hildebrand (Prason) 1615 UNK

1617
.c„ «·r \‘ . "\6P P 6 6*v V 6 xr, ¢ P :6 6PPvaß 0 0 ~ä~‘ — -6 <€$‘

P " " *1 ‘ sv sv sv
1617 HAM 19 01- No mention \ U
1617 HAM 09 02 Barnard John 1615 GENT?1617 DEV 03 01 Facet Edward? (Faucet) 1615 GENT1617 DEV 16 02 Hayward John 1615 GENT?1617 WAR 28 01 Hinton Dr. Anthony 1615 GENT1617 WAR 29 01 Hinton Dr. Anthony 1615 GENT1617 PEM 05 01 Hyde Nicholas, esq 1615 GENT1617 WAR 08 01 Ketleby John 1617 GENT1617 DEV 17 02 Lukin Edward 1615 GENT?1617 DEV 09 05 Lukin Edward 1615 GENT?1617 DEV 09 01 Lukin Edward 1615 GENT?1617 PEM 17 02 Martin Richard, esq 1612 GENT1617 HAM 21 01 Thorpe George, esq. 1615 GENT
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1617 HAR 46 01 Tomlins Richard, esq 1615 GENT1617 HAR 48 01 Halter John, •sQ 1615 GENT1617 HAR 49 01 Halter John, esq 1615 GENT1617 PAG 11 01 Hoodall John 1615 GENT1617 SAN 14 01 Hroth John, esq 1615 GENT1617 SMI 15 05 Hroth John, esq 1615 GENT
1617 PEM 26 02 Ager Sir Anthony (Aucher) 1615 KT051617 SMI 07 04 Ager Sir Anthony (Aucher) 1615 KT051617 PAG 14 02 Cope Sir Hilliam 1617 KT051617 PEM 25 02 Cranfield Sir Lionel 1615 KT151617 SAN 11 01 Danvers Sir John 1617 KT091617 SAN 11 01 Danvers Sir John 1617 KT091617 SMI 01 02 Diggs xx Sir Dudley 1612 KT071617 PAG 12 02 Grobham Sir Richard 1615 KT051617 SDU 02 01 Howard Sir John (Hayward) 1615 KT091617 HAM 10 01 Howgan Sir Thomas 1615 KT1617 PEM 04 01 Hyde Sir Lawrence 1615 KT141617 HAR 55 01 Mansell Sir Robert 1615 KT961617 HAR 54 01 Mansell Sir Robert 1615 KT961617 HAR 55 01 Mansell Sir Robert 1615 KT961617 HAR 56 01 Mansell Sir Robert 1615 KT961617 HAR 57 01 Mansell Sir Robert 1615 KT961617 HAR 58 01 Mansell Sir Robert 1615 KT961617 HAR 59 01 Mansell Sir Robert 1615 KT961617 HAR 40 01 Mansell ' Sir Robert 1615 KT961617 HAR 41 01 Mansell Sir Robert 1615 KT961617 HAR 42 01 Mansell Sir Robert 1615 KT961617 SOU 08 12 Rich Sir Nathaniel 1617 KTl71617 HAM 15 04 Rich Sir Robert 1615 KT051617 SDU 09 05 Rich Sir Robert 1615 KT051617 HAR 16 01 Rich Sir Robert 1615 KT051617 HAR 17 01 Rich Sir Robert 1615 KT051617 HAR 18 01 Rich Sir Robert 1615 KT051617 HAR 19 01 Rich Sir Robert 1615 KT051617 HAR 20 01 Rich Sir Robert 1615 KT051617 SAN 04 05 Sandys Sir Edwin 1615 KT051617 SMI 08 05 Sandys Sir Edwin 1615 KT051617 SMI 06 01 Sandys Sir Samuel 1615 KT051617 PAG 15 01 Hade Sir Hilliam 1612 KT051617 DEV 12 01 Hild Sir John (Held?) 1617 KT1617 SOU 16 02 Hinwood Sir Ralph 1615 KT07

1617 DEV 07 05 Cavendish Hilliam, Lord 1615 NDB1617 DEV 08 02 Cavendish Hilliam, Lord 1615 NDB1617 DEV 08 05 Cavendish Hilliam, Lord 1615 NDB1617 PAG 04 10 Paget Hilliam, Lord 1615 NOB1617 PEM 06 10 Pembroke Hilliam, Earl of 1615 NOB1617 HAM 01 10 Russell Lucy, Count. Bedford 1615 NOB1617 SDU 12 04 Southampton Henry, Earl of 1615 NOB1617 SOU 12 02 Southampton Henry, Earl of 1615 NOB
1617 PEM 18 02 Abbot Morris (Maurice) 1615 MER1617 SDU 11 XX Abdy Anthony (see Scot) 1615 MER1617 DEV 06 02 Adderlie Hilliam 1615 MER1617 DEV 19 04 Anthonie Charles 1615 MER1617 SOU 07 01 Banks John 1615 MER1617 SAN 05 05 Barkeley George 1612 MER_„ 1617 SMI 05 05 Barkeley George 1612 MER1617 PAG 09 04 Baron Christopher 1615 MER1617 DEV 02 01 Benson Nicholas 1615 MER1617 DEV 04 02 Bishop Edward 1615 MER1617 HAR 50 01 Bond Martin 1617 MER1617 SDU 04 01 Britton John 1615 MER1617 HAM 08 ?? Cannin9 Hilliam 1615 MER1617 HAM 08 ?? Cannin9 Hilliam 1615 MER1617 PEM 16 02 Canning Hilliam 1615 MER
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1617 PEM 25 01 Cartwright Abraham 1615 MER1617 PEM 19 01 Caswell Richard 1615 MER1617 PEM 20 02 Caswell Richard 1615 MER1617 PEM 21 01 Caswell Richard 1615 MER1617 SAN 08 01 Chamberlaine Abraham 1615 MER‘16l7 SAN 07 02 Chamberlaine Richard, esq 1612 MER1617 SAN 15 10 Chamberlaine Richard, esq 1612 MER1617 PAG 06 05 Church Thomas 1615 MER1617 WAR 43 01 Cletheroe Christopher 1615 MER1617 PAG 02 04 Cotton Allen 1615 MER.1617 PAG 03 01 Cotton Allen 1615 MER1617 HAM 14 03 Covell Thomas 1615 MER1617 SAN 06 02 Cuffe John 1617 MER1617 SOU 05 03 Dawes Abraham 1615 MER1617 DEV 14 02 Delaun Gideon 1615 MER1617 HAM 02 03 Delbridge John 1615 MER1617 SAN 13 01 Delbridge John 1615 MER° 1617 HAM 03 03 Dike John 1615 MER1617 DEV 10 04 Ditchfield Edw 1615 MER1617 SMI 02 02 Edwards Richard 1615 MER1617 PAG 13 04 Etheridge George 1615 MER1617 WAR 02 01 Exton Nicholas 1615 MER1617 WAR 03 01 Exton Nicholas 1615 MER1617 WAR 04 01 Exton Nicholas 1615 MER1617 WAR 05 01 Exton Nicholas 1615 MER1617 WAR 06 01 Exton Nicholas 1615 MER1617 WAR 21 01 Felgate William 1615 MER1617 PEM 11 02 Ferne John? 1615 MER1617 PEM 15 01 Ferrar Nicholas 1615 MER1617 DEV 13 02 Fletcher John ‘ 1615 MER1617 HAM 11 02 Gearing John 1615 MER1617 SAN 10 03 Gore Robert 1615 MER1617 SAN 12 02 Gore Robert 1615 MER1617 HAM 15 01 Greenwell William 1615 MER1617 SOU 06 01 Harwood Leonard 1615 MER1617 SAN 05 10 Haydon Jerome, esq 1612 MER1617 PEM 13 01 Hodges John 1615 MER1617 PEM 14 01 Holman George 1615 MER1617 PEM 12 01 Jacobson Philip 1615 MER1617 DEV 01 02 Johnson Alderman Robert 1612 MER1617 SMI 12 05 Johnson Alderman Robert 1612 MER1617 HAM 06 01 King Ralph 1615 MER1617 PEM 02 02 Lever Thomas 1615 MER1617 WAR 24 01 Maplesdon Richard 1615 MER1617 WAR 25 01 Maplesdon Richard 1615 MER1617 SAN 06 XX Melling Thomas (see Cuffe) 1617 MER1617 SMI 10 04 Moorer Richard 1615 MER1617 SOU 10 06 Moorer Richard 1615 MER1617 DEV 11 02 Nichols William 1615 MER1617 WAR 30 01 Nornicot Thomas 1615 MER1617 HAM 08 ?? Offlev Robert 1612 MER1617 PAG 05 04 Palmer William 1615 MER1617 WAR 31 01 Paulson Richard 1615 MER1617 HAM 17 02 Paulson Richard 1615 MER1617 PEM 27 02 Payne William esq 1615 MER1617 SMI 03 04 Payne William, esq 1615 MER1617 HAM 07 02 Ouicks heirs William 1615 MER1617 DEV 15 03 Roberts Ellis 1615 MER1617 HAM 04 02 Roberts Ellis 1615 MER1617 DEV 18 02 Rogers Richard 1615 MER1617 SOU 11 X! Scot Edmund (see Scot) 1615 MER1617 SOU 11 06 Scot George [Edmon?1 1612 MER1617 WAR 32 01 Shepheard Matthew 1615 MER1617 HAM 12 02 Smith Cleophas 1615 MER1617 PAG.07 01 Smith George 1615 MER1617 SAN 09 02 Smith · George 1615 MER
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1617 SMI 04 02 Smith Robert 1615 MER
1617 HAR 07 01 Sparrow Stephen 1617 MER
1617 PEM 09 01 Speckart Abraham 1615 MER
1617 HAR 44 01 Swinhow George‘ 1615 MER· 1617 HAR 45 01 Swinhow George 1615 MER
1617 SMI 11 04 Timberlake Henry 1615 MER
1617 SOU 13 02 Timberlake Henry 1615 MER
1617 HAR 11 01 Hale Thomas 1615 MER
1617 HAR 12 01 Hale Thomas 1615 MER
1617 HAR 13 01 Hale Thomas 1615 MER °
1617 HAR 14 01 Hale Thomas 1615 MER

· 1617 HAR 15 01 Hale Thomas 1615 MER
1617 HAR 01 01 Hebster Hilliam 1615 MER
1617 HAR 26 01 Hebster Hilliam 1615 MER
1617 HAR 27 01 Hebster Hilliam 1615 MER
1617 PAG 10 01 Hells Thomas (Hebb) 1615 MER
1617 SAN 14 04 Hest John 1615 MER
1617 PAG 08 04 Hheatley Thomas 1615 MER
1617 SMI 14 04 Holstenholme John, esq 1612 MER
1617 PAG 01 05 Garaway Sir Hilliam 1615 MKT15
1617 SOU 14 02 Hewet Sir Thomas 1617 MKT13
1617 SOU 01 01 Smith Sir Richard XX 1615 MKT03
1617 PEM 22 02 Smith Sir Thomas 1615 MKT96
1617 PEM 24 01 Smith Sir Thomas 1615 MKT96
1617 SMI 09 05 Smith Sir Thomas 1615 MKT96
1617 SOU 03 02 Smith Sir Thomas 1615 MKT96
1617 HAR 22 01 Hatts Sir John 1615 MKT03
1617 HAR 23 01 Hatts Sir John 1615 MKT03
1617 DEV 05 02 Held Sir John 1615 MKT17
1617 PEM 08 01 Brierly 1617 UNK
1617 PAG 16 01 Cresswell 1617 UNK
1617 PEM 07 01 Draper 1617 UNK
1617 PEM 05 02 Jadwin Thomas 1615 UNK
1617 HAR 47 01 Kerell John 1615 UNK
1617 HAM 05 01 Phipps Robert (Philips) 1615 UNK?
1617 SOU 15 01 Pierce 1617 UNK

° 1617 HAM 16 01 Spruson Hildebrand (Prason) 1615 UNK
1617 HAR 09 01 Tickner Sam 1617 UNK
1617 HAR 10 01 Tickner Sam 1617 UNK
1617 PEM 10 01 Hard 1617 UNK
1617 HAM 18 01+ Hebb Thomas (Hells) 1617 UNK
1617 HAM 20 01+ Hebb Thomas? (Hells) 1617 UNK
1617 PEM 01 04 Hheatley 1617 UNK
1617? SOU 12? Bromfield Arthur 1615 GENT?
1617? SOU I5? Francis Giles 1615 GENT?

1620
1620 HAM 19 01- No mention
1620 HAM 20 01+ No mention (Hebb?) (Hells?)
1620 DEV 04 02 Barnard John 1615 GENT
1620 HAM 09 02 Barnard John 1615 GENT
1620 SOU 12 02 Bromfield Arthur 1615 GENT
1620 SOU I5 01 Francis Giles 1615 GENT
1620 SMI 13 01 Gibbs Thomas 1620 GENT
1620 HAR 28 01 Hinton Dr. Anthony 1615 GENT
1620 HAR 29 01 Hinton Dr. Anthony 1615 GENT
1620 PEM 03 01 Hyde Nicholas, esq 1615 GENT
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1620 WAR 08 01 Ketleby John 1617 GENT1620 PEM 13 01 Knightley 1620 GENT1620 DEV 09 05 Lukin Edward 1615 GENT1620 DEV 09 01 Lukin Edward 1615 GENT1620 DEV 17 02 Lukin Edward 1615 GENT1620 PEM 17 02 Martin Richard, esq 1612 GENT1620 PEM 26 02 Sandys George 1620 GENT' 1620 HAM 21 01 Thorpe George, esq. 1615 GENT1620 WAR 46 01 Tomlins Richard, esq 1615 GENT1620 SOU 03 01 Tucker George 1620 GENT1620 WAR 22 01 Tucker George 1620 GENT1620 WAR 23 01 Tucker George 1620 GENT1620 WAR 33 01 Tucker George 1620 GENT1620 WAR 34 01 Tucker George 1620 GENT1620 WAR 35 01 Tucker George 1620 GENT.1620 WAR 36 01 Tucker George 1620 GENT1620 WAR 37 01 Tucker George 1620 GENT1620 WAR 38 01 Tucker George 1620 GENT1620 WAR 39 01 Tucker George 1620 GENT1620 WAR 40 01 Tucker George 1620 GENT1620 WAR 41 01 Tucker George 1620 GENT1620 WAR 42 01 Tucker George 1620 GENT1620 PAG 11 01 Woodall John 1615 GENT1620 SAN 14 01 Wroth John 1615 GENT1620 SMI 13 02 Wroth John 1615 GENT

1620 SMI 07 04 Ager Sir Anthony (Aucher) 1615 KT03 .1620 PAG 14 02 Cope Sir William 1617 KT031620 PEM 23 02 Cranfield Sir Lionel 1615 KT131620 SAN 11 01 Danvers Sir John 1617 KT091620 SAN 11 01 Danvers Sir John 1617 KT091620 SMI 01 02 Diggs Xx Sir Dudley 1612 KT071620 PAG 12 02 Grobham Sir Richard 1615 KT031620 HAM 01 T? Harwood Sir Edward 1620 KT1620 DEV 16 02 Hayward Sir John 1615 KT191620 HAM 10 01 Howgan Sir Thomas 1615 KT1620 PEM 04 01 Hyde Sir Lawrence 1615 KT14
1620 SOU 08 12 Rich Sir Nathaniel 1617 KTl71620 SAN 04 05 Sandys Sir Edwin 1615 KT031620 SMI 08 05 Sandys Sir Edwin 1615 KT031620 SMI 06 01 Sandys Sir Samuel 1615 KT031620 PAG 15 01 Wade Sir William 1612 KT031620 WAR 48 01 Walter Sir John 1615 KT19
1620 WAR 49 01 Walter Sir John 1615 KT191620 SOU 16 02 Winwood Sir Ralph 1615 KT07
1620 DEV 07 03 Cavendish William, Lord 1615 NOB
1620 DEV 08 02 Cavendish William, Lord 1615 NOB
1620 DEV 08 05 Cavendish William, Lord 1615 NOB1620 HAM 01 TT Hamilton James, Lord Marquis 1620 NOB1620 PAG 04 10 Paget William, Lord 1615 NOB1620 PEM 06 10 Pembroke William, Earl of 1615 NOB1620 DEV 05 02 Rich Robert, E. of Warwick 1615 NOB1620 HAM 13 04 Rich Robert, E. of Warwick 1615 NOB1620 SOU 09 03 Rich Robert, E. of Warwick 1615 NOB1620 WAR 16 01 Rich Robert, E. of Warwick 1615 NOB1620 WAR 17 01 Rich Robert, E. of Warwick 1615 NOB
1620 WAR 18 01 Rich Robert, E. of Warwick 1615 NOB1620 WAR 19 01 Rich Robert, E. of Warwick 1615 NOB1620 WAR 20 01 Rich Robert, E. of Warwick 1615 NOB
1620 SOU 12 04 Southampton Henry, Earl of 1615 NOB
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1620 PEM 18 02 Abbot Morris (Maurice) 1615 MER1620 SOU ll X! Abdy Anthony (see Scot) 1615 MER1620 DEV 06 02 Adderlie William 1615 MER
1620 DEV 19 04 Anthonie Charles 1615 MER
1620 PAG 02 ¤¤ Ayres Thomas (see Wiseman) 1620 MER
1620 SOU 07 01 Banks John 1615 MER
1620 SAN 03 05 Barkeley George 1612 MER
1620 SMI 05 05 Barkeley George 1612 MER
1620 PAG 09 04 Baron Christopher 1615 MER
1620 WAR 50 01 Bond Martin 1617 MER
1620 SOU 04 01 Britton John 1615 MER
1620 HAM 08 ?! Canning William 1615 MER1620 HAM 08 ?¥ Canning William 1615 MER
1620 PEM 16 02 Canning William 1615 MER1620 PEM 24 01 Cartwright Abraham 1615 MER
1620 PEM 25 01 Cartwright Abraham 1615 MER
1620 PEM 19 01 Caswell Richard 1615 MER
1620 PEM 20 02 Caswell Richard 1615 MER
1620 SAN 08 01 Chamberlaine Abraham 1615 MER
1620 SAN 07 02 Chamberlaine Richard 1612 MER1620 SAN 15 10 Chamberlaine Richard 1612 MER1620 PAG 06 05 Church Thomas 1615 MER1620 WAR 43 01 Cletheroe Christopher 1615 MER1620 HAM 14 03 Covell Thomas 1615 MER1620 SAN 06 02 Cuffe John 1617 MER
1620 SOU 05 03 Dawes Abraham (Dismoors) 1615 MER
1620 DEV 14 02 Delaun Gideon 1615 MER1620 HAM 02 03 Delbridge John 1615 MER
1620 SAN 13 01 Delbridge John 1615 MER
1620 DEV 02 01 Dike John 1615 MER
1620 DEV 03 01 Dike John 1615 MER1620 DEV 12 01 Dike John 1615 MER
1620 HAM 03 03 Dike John 1615 MER
1620 DEV 10 04 Ditchfield Edw 1615 MER1620 SMI 02 02 Edwards Richard 1615 MER
1620 PAG 13 04 Etheridge George 1615 MER1620 WAR 21 01 Felgate William 1615 MER
1620 PEM 11 02 Ferne John? (Herne) 1615 MER
1620 PEM 14 01 Ferrar Nicholas 1615 MER1620 PEM 15 01 Ferrar Nicholas 1615 MER
1620 DEV 13 02 Fletcher John 1615 MER1620 HAM 11 02 Gearing John 1615 MER
1620 SAN 10 03 Gore Robert 1615 MER1620 SAN 12 02 Gore Robert 1615 MER
1620 HAM 15 01 Greenwell William 1615 MER
1620 SOU 06 01 Harwood Leonard 1615 MER
1620 SAN 05 10 Haydon Jerome 1612 MER1620 PEM 12 01 Jacobson Philip 1615 MER
1620 DEV 01 02 Johnson Alderman Robert 1612 MER
1620 SMI 12 05 Johnson Alderman Robert 1612 MER
1620 HAM 06 01 King Ralph 1615 MER1620 PEM 02 02 Lever Thomas 1615 MER1620 WAR 24 01 Maplesdon Richard 1615 MER1620 WAR 25 01 Maplesdon Richard 1615 MER1620 SAN 06 XX Melling Thomas (see Cuffe) 1617 MER1620 SMI 10 04 Moorer Richard 1615 MER
1620 SOU 10 06 Moorer Richard 1615 MER1620 DEV 11 02 Nichols William 1615 MER
1620 HAM 08 "?? Offley Robert 1612 MER1620 PAG 05 04 Palmer William 1615 MER1620 HAM 17 02 Paulson Richard? (illegible) 1615 MER
1620 PEM 27 02 Payne William 1615 MER
1620 SMI 03 04 Payne William 1615 MER1620 HAM 07 02 Quicks heirs William 1615 MER1620 DEV 15 03 Roberts Ellis 1615 MER
1620 HAM 04 02 Roberts Ellis 1615 MER1620 DEV 18 02 Rogers Richard 1615 MER
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1620 SOU 11 ¤X Scot Edmund (see Scot) 1615 MER1620 SOU ll 06 Scot George [Edmon!1 1612 MER1620 PEM 09 01 Shepheard Matthew 1615 MER1620 HAR 32 01 Shepheard Matthew 1615 MER1620 HAM 12 02 Smith Cleophas 1615 MER1620 PAG 07 01 Smith George 1615 MER1620 PEM 01 04 Smith George 1615 MER
1620 SAN 09 02 Smith George 1615 MER1620 HAR 09 01 Smith George 1615 MER1620 HAR 10 01 Smith George 1615 MER1620 HAR 11 01 Smith George 1615 MER1620 HAR 12 01 Smith George 1615 MER1620 HAR 13 01 Smith George 1615 MER1620 HAR 14 01 Smith George 1615 MER1620 HAR 15 01 Smith George 1615 MER1620 SMI 04 02 Smith Robert 1615 MER1620 HAR 07 01 Sparrow Stephen 1617 MER1620 HAR 44 01 Swinhow George 1615 MER1620_ HAR 45 -01 Swinhow George 1615 MER1620 SMI 11 04 Timberlake Henry 1615 MER1620 SOU 13 02 Timberlake Henry 1615 MER1620 HAR 27 01 Hebster Hilliam 1615 MER1620 PAG 10 01 Hells Thomas (Hebb) 1615 MER1620 SAN 14 04 Hest John 1615 MER1620 PAG 08 04 Hheatley Thomas 1615 MER1620 PAG 02 04 Hiseman Richard 1620 MER1620 SMI 14 04 Holstenholme John 1612 MER

1620 PAG 01 05 Garaway Sir Hilliam 1615 MKT151620 SOU 14 02 Hewet Sir Thomas 1617 MKT131620 SOU 01 01 Smith Sir Richard Xx 1615 MKT031620 SOU 02 01 Smith Sir Richard Xx 1615 MKT031620 PEM 22 02 Smith Sir Thomas 1615 MKT961620 SMI 09 05 Smith Sir Thomas 1615 MKT961620 SOU 03 01 Smith Sir Thomas 1615 MKT96
1620 PAG 16 01 Cresswell 1617 UNK1620 PEM 07 01 Draper 1617 UNK1620 PAG 03 01 Fenner (Ferne!) 1620 UNK1620 HAR 31 01 Heath 1620 UNK1620 PEM 08 01 Hill 1620 UNK1620 PEM 05 02 Jadwin Thomas 1615 UNK1620 HAR 47 01 Kerell John 1615 UNK1620 PEM 21 01 Mann Joseph 1620 UNK1620 HAR 02 01 Mann Joseph 1620 UNK1620 HAR 03 01 Mann Joseph 1620 UNK1620 HAR 04 01 Mann Joseph 1620 UNK1620 HAR 05 01 Mann Joseph 1620 UNK1620 HAR 06 01 Mann Joseph 1620 UNK1620 HAR 30 01 Meverell Francis 1620 UNK1620 HAR 01 01 Moire? (Moorer!) 1620 UNK1620 HAM 05 01 Phipps Robert (Philips) 1615 UNK!1620 HAM 16 01 Spruson Hildebrand (Prason) 1615 UNK1620 PEM 10 01 Hard 1617 UNK1620 HAM 18 01+ Hebb Thomas (Hells) 1617 UNK1620 HAR 26 01 Hheatley Richard 1620 UNK

1620? SOU 15 XX Pierce 1617 UNK
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1622a
1622a PAG 14 02 Xlncognita ·
1622a HAM 19 01- Common Ground
1622a PEM 02 02 Gleeblend
1622a DEV 04 02 Barnard John 1615 GENT
1622a HAM 09 02 Bernard John 1615 GENT
1622a PAG 16 01 Bernard John 1615 GENT
1622a SOU 12 02 Bromfield Arthur 1615 GENT _

, 1622a HAR 28 01 Hinton Dr. Anthony 1615 GENT
1622a HAR 29 01 Hinton Dr. Anthony 1615 GENT
1622a PEM 05 01 Hyde Nicholas, esq 1615 GENT
1622a DEV 09 05 Lukin Edward 1615 GENT
1622a DEV 17 02 Lukin Edward 1615 GENT
1622a PEM 17 02 Martin Richard, esq 1612 GENT
1622a PEM 26 02 Sandys George 1620 GENT
1622e HAM 21 01 Thorpe George, esq. 1615 GENT
1622a HAR 46 01 Tomlins Richard, esq 1615 GENT
1622a OVE 05 Tucker Captain Daniel 1622 GENT
1622a SOU 01 01 Tucker Captain Daniel 1622 GENT
1622a SOU 02 01 Tucker Captain Daniel 1622 GENT
1622a SOU 05 02 Tucker Captain Daniel 1622 GENT
1622a HAR 01 01 Tucker Captain Daniel 1622 GENT
1622a HAR 22 01 Tucker Captain Daniel 1622 GENT
1622a HAR 25 01 Tucker Captain Daniel 1622 GENT
1622a HAR 26 01 Tucker Captain Daniel 1622 GENT
1622a HAR 55 01 Tucker George 1620 GENT
1622a HAR 54 01 Tucker George 1620 GENT
1622a HAR 55 01 Tucker George 1620 GENT
1622a HAR 56 01 Tucker George 1620 GENT
1622a HAR 57 01 Tucker George 1620 GENT
1622a HAR 58 01 Tucker George 1620 GENT
1622a HAR 59 01 Tucker George 1620 GENT
1622a HAR 40 01 Tucker George 1620 GENT
1622a HAR 41 01 Tucker George 1620 GENT
1622a HAR 42 01 Tucker George 1620 GENT
1622a PAG 10 01 Hoodall John 1615 GENT
1622a PAG 11 01 Hoodall John 1615 GENT
1622a SAN 14 01 Hroth John 1615 GENT
1622a SMI 15 05 Hroth — John 1615 GENT
1622a SAN 11 01 Danvers Sir John 1617 KT09
1622a SMI 01 02 Diggs xx Sir Dudley w/G Sandys 1612 KT07
1622a HAM 01 04 Harwood Sir Edward 1620 KT
1622a HAM 10 01 Howgan Sir Thomas 1615 KT
1622a PEM 04 01 Hyde Sir Lawrence 1615 KT14
1622a SOU 08 12 Rich Sir Nathaniel 1617 KT17
1622a SAN ll 01 Sackville Sir Edward 1622 KT16
1622a SAN 04 05 Sandys Sir Edwin 1615 KT05
1622a SMI 08 05 Sandys Sir Edwin 1615 KT05
1622a SMI 06 01 Sandys Sir Samuel 1615 KT05
1622a PAG 15 01 Hade Sir Hilliam 1612 KT05
1622a HAR 48 01 Halter Sir John 1615 KT19
1622a HAR 49 01 Halter Sir John 1615 KT19
1622a SOU 16 02 Hinwood Sir Ralph 1615 KT07
1622a DEV 08 05 Cavendish Hilliam, Lord 1615 NOB
1622a DEV 07 05 Cavendish Hilliam, Lord 1622 NOB09
1622a DEV 08 02 Cavendish Hilliam, Lord 1622 NOB09
1622a HAM 01 06 Hamilton James, Lord Marquis 1620 NOB
1622a PAG 04 10 Paget Hilliam, Lord 1615 NOB
1622a PEM 06 10 Pembroke Hilliam, Earl of 1615 NOB
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1622a DEV 05 02 Rich Robert, E. of Warwick 1615 NOB1622e HAM 13 04 Rich Robert, E. of Warwick 1615 NOB1622a SOU 09 03 Rich Robert, E. of Warwick 1615 NOB1622a WAR 16 01 Rich Robert, E. of Warwick 1615 NOB1622a WAR 17 01 Rich Robert, E. of Warwick 1615 NOB1622a WAR 18 01 Rich Robert, E. of Warwick 1615 NOB1622a WAR 19 01 Rich Robert, E. of Warwick 1615 NOB1622a WAR 20 01 Rich Robert, E. of Warwick 1615 NOB1622a SOU 12 04 Southampton Henry, Earl of 1615 NOB
1622a PEM 18 02 Abbot Morris 1615 MER1622a SOU 11 X! Abdy Anthony (see Scot) _16l5 MER1622a PAG 02 X! Ayres Thomas (see Wiseman) 1620 MER1622a PAG 07 01 Ball John 1622 MER1622a SOU 07 01 Banks John 1615 MER1622a SAN 03 05 Berkeley George 1612 MER1622a SMI 05 05 Berkeley George 1612 MER1622a PAG 09 04 Baron Christopher 1615 MER1622a WAR 50 01 Bend Martin 1617 MER· 1622a $0U 04 01 Britten John 1615 MER1622a HAM 08 04 Canning William 1615 MER1622a HAM 08 01 Canning William 1615 MER1622a PEM 16 02 Canning William 1615 MER1622a PEM 19 01 Caswell Richard 1615 MER1622a PEM 20 02 Caswell Richard 1615 MER1622a PEM 21 01 Caswell Richard 1615 MER1622a PEM 24 01 Caswell Richard 1615 MER1622a SAN 08 01 Chamberlaine Abraham 1615 MER

1622a PAG 01 05 Chamberlaine John, esq 1622 MER1622a SAN 07 02 Chamberlaine Richard 1612 MER1622a SAN 15 10 Chamberlaine Richard 1612 MER1622a SOU 05 03 Chamberlaine Richard 1612 MER1622a WAR 43 01 Cletheroe Christopher 1615 MER1622a HAM 14 03 Covell Thomas_ 1615 MER1622a SAN 06 02 Cuffe John 1617 MER1622a DEV 14 02 Delaun Gideon 1615 MER1622a HAM 02 03 Delbridge John 1615 MER1622a SAN 13 01 Delbridge John 1615 MER1622a DEV 02 01 Dike John 1615 MER1622a DEV 03 01 Dike John 1615 MER '
1622a HAM 03 03 Dike John 1615 MER1622a HAM 18 01+ Dike John 1615 MER1622a HAM 20 01+ Dike John 1615 MER1622a DEV 09 01 Ditchfield Edw 1615 MER1622a DEV 10 04 Ditchfield Edw 1615 MER1622a DEV 12 01 Ditchfield Edw 1615 MER1622a PEM 07 01 Edwards Richard 1615 MER1622a PEM 09 01 Edwards Richard 1615 MER1622a PEM 11 02 Edwards Richard 1615 MER"1622a PEM 22 02 Edwards Richard 1615 MER1622a PEM 23 02 Edwards Richard 1615 MER1622a PEM 25 01 Edwards Richard 1615 MER1622a SMI 02 02 Edwards Richard 1615 MER1622a PAG 13 04 Etheridge George 1615 MER1622a WAR 21 01 Felgate William 1615 MER1622a PEM 13 01 Ferrar John 1622 MER1622a PEM 14 01 Ferrar John 1622 MER1622a PEM 15 01 Ferrar Nicholas 1615 MER1622a DEV 13 02 Fletcher John 1615 MER1622a HAM ll 02 Gearing John 1615 MER1622a SAN 10 03 Gore Robert 1615 MER1622a SAN 12 02 Gore Robert 1615 MER1622a HAM 15 01 Greenwell William 1615 MER1622a SOU 06 01 Harwoed Leonard 1615 MER1622a SAN 05 10 Hayden Jerome 1612 MER1622a PEM 12 01 Jacobsen Philip 1615 MER ‘

1622a SMI 12 05 Johnson Alderman Robert 1612 MER
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1622a HAM 06 01 King Ralph 1615 MER1622a SAN 06 XX Melling Thomas (see Cuffe) 1617 MER1622a SMI 10 04 Moorer Richard 1615 MER1622a SOU 10 06 Moorer Richard · 1615 MER1622a DEV 11 02 Nichols William 1615 MER1622a DEV 19 04 Palmer William 1615 MER1622a PAG 05 04 Palmer William 1615 MER1622a HAM 17 02 Paulson Richard 1615 MER1622a WAR 31 01 Paulson Richard 1615 MER1622a PEM 27 02 Payne William 1615 MER1622a SMI 03 04 Payne William. 1615 MER1622a DEV 01 02 Pennystona Anthony 1622 MER1622a DEV 15 03 Pennystone Anthony 1622 MER1622a SMI 07 04 Pennystone Anthony 1622 MER1622a HAM 07 02 Quicks heirs William 1615 MER1622a HAM 04 02 Roberts Ellis 1615 MER1622a DEV 18 02 Rogers Richard 1615 MER1622a SOU ll XX Scot Edmund 1615 MER1622a SOU 11 06 Scot George 1612 MER1622a WAR 32 01 Shepheard Matthew 1615 MER1622a HAM 12 02 _Smiih Cleophas 1615 MER1622a PEM 01 04 Smith George 1615 MER1622a SAN 09 02 Smith George 1615 MER1622a SMI 14 04 Smith George 1615 MER1622a WAR 11 01 Smith George 1615 MER1622a WAR 12 01 Smith George 1615 MER1622a WAR 13 01 Smith George 1615 MER1622a WAR 14 01 Smith George 1615 MER1622a WAR 15 01 Smith George 1615 MER1622a SMI 04 02 Smith Robert 1615 MER1622a WAR 07 01 Sparrow Stephen 1617 MER1622a WAR 44 01 Swinhow George 1615 MER1622a WAR 45 01 Swinhow George 1615 MER1622a SMI 11 04 Timberlake Henry 1615 MER1622a SOU 13 02 Timberlake Henry 1615 MER1622a DEV 06 02 West Francis 1622 MER1622a SAN 14 04 West John 1615 MER1622a PAG 08 04 Wheatley Thomas 1615 MER
1622a PAG 02 04 Wiseman Richard 1620 MER1622a PAG 03 01 Wiseman Richard 1620 MER
1622a SOU 14 02 Hewet Sir Thomas 1617 MKT131622a SMI 09 05 Smith Sir Thomas 1615 MKT96
1622a PAG 06 05 Bagwell 1622 UNK1622a DEV 16 02 Best 1622 UNK1622a HAM 16 01 Cley 1622 UNK1622a WAR 27 01 Faucet John 1622 UNK”
1622a PEM 08 01 Harding 1622 UNK1622a PEM 05 02 Jadwin Thomas 1615 UNK1622a PAG 12 02 Lewes 1622 UNK1622a WAR 02 01 Mann Joseph - 1620 UNK1622a WAR 03 01 Mann Joseph 1620 UNK1622a WAR 04 01 Mann Joseph 1620 UNK1622a WAR 05 01 Mann Joseph 1620 UNK1622a WAR 06 01 Mann Joseph 1620 UNK1622a WAR 08 01 Meverell Francis 1620 UNK1622a WAR 30 01 Meverell Francis 1620 UNK1622a WAR 47 01 Meverell Francis 1620 UNK1622a HAM 05 01 Phipps Robert (Philips) 1615 UNK?· 1622a SOU 15 01 Pierce 1617 UNK1622a WAR 09 01 Tickner Sam 1617 UNK1622a WAR 10 01 Tickner Sam · 1617 UNK1622a PEM 10 01 Ward 1617 UNK1622a HAM 08 01 Webbe William 1622 UNK1622a WAR 24 01 Wheatley Richard 1620 UNK

i 1622a WAR 25 01 Wheatley Richard 1620 UNK

{
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1622b
1622b HAM 19 01- Common Ground
1622b PEM 02 02 Gleabland
1622b DEV 04 02 Barnard John 1615 GENT1622b HAM 09 02 Barnard John 1615 GENT·1622b PAG 16 01 Bernard John 1615 GENT _1622b SOU 12 02 Bromfield Arthur 1615 GENT1622b HAR 28 01 Hinten Dr. Anthony 1615 GENT1622b HAR 29 01 Hinton Dr. Anthony 1615 GENT1622b PEM 03 01 Hyde Nicholas, esq 1615 GENT1622b DEV 09 05 Lukin Edward 1615 GENT1622b DEV 17 02 Lukin Edward 1615 GENT1622b PEM 17 02 Martin I Richard, esq 1612 GENT1622b PEM 26 02 Sandys George 1620 GENT1622b HAM 21 01 Thorpe George, esq. 1615 GENT-1622b HAR 46 01 Tomlins Richard, esq 1615 GENT1622b 0VE 03 Tucker Captain Daniel 1622 GENT1622b SOU 01 01 Tucker Captain Daniel 1622 GENT1622b SOU 02 01 Tucker - Captain Daniel 1622 GENT1622b SOU 03 02 Tucker Captain Daniel 1622 GENT1622b HAR 01 01 Tucker Captain Daniel 1622 GENT1622b HAR 22 01 Tucker Captain Daniel 1622 GENT1622b HAR 23 01 Tucker Captain Daniel 1622 GENT _
1622b HAR 26 01 Tucker Captain Daniel 1622 GENT1622b HAR 33 01 Tucker George 1620 GENT1622b HAR 34 01 Tucker George 1620 GENT1622b HAR 35 01 Tucker George 1620 GENT1622b HAR 36 01 Tucker George 1620 GENT1622b HAR 37 01 Tucker George 1620 GENT1622b HAR 38 01 Tucker George 1620 GENT1622b HAR 39 01 Tucker George 1620 GENT1622b HAR 40 01 Tucker George 1620 GENT1622b HAR 41 01 Tucker George 1620 GENT1622b HAR 42 01 Tucker George 1620 GENT1622b PAG 10 01 Hoodall John 1615 GENT1622b PAG 11 01 Hoodall John 1615 GENT1622b SAN 14 01 Hroth John 1615 GENT1622b SMI 13 03 Hroth John 1615 GENT
1622b SAN 11 01 Danvers Sir John 1617 KT091622b SMI 01 02 Diggs XX Sir Dudley 1612 KT071622b HAM 01 04 Harwood Sir Edward 1620 KT1622b PEM 04 01 Hyde Sir Lawrence 1615 KT141622b SOU 08 12 Rich Sir Nathaniel 1617 KT171622b SAN 11 01 Sackville Sir Edward 1622 KT161622b SAN 04 05 Sandys Sir Edwin 1615 KT031622b SMI 08 05 Sandys Sir Edwin 1615 KT031622b SMI 06 01 Sandys Sir Samuel 1615 KT031622b PAG 15 01 Hade Sir Hilliam 1612 KT031622b HAR 48 01 Halter Sir John 1615 KT191622b HAR 49 01 Halter Sir John 1615 KT191622b SOU 16 02 Hinwood Sir Ralph 1615 KT07
1622b DEV 08 05 Cavendish Hilliam, Lord 1615 NOB1622b DEV 07 03 Cavendish Hilliam, Lord 1622 NOB091622b DEV 08 02 Cavendish Hilliam, Lord 1622 NOBO91622b HAM 01 06 Hamilton James, Lord Marquis 1620 NOB1622b PAG 04 10 Paget Hilliam, Lord 1615 NOB1622b PEM 06 10 Pembroke Hilliam, Earl of 1615 NOB
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1622b DEV 05 02 Rich Robert, E. of Warwick 1615 NOB1622b HAM 15 04 Rich Robert, E. of Warwick 1615 NOB1622b SOU 09 05 Rich Robert, E. ef Warwick 1615 NOB1622b WAR 16 01 Rich Robert, E. of Warwick 1615 NOB1622b WAR 17 01 _Rich Robert, E. ef Warwick 1615 NOB1622b WAR 18 01 Rich Robert, E. ef Warwick 1615 NOB1622b WAR 19 01 Rich Robert, E. of Warwick 1615 NOB1622b WAR 20 01 Rich Robert, E. of Warwick 1615 NOB1622b SOU 12 04 Southampton Henry, Earl of 1615 NOB
1622b PEM 18 02 Abbot Morris 1615 MER1622b SOU 11 XX Abdy ‘ Anthony (see Scot) 1615 MER1622b PAG 02 XX Ayres Thomas (see Wiseman) 1620 MER1622b PAG 07 01 Ball John . 1622 MER1622b SOU 07 01 Banks _ John 1615 MER1622b SAN 05 05 Berkeley - George 1612 MER1622b SMI 05 05 Barkeley George 1612 MER1622b PAG 09 04 Baron Christopher 1615 MER1622b WAR 50 01 Bond Martin 1617 MER1622b SOU 04 01 Britten John 1615 MER1622b HAM 08 04 Canning William 1615 MER ·1622b HAM 08 01 Canning William 1615 MER1622b PEM 16 02 Canning William 1615 MER1622b PEM 19 01 Caswell Richard 1615 MER1622b PEM 20 02 Caswell Richard 1615 MER1622b PEM 24 01 Caswell Richard 1615 MER1622b PEM 21 01 Caswell William 1622 MER1622b SAN 08 01 Chamberlaine Abraham 1615 MER1622b PAG 01 05 Chamberlaine Jehn,_esq _ 1622 MER1622b SAN 15 10 Chamberlaine Richard ‘ 1612 MER1622b SOU 05 05 Chamberlaine Richard 1612 MER1622b SAN 07 02 Chamberlaine Robert 1622 MER1622b WAR 45 01 Cletheroe Christopher 1615 MER1622b HAM 14 05 Covell Themas 1615 MER1622b SAN 06 02 Cuffe John 1617 MER1622b DEV 14 02 Delaun Gideon 1615 MER1622b HAM 02 05 Delbridge John 1615 MER1622b SAN 15 01 Delbridge John 1615 MER1622b DEV 02 01 Dike John 1615 MER1622b DEV 05 01 Dike John 1615 MER1622b HAM 05 05 Dike ‘ John 1615 MER1622b HAM 18 01+ Dike John 1615 MER1622b HAM 20 01+ Dike John 1615 MER1622b DEV 09 01 Ditchfield Edw 1615 MER1622b DEV 10 04 Ditchfield Edw 1615 MER1622b DEV 12 01 Ditchfield Edw 1615 MER1622b PEM 07 01 Edwards Richard 1615 MER1622b PEM 09 01 Edwards Richard 1615 MER1622b PEM 11 02 Edwards Richard 1615 MER1622b PEM 22 02 Edwards Richard 1615 MER1622b PEM 25 02 Edwards Richard 1615 MER1622b PEM 25 01 Edwards Richard 1615 MER1622b SMI 02 02 Edwards Richard 1615 MER1622b PAG 15 04 .Etheridge George 1615 MER1622b WAR 21 01 Felgate William 1615 MER1622b PEM 15 01 Ferrar John 1622 MER1622b PEM 14 01 Ferrar Nicholas 1615 MER1622b PEM 15 01 Ferrar Nicholas 1615 MER1622b DEV 15 02 Fletcher John 1615 MER~ 1622b HAM 11 02 Gearing John 1615 MER1622b SAN 10 05 Gore Robert 1615 MER1622b SAN 12 02 Gere Robert 1615 MER1622b HAM 15 01 Greenwell William 1615 MER1622b SOU 06 01 Harwood Leonard 1615 MER1622b SAN 05 10 Hayden Jerome 1612 MER1622b PEM 12 01 Jacobsen Philip 1615 MERr 1622b SMI 12 05 Johnson Alderman Robert 1612 MER
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1622b HAM 06 01 King Ralph 1615 MER
1622b SAN 06 X! Melling Thomas (see Cuffe) 1617 MER
1622b SMI 10 04 Moorer Richard 1615 MER
1622b SOU 10 06 Moorer Richard 1615 MER
1622b·DEV 11 02 Nichols Hilliam 1615 MER
1622b DEV 19 04 Palmer Hilliam 1615 MER
1622b PAG 05 O4 Palmer Hilliam 1615 MER
1622b HAM 17 02 Paulson Richard 1615 MER
1622b HAR 31 01 Paulson Richard 1615 MER
1622b PEM 27 02 Payne Hilliam 1615 MER
1622b SMI 03 04 Payne Hilliam 1615 MER
1622b DEV 01 ‘02 Pennystone Anthony 1622 MER
1622b DEV 15 03 Pennystone Anthony 1622 MER
1622b SMI 07 04 Pennystone Anthony 1622 MER
1622b HAM 07 02 Quicks heirs Hilliam 1615 MER
1622b HAM 04 02 Roberts Ellis 1615 MER
1622b PEM 10 01 Roberts Ellis 1615 MER
1622b DEV 18 02 Rogers Richard 1615 MER
1622b SOU ll Xx Scot Edmund 1615 MER
1622b SOU 11 06 Scot George 1612 MER
1622b HAR 32 01 Shepheard Matthew 1615 MER
1622b HAM 12 02 Smith Cleophas 1615 MER
1622b PEM 01 04 Smith George 1615 MER
1622b SAN 09 02 Smith George 1615 MER
1622b SMI 14 04 Smith George 1615 MER
1622b HAR 11 01 Smith George 1615 MER
1622b HAR 12 01 Smith George 1615 MER
1622b HAR 13 01 Smith George 1615 MER
1622b HAR 14 01 Smith George 1615 MER
1622b HAR 15 01 Smith George 1615 MER
1622b SMI 04 02 Smith Robert 1615 MER
1622b HAR 07 01 Sparrow Stephen 1617 MER
1622b HAR 44 01 Swinhow George 1615 MER ·
1622b HAR 45 01 Swinhow George 1615 MER
1622b SOU 13 02 Timberlake Henry 1615 MER
1622b DEV 06. 02 Hest Francis 1622 MER
1622b SAN 14 04 Hest John 1615 MER
1622b PAG 08 04 Hheatley Thomas 1615 MER
1622b PAG 02 04 .Hiseman Richard 1620 MER
1622b PAG 03 01 Hiseman Richard 1620 MER
1622b SOU 14 02 Hewet Sir Thomas 1617 MKTI3
1622b SMI 09 05 Smith Sir Thomas 1615 MKT96
1622b PAG 14 02 Arthors Owen 1622 UNK
1622b PAG 06 05 Bagwell 1622 UNK
1622b DEV 16 02 Best 1622 UNK
1622b SMI 11 04 Brumfield Ad 1622 UNK
1622b HAM 16 01 Cley 1622 UNK
1622b PEM 08 01 Harding 1622 UNK
1622b PEM 05 02 Jadwin Thomas 1615 UNK
1622b PAG 12 02 Lewes 1622 UNK
1622b HAR 02 01 Mann Joseph 1620 UNK
1622b HAR 03 O1 Mann Joseph 1620 UNK
1622b HAR 04 01 Mann Joseph 1620 UNK
1622b HAR 05 01 Mann Joseph 1620 UNK
1622b HAR 06 01 Mann Joseph 1620 UNK
1622b HAR 08 01 Meverell Francis 1620 UNK
1622b HAR 30 01 Meverell Francis 1620 UNK
1622b HAR 47 01 Meverell Francis 1620 UNK
1622b HAR 27 O1 Moore Elias 1622 UNK
1622b HAM 05 01 Phipps Robert (Philips) 1615 UNK?

[~
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1622b SOU 15 01 Pierce _ 1617 UNK1622b HAM 10 01 Roberts Ellis, Jr. · 1622 UNK
1622b WAR 09 01 Tickner Sam 1617 UNK1622b WAR 10 01 Tickner Sam 1617 UNK‘ 1622b HAM 08 01 Webbe William 1622 UNK1622b WAR 24 01 Wheatley Richard 1620 UNK
1622b WAR 25 01 Wheatley Richard 1620 UNK

Other Members

1621? PAG 14 02 Rich Henry, E. Holland ???? NOB10

1625 Gibbs Thomas ???? GENT1625 WAR Palavezino Edward (from J.Mann) ???? GENT -1625 SOU? Wrote Samuel (from R.Rich) ???? GENT
1625 SOU? Cheeke Thomas (from N.Rich) ???? KT051624 Killegrew Sir Robert ???? KT051625 WAR Nevison Thomas (from Mann) ???? KT1625 HAM? Roe Thomas (from R.Rich) ???? KT051625 HAM? Slany Henry (from R.Rich) ???? KT1625 SOU? Wroth Thomas (from N.Rich) ???? KT15
1622? PAG 14 02 Percy Henry, E. Northumber. ???? NOB
1625 Barber Gabriel ???? MER1625 Baron Peter ???? MER1625 Beareblock William ???? MER1625 Benett George ???? MER1624 Ferrar Robert ???? MER* 1625 Keightlie Thomas ???? MER
1625 HAM? Argall Samuel (from R.Rich) ???? MKT221625 WAR Bludder Thomas (from Mann) ???? MKT05
1624 Balmford ???? UNK1625 HAM? Briggs · Henry (from R.Rich) ???? UNK1624 Buckridge ???? UNK1625 SOU Butler James (from R.Rich) ???? UNK1625 SOU? Butler N (from R.Rich) ???? UNK1625 SOU? Cough William (from N.Rich) ???? UNK1625 Darrell Thomas ???? UNK1625 Fotherbv ???? UNK1624 Gilford Captain ???? UNK1624 Hackett ???? UNK1624 Hobbs ???? UNK1625 PEM? Jessop William (from N.Rich) ???? UNK1624 Leigh ???? UNK1625 WAR Mann Thomas (from J.Mann) ???? UNK1625 HAM? Phesant Per (from R.Rich) ???? UNK1624 Purslowe ???? UNK1625 PEM? Spettie Richard (from N.Rich) ???? UNK1625 Waterhouse Edward ???? UNK
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1654 Fiennes Charles, Lord Saye ITT! NOB
1654 Greville Robert, Lord Brooke T11! NOB

???? Pym Jahn lll? GENT
???? Smith John ITT! GENT -???? Somers George lll? KT05
???? Thompson M ???? KT
???? Montagua Henry, E. Manchester Ill! NOBO5
???T Bell Robert ITT? MER

- ???? Waters John lll! UNK
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC ESSAY
The settlers of Bermuda in the seventeenth century have left a wonderful record of their lives.

Much of this information has been published and is rcadily available in the United States.
Unfortunately, even the wealth of primary source material on the tiny colony has generated little
interest among historians.

Primary source material on seventeenth—century Bermuda has been published in a number
of different works. The largest of these, Sir John llenry lcfroy's Memorials of the Discovery and
Earhr Settlement of the Bermudas or Somers Islands, /5 /5-/685. (Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, 1981), consists of two volumes of official government records, letters, and early accounts of
the islands’ history and is an essential resource for any research on the colony. Other letters and
documents concerning Bermuda can be found in Susan M. Kingsbury’s Records of the Virginia
Company ofLondon, 3 vols. (Washington: Govemmcnt Printing ()ffice, 1906-35). Although most
of the documents in these three volumes pertain to Virginia, many concem both Virginia and
Bermuda. Alexander Brown’s collection of documents Genesis of the United States, 2 vols.
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1890) provides additional material as well as documents published in
Lefroy. The Calendar ofState Papers, Colonial Series, America and West Indies includes official
documents of the British government concerning Bermuda. Volume one of the series, covering
1574-1660, provides more information on Bermuda than later volumes, though the later volumes
include some important documents. The most recent published work of Bermuda documents is
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The Rich Papers: Letters from Bermuda, /6/5-/646, Vernon A. lvcs, ed. (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1984). This volume contains most of the correspondence sent to the Rich family
from Bermuda and numerous records kept members of the family about their interests in the
islands. The documents in The Rich Papers provide a vivid picture of the islands during the early
years.

Early histories also provide invaluable information concerning life in the colony. Two
histories exist, one covering the history of the colony from 1609-22 and the other from 1609-28.
The better of the two was written by the outspoken Nathaniel Butler, the third govemor of the

, colony. His book, Historye of the Bermudaes or Summer I.slands (london: llakluyt Society, 1882;
reprint, New York: Burt Franklin, 1964) was an anonymous tract published in 1882 that was
believed at the time to have been written by Captain .lohn Smith. llistorians recently identified the
work as Butler’s by handwriting comparisonsl Butler’s work, though biased in his own favor, is
colorful, entertaining, and extremely informative. The other early history, Captain John Smith’s
General Historie of Virginia, New England, and the Summer /.s/es (Glasgow: James Maclehose and
Sons, 1907; reprint, Ann Arbor: University Microfilms, 1972) contains a history of Bermuda almost
identical to Butler’s. The similarities between the two works led lefroy to identify Smith as the
author of Butler’s work, though it seems more likely that Smith simply plagiarized Butler. The
General] Historie has been reprinted many times, both separately and in collected works. The most
recent collection of Smith’s works, The Complete Work.s of ( Taptain ./ohn Smith (/580-/63/) in
Three Volumes, Philip L. Barbour, ed. (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1986),
contains a short tract that discusses the condition of the colony in Bermuda in 1629.

Little scholarly secondary work has been done on the early history of the colony despite its
close ties with Virginia, though recent work on Bermuda demonstrates a modest revival of interest
in Bermuda and its relationship with Virginia and, to a lesser extent, Barbados. Professor Virginia
Bernhard, who currently heads the history department at the University of St. Thomas, in Houston,
Texas, has argued persuasively for renewed study of the peculiarities of Bermuda’s early history.
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i The study of Bermuda is today in the hands of Bermudians, aside from Professor Bemhard, and
draws little attention from historians elsewhere.

Recent historians have neglected the history of Bermuda and the Somers Islands Company.
Little has been written expressly on the colony in the seventeenth century and most of what has
been written has focused on the political history of the colony and the early history of the company.
Charles M. Andrews’ Colonial Period ofAmerican Ilistorjv, I (New Ilaven: Yale University Press,
1934), includes an excellent overview of the history of seventeenth century Bermuda. William
Robert Scott’s Constitution and Finance of English, Scottish, and Irish ./oinl Stock Companies to
/720 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1912; reprint, (iloueester: Peter Smith, 1968)
provides a thorough examination of the structure and early history of the Somers Islands Company.

Works treating Bermuda exclusively have proven more disappointing than Andrews and
Scott. A11 of the histories of Bermuda provide a wealth of facts and good summaries of the political
events, but fail to address the social and economic development of the colony. Three major works
have focused exclusively on the history of Bermuda in the seventcenth century. The most recent,
Isle ofthe Devils: Bermuda under the Somers Islands Company, /609- /685 (London: Collins, 1971),
by Jean Isabel Kennedy, provides a concise and readable account of Bermuda’s history under the
Somers Islands Company. The other two major works, both written in the 1930s, contain a
number of errors, mostly in minor details, which adversely atfect the authors’ credibility.2 Wesley
Frank Craven’s "Introduction to the I·Iistory of Bermuda" lin the William and Mary Quarterlv, 2d
series, 17 (April 1937): 176-215; (July 1937): 317-362; (()ctober I937): 437-465; 18 (January 1938):

13-63] discusses the development of the company and colony through the dissolution of the Virginia
Company in 1624. Ilenry C. Wi1kinson’s Adventurers of Bermuda (London: Oxford, 1933;

reprinted London: Oxford, 1958) covers the history of the company and colony until the dissolution
of the Somers Islands Company in 1684. The {laws in these works result from the misinterpretation
of several important documents, particularly those concerning the ownership of specific shares of
land in the islands.3 Both authors do a better job on developments within the company than on

2 I have noted several of these errors in footnotes to my text.
3 Errors made by both Craven and Wilkinson led Vernon A. Ives to state that several of the documents in
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the history of the colony. Craven provides a good analysis of the development of the company,
including extensive comparison with similar developments in the Virginia Company. Wilkinson's
work, though occasionally incorrect, contains more infomration on Bermuda’s history than either
Kennedy or Craven.

V
Some recent works on specific topics in the history of Bermuda have been quite good, and

have helped to revive interest in the islands’ history as a valuablc source of comparison with other
colonies. Virginia Bemhard has produced two thought-provoking articles urging further study of
Bermuda’s past. The first, "Bermuda and Virginia in the Seventeenth Century: A Comparative
View" [in the Journal ofSocial History, 19 (Fall 1985): 57-70], argues the need for scholarly work
comparing the development of Virginia and Bermuda. The second, "Beyond the Chesapeake: The
Contrasting Status of Blacks in Bermuda, 16l6·1663” ]in the Journal of Southern History, 54
(November 1988): 545-64], discusses the unique status of blacks in seventeenth-century Bermuda
and suggests areas for research, especially comparisons among blacks in Bermuda, the West Indies,
and the rnainland colonies as a means of developing a better understanding of the development of
slavery in America.

Two other works on slavery in Bermuda, Cyril O. Packwood’s Chained on the Rock (New
York: Torres and Sons, 1975) and James E. Smith’s Slaverv in Bermuda (New York: Vantage
Press, 1976), provide considerable information on the development of slavery in Bermuda but fail
to say much about Bermuda slaves in the seventeenth century. More antiquarian works, such as

Allen Mardis Junior’s ”Richard Moore, Carpenter" ]in the Virginia Magazine of History and _
Biography, 92 (October 1984): 416-22] and Julia E. Mcreer’s Bermuda Settlers of the Severrteenth
Century: Genealogical Notes from Bermuda (Baltimore: Genealogical Publishing Company, 1982),
also provide useful details for research.

ere incomplete when, in fact, they had simply been misinterpreted by the two earlier
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